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Abstract
Citation indexes and digital libraries index millions of research papers and make
them available to the scientific community; however, searching the intended information from these huge repositories remain a challenge. Everyday, the research
papers in online digital libraries are increasing due to different number of conferences, workshop, and journals which are being arranged throughout the world.
According to the statistic in 2017, one of the digital libraries in medical domain,
such as PubMed consisted of 28 millions of research documents. The manual
searching of relevant research papers from such a huge amount of documents is a
very difficult task. Therefore, this area has attracted the attention of researcher’s
worldwide to propose and implement innovative techniques that could recommend
relevant papers to researchers.
The identification of relevant research papers has become an important research
area. For this, research community has proposed more than 90 different approaches
in the past 15 years. These approaches have utilized different data sources, such as
metadata, content, profile based data and citations of research papers. These techniques have certain strengths and limitations which have been critically reviewed
and presented in this document.
One of the important approaches in this area is co-citation analysis which considers two documents as relevant if they are co-cited in other scientific documents.
The original approach used references from the reference list of scientific documents to make such observations. However, in the recent years, the content of
documents have also been exploited along with the reference list to enhance the
accuracy. These approaches include Citation Proximity Analysis (CPA), Citation
Order Analysis (COA), and exploit bytes of the content of scientific papers. These
approaches conceptualize the occurrence of co-citations in different level of proximity and give more weights to the co-cited documents which are co-cited closely.
However, the closely co-cited documents in the “Methodology/Results” section
may be considered more relevant as compared to the closely co-cited papers in the
“Introduction/Discussion” sections. This thesis explores structural organization

xi
of scientific documents by giving weights according to the importance of different
generic sections, and investigates that whether such approach may increase the
accuracy of identifying relevant papers.
This work addresses the following important research challenges and can be considered as the contributions of the thesis: (1) generic section identification in citing
document (2) in-text citation patterns and frequencies identification in citing document and (3) design of an algorithm that utilizes evidences from above mentioned
sources (sections name, their weight, and the frequency of co-citations) to identify
and recommend relevant papers.
For each contribution, the detailed architecture, dataset and evaluation have been
discussed in this thesis. First the generic section identification component was
designed, implemented and then evaluated with state-of-the-art approaches. The
proposed approach was evaluated on two datasets consisted of 150 and 300 citing
documents respectively. The aggregated F-score of proposed approach was 92%
over the both datasets while the F-score of the state-of-the-art technique was 81%.
Second, the component of in-text citation patterns and frequencies identification
was implemented with detailed architecture, dataset, and evaluation. For the evaluation, two datasets were prepared from openly available digital libraries, Journal
of Universal Computer Science (J.UCS)1 and CiteSeerX2 . The proposed model was
outperformed the state-of-the-art approach by increasing the F-score from 0.58 to
0.97. The third contribution of this thesis is section wise co-citation analysis
which depends on earlier two components. The proposed approach was designed
to rank the co-cited documents. For the evaluation purpose, two benchmarks such
as JSD and cosine similarity based rankings were selected for the comparison of
proposed and state-of-the-art approaches. The score has been compared between
the proposed and state-of-the-art approaches using Spearman’s and Kendall’s tau
measures. The results show that the proposed approach has outperformed comparatively the state-of-the-art techniques such as: standard co-citation and CPA
based on bytes offset.
1
2
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The flow of chapter is as follows: it covers the background and basic terminologies
of co-citation analysis for identification of relevant documents. It is followed by
the research motivation. The critical analysis of literature has led us to form the
problem statement and research objectives which is explained after research motivation. Finally, chapter concludes with the methodology adopted for conducting
this research and in the end of this chapter, the thesis outline is also presented.

1.1

Background

The publication and availability of scientific knowledge is increasing with great
pace. Sometimes it is referred that the volume of knowledge is doubling every five
years time [1, 2]. The major part of documents corpus consists of research articles
due to continuous discoveries and inventions in science [3]. According to the recent IA-STMP Report [4], a variety of more than 10,000 publishers has collectively
published more than 30,000 journals, representing millions of individual articles
published to date. Citation indexes and scientific search systems index millions
of research articles [5]. The identification of pertinent resources from these huge
repositories becomes a challenging task [6, 7]. This has attracted scientific community to propose and implement state-of-the-art approaches in this area. Recently,
1
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the research literature on research paper recommendation was reviewed critically
by Beel et al [8, 9]. They highlighted 96 existing approaches in 217 research papers on the area of paper recommender system which were developed based on
profile [10, 11], metadata [12–14], citation context [15, 16], citations [17, 18] and
hybrid approaches [19, 20].
Beel et al [9] has recently identified that content based approaches remained dominant in the literature for research paper recommender systems. They have also
identified that the citation-based approaches have a potential to identify the candidate relevant research documents because authors manually pick citations from
literature when they are preparing their research work. The state-of-the-art technique presented by Boyack et al [21] combines the information of both content and
co-citations to judge the relevancy and similarity between research documents.
Their technique is the extension of Citation Proximity Analysis (CPA) [22].
In Boyack et al approach [21], the whole research paper document is considered as
a set of bytes. To find relevancy between two co-cited papers, the byte offset between the citation-anchors of the two papers is calculated and a weight is assigned
accordingly. If the byte offset between the citation-anchor positions of two co-cited
papers A and B is 375, 1500, 6000 and over 6000, then the weights assigned will
be 3, 2, 1 and 0 respectively. The byte offsets such as 375, 1500, and 6000 are
ways to approximate the lengths of sentences, paragraphs, and sections without
using the actual sentence structure, such as used in CPA [22]. They considered
the average sentence length as 375 bytes and so the byte offsets 1500 and 6000
were considered equal to 4-16 sentences respectively.
Boyack et al [21] approach has a major shortcoming which can be highlighted with
the help of two scenarios. In the first scenario, an author cites two papers A and B
to provide introduction and background of his research and the byte offset between
these two papers is 375 bytes. It means that the weight of two papers A and B
is 3 which shows that the two co-cited papers are more relevant papers. It might
be the case that these two papers are not more relevant to each other because the
author has just cited these two papers of different domains for background study.
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In another scenario, an author cites two papers A and C to conclude the result in
his research paper and the byte offset between these two papers is 16 sentences. It
means that the weight of 1 will be given to these papers. It is intuitive to consider
that in this case both papers might be more relevant than the scenario mentioned
earlier.
Therefore, it can be concluded from the above two scenarios that the assigned
weights of two pairs (A, B) and (A, C) might not be feasible because the research
papers follow the proper structure. Normally, in the structure of research paper,
firstly authors discuss the background of research topic in their work. Secondly
they explain the whole methodology of their research work. Thirdly, the findings
of their experiments are discussed in result and then, finally the authors wind up
the conclusion in the discussion. This structure exists for many years and is known
as IMRaD (Introduction, Methodology, Result, and Discussion) [23, 24] as shown
in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: IMRaD structure of scientific document [23, 24]

In fact, during the last decades, IMRaD has imposed itself as a standard rhetorical framework for scientific articles in the experimental sciences [25]. Different
authors [6, 26–28] have shown the significance and importance of using a research
paper’s logical sections for finding relevant documents.
Assume a scenario to show a detailed example in Figure 1.2. The pairs (A, B) and
(A, C) are co-cited in “Introduction” and “Methodology” sections respectively.
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Generally, papers are cited in “Introduction” section just for background study
of approaches. Therefore, it might be possible that the papers A and B are not
closely related with each other. In this scenario, the Boyack et al [21] approach
assigns the highest weight of 3 to both papers A and B due to minimum number
of bytes offset,i.e., 375 between them. In the second scenario, the author cites the
papers A and C in the Methodology section in the citing paper. It means that
these two papers might be closely related with each other based on methods. In
such case, the approach assigns the less weight of 1 to both papers A and C due
to the maximum number of byte offset (6000 bytes). Therefore, it is concluded
from the given scenario in Figure 1.2 that the IMRaD structure of research papers
should be exploited for co-citation analysis to recommend relevant research papers
instead of just relying on statistical distribution of bytes and sentences.

Figure 1.2: Visual representation of Boyack et al approach with IMRaD structure
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Basic Terminologies and Concepts

In this section, we have discussed some of key terminologies and concepts to understand the proposed approach in this research work.

1.2.1

Citation

A citation is an explicit connection in citing documents in a published or unpublished research work. More specifically, a citation is an abbreviated alphanumeric
expression embedded in the body text of citing documents that denotes a reference string in the bibliographic section of the research work for the purpose of
recognizing the relevance of the research works of other researchers to the topic
of discussion at the spot where the citation appears [29]. Generally the citation is
prepared by the combination of both the in-text citation-anchor(i.e Liu2014) and
the reference strings. Citations allow authors to refer to past research in a formal
and highly structured way [30].
In the below part of this section, different types of citation-based analysis are
shown with proper examples.

1.2.2

Citation Analysis

Initially in the citation analysis, the reference strings of citations are only analyzed in the bibliography section of the citing documents [31]. The importance
of citations was not considered in the body of the citing document. This type of
citation analysis is also called direct citation. In the direct citation,i.e., the cited
document is directly cited into the citing document. For example, in Figure 1.3,
the cited document A which is published in 2000. This document is cited in the
bibliography sections of the three cited documents,i.e., A, B, and C with published
years 2003, 2006 and 2008 respectively. The citation count measure is also calculated based on the citation analysis. For example, the citation count of document
A in Figure 1.3 is 3 because the document A is cited by three citing documents.
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Citation count is also called a dynamic measure because the citation count of a
particular paper may be increase with the passage of time.

Figure 1.3: Citation Analysis of a cited document in citing documents [31]

1.2.3

Co-citation Analysis

Co-citation analysis [32] considers two cited documents similar if both have been
cited in the bibliography section by one or more citing documents. For example in
Figure 1.4, the both cited documents D and E are cited together in the bibliography
section of the citing documents A, B and C respectively. In this way, the cocitation strength of two co-cited documents D and E will be 3. In conventional
co-citation analysis, the content of the citing document is not considered for the
recommendation of the research paper.
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Figure 1.4: Co-citation Analysis of cited-pair in citing documents [32]

1.2.4

Co-citation Proximity Analysis

Co-citation proximity analysis [22] is a further extension of co-citation analysis.
In this analysis, the proximity or distance of citations is analyzed to each other
within full-text of a citing document. If the two citations occur closer to each
other in the full-text document, then these citations will be considered that they
are related. The measure CPI (Citation Proximity Index) is used to check the
similarity between two co-cited documents. If for example two citations are given
in the same sentence the probability that they are very similar is higher (CPI
= 1) as if they were only in the same paragraph (CPI = 1/4). For example in
Figure 1.5, paper B and C are more related because they are cited by the paper
A at sentence level.
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Figure 1.5: Co-citation Analysis based on sentence level, paragraph level and
article level in content of citing document [22]

1.2.5

Co-citation Proximity Analysis Based on Byte-offset

Boyack et al [21] performed the co-citation proximity analysis based on byteoffset in a full-text document. They analyzed the citations into different size of
byte chunks such as 375, 1500, and 6000 with the assigned weights 3, 2 and 1
respectively. For example in Figure 1.6, the five cited documents B, C, D, E and F
are cited in text of a full-text citing document A. Here, we have shown four pairs
of cited documents such as (B,C), (B, D), (B, E) and (B,F). The citations B, C
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in pair (B,C) that are within the same bracket, a weight of 4, while citation pairs
i.e (B, D), (B, E), and (B, F) within 375, 1500, and 6000 bytes are given weights
of 3, 2, and 1 respectively. Citation pairs that are more than 6000 bytes apart are
given a weight of zero.

Figure 1.6: Co-citation Analysis of cited pair in the citing document based
on the chunk of Byte-offset [21]

1.2.6

In-text Citation Frequency Analysis (ICFA)

Initially, the new measure intext citation frequency was introduced by Gipp et
al [33]. Recently, the Shahid et al [34] have also used this measure to find the
relationship of citations across the sections of citing documents. ICFA analyses
the frequency with which a research paper or article is cited within the citing
document. In Figure 1.7, the three cited documents B, C, and D are cited in
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citing document A. The in-text citation frequency of cited document B is 4 which
shows the stong relationship with document A.

Figure 1.7: In-text Citation Frequency Analysis in the content of citing document [33]

1.3

Research Motivation

This section presents an overview of citation analysis, co-citation analysis, cocitation analysis based on proximity (CPA), and in-text citation frequency analysis, for better understanding of the domain. Citations have been used as an
important evidence to recommend relevant research papers using a number of
approaches, such as bibliographic coupling [35], citation count [31], co-citation
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analysis [32], and citation context [36]. Different co-citation models have been
proposed in the literature. The foundation work of co-citation analysis was proposed by Small [32]. The philosophy of their proposal was to consider paper A
as relevant to paper B, provided that paper A and paper B have been co-cited in
many other scientific documents.
The idea of co-citation analysis was extended by different authors using text of
citing papers. Gipp and Beel [22] evaluated the co-citation position in the text of
citing documents based on proximity using co-citation weights, such as 1, 1/2, 1/4,
and 1/8. The citation proximity analysis increased the accuracy of co-citation by
55% [22]. The order (occurrence sequence) of co-cited papers was also exploited
by Gipp and Beel [37].
Boyack et al [21] distributed the full-text document into different size of byte
chunks such as 375, 1500, 6000 with the assigned weights 4, 3, 2, 1, and 0 respectively. If the numbers of bytes between the occurrence positions of co-cited
papers is greater than 6000, weight of zero is assigned. Above approaches used a
variety of ways to exploit the content of scientific papers and extended co-citation
analysis to recommend relevant research papers.
Both Gipp and Beel [22] and Boyack et al [21] studies do not consider co-citation
analysis with semantic evidences. They have only statistically analyzed the cocitation distribution and proximity based on the number of occurrences and number of bytes. Furthermore, the proximity based co-citation analysis has some
inherited limitations. For example, consider two papers A an B co-cited ten times
in the text where the author was only introducing the readers to the overall domain
(e.g., in the introduction section) in a citing paper, In another case, two papers A
and C co-cited five times in the text where authors were concluding their findings
(e.g., in the result section) in a citing document. In such a case, Paper A and B
might not be relevant as compared to the papers A and C as was mentioned in
Figure 1.2.
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For such section based analysis, IMRaD structure is well known structure in the
scientific community [25, 28] and has been utilized for different purposes by scientific community [18, 24, 38], Therefore, the IMRaD structure of research papers
should be analyzed for co-citation analysis to recommend relevant research papers.
Different authors [6, 26, 27] have shown the significance and importance of using
sections for finding relevant documents in a paper recommender systems. This has
motivated the author of this thesis to systematically explore this area.

1.4

Problem statement

Based on the research motivation in the previous section, this thesis has focused
on the following three research problems.
1. The accuracy of structural components mapping on ILMRaD structure is
78% in the recent approach [28]. This need to be improved.
2. The accuracy of in-text citation patterns and their frequencies is just 58%
in the state-of-the-art approach [18]. This need to be approved.
3. The exiting state-of-the-art co-citation approach [21] has used the statistical
measure ,i.e., bytes offset as illustrated in Figure 1.6 in the content of the
citing documents for the ranking of relevant research documents. They do
not consider the structural measure of the citing document. First we will
solve the above two problems and then we will develop such approach for
the co-citation analysis which will use the structural measure instead of
statistical measure in the content of citing documents.

1.5

Research Objectives

Our first research objective is to improve the accuracy of ILMRaD structure identification by analyzing different patterns in the contents of the citing document
instead of the section label as used in the previous approach [28].
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In the second research objective, first we analyze the previous approaches for intext citation frequency identification, existing standard formats of in-text patterns,
and also conduct new experiment to make new rules and heuristics. These rules
and heuristics will identify all those patterns of in-text citation-anchor in the citing
documents which are not properly detected by the exact matching as discussed
in state-of-the-art approach [18]. Based on these rules and heuristics, we will
developed the complete approach for the in-text pattern and their frequencies
identification.
The third and final research objective is to develop the approach of co-citation
analysis which will use the structural measure and the co-citation frequencies in
the citing document to ranked the relevant research papers.

1.6

Scope of the research

Citation analysis is an important domain in the field of research and development.
Citation analysis, other than recommending related scientific research documents
has been used for different purposes, such as finding relationship between authors [39–41], and measuring influence of a journal [30, 42, 43]. The scope of the
current research is to evaluate whether the co-citation of two or more documents
in different generic sections can be used to improve the ranking of relevant documents. The aim of this research work is to develop a state-of-the-art Co-citation
analysis technique for research documents. The proposed system does not focus
on text similarity or metadata of documents to find out the relatedness among
the scientific documents. It focuses on exploring co-citing patterns and co-citation
frequencies of in-text citation tags in various generic sections of a citing document.

1.7

Research methodology

For conducting this research, the three-phase, eight-step model has been followed
as proposed by Kumar [44] with slight modifications as per the requirements of
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this research. The activities carried out during the course of this research are
described below, and a mapping between these activities and Kumar’s model is
also highlighted in Figure 1.8.
Phase I: Deciding what to Research
Step 1:Research Problem:This step consists of three tasks (1) Literature review (2) Research gap identification, and (3) Research problem formulation.
Phase II: Planning to Research Study
Step 2: Proposed Approach Architecture: In this step, first we have proposed the novel approach “Section Wise Co-citation Analysis (SWCA)” based
on step 1 and then designed the proposed methodology for the conducting the
suggested approach.
Step 3: Data Collection Method: In step3 , the automatic tool is designed
to achieve research documents collection.
Step 4: Sample Selection: In this step, we selected randomly the sample of
research documents from research documents collection that was achieved in step
3.
Step 5: Synopsis: In this step, we have prepared the synopsis document after
the initial experiment in this research work.
Phase III: Implementation of Research Study
Step 6: Dataset pre-processing: This step is used to prepare the comprehensive datasets of semi-structured research papers documents with required preprocessing.
Step 7: Evaluation and Results: In this step, the result of proposed approach
will be evaluated and discussed with state-of-the-art approaches.
Step 8: Thesis: This is the last step of our research methodology in which we
have prepared the thesis document.
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Step 1
(Research Problem)

Phase I (Deciding)
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Literature Review
Research Gap
Identification
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Step 6
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Figure 1.8: The methodological steps for the proposed research [44]
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Applications of the proposed research

The proposed research work can be utilized in various application domains and
contexts. Some of them are given below:

1. Digital libraries (ACM, IEEE, Springer etc),
2. Citation Indexes (Google scholar, ISI Web of Knowledge, CiteSeerX),
3. Conference and Journals etc.

1.9

Thesis Outline

This dissertation consists of seven chapters. In Chapters 1 and 2, Introduction
and literature about proposed research work have been discussed respectively. In
Chapter 3, the architecture of the proposed approach SWCA has been elaborated
along with main contributions or research tasks. These research contributions
are (1) ILMRaD structure identification (2) in-text citation patterns and their
frequencies identification and (3) section wise co-citation analysis. These three
contributions shows three research problems. Each of these research problems are
comprehensively discussed in Chapters 4, 5, and 6 respectively. In the last chapter,
conclusions, limitations and future work of our proposed approach are discussed.

Chapter 2
Literature Review
In this chapter, the literature survey and critical analysis is carried out to understand the scope and importance of those three tasks (1) IMRaD structure and
section mapping, (2) in-text citations identification, and (3) research paper recommender systems. The following sections present detailed literature review and
the current state-of-the-art in all three dimensions in which this thesis has made
contributions.

2.1

Exploitation of IMRaD structure in Literature

The organization of scientific papers typically follows a standardized pattern, the
well-known IMRaD structure (introduction, methods, results, and discussion) [24].
The idea that the section structure of papers plays an important role in determining the function and importance of citations was first developed by McCain and
Turner [45]. To some extent, citation location can reveal the citation motivation.
If we are aware of the section where a citation is located, the role of the citation
can be figured out to some extent [38]. The Introduction section explains the scope
and objective of the study in the light of current knowledge on the subject; the
Materials and Methods describes how the study was conducted; the Results section
17
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reports what was found in the study; and the Discussion section explains meaning
and significance of the results and provides suggestions for future directions of
research [23].
Recently, different authors have exploited IMRaD structure for different purposes.
In fact, during the last decades, IMRaD has imposed itself as a standard rhetorical framework for scientific articles in the experimental sciences [24]. In 1998,
Maricic et al [46] studied a collection of 357 papers focusing on three components:
locations of references, levels of citation, and age. They suggested that if the section structure is derived from publishing practices, it also reflects the structure of
scientific papers. As a result, references have different values according to their
location, that is, the section in which they appear. To express these differences
they assigned weights to the different sections using a ranking scale (Introduction:
10, methods: 30, results: 30, discussion: 25). Bertin & Iana [47] presented a largescale approach for the extraction of verbs in reference contexts. They analyzed
citation contexts in relation with the IMRaD structure of scientific documents and
used rank correlation analysis to characterize the distances between the section
types. The results show strong differences in the verb frequencies around citations
between the sections in the IMRaD structure.
Bertin and Iana considered sentences that contain multiple in-text references
(MIR) and their position in the rhetorical structure of articles. Different authors [6, 26, 27] and Shahid and Afzal [28] have shown the significance and importance of using sections for finding relevant documents. Hu et al [48] visualized and
analyzed the distributions of citations in articles that are organized in a commonly
seen four-section structure, namely, introduction, method, results, and conclusions
(IMRC). They measured the proportion of each section by height of blocks. Usually the first and the last sections occupy the lowest shares of the full text. In the
4-section articles, for example, the proportions for each section from first to last
are 20.8, 31.5, 35.9 and 11.9%. Ding et al [49] performed an analysis of citations
in 866 articles from the Journal of the American Society of Information Science
and Technology. They studied the number of times each citation was cited across
sections and obtained citation frequencies per section.
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In the most recent study of Bertin and Iana [25], the references distribution are
analyzed in the structure of scientific papers as well as the age of these cited
references express the negational citations. They identified the section structure in
each article by analyzing the section titles, in order to identify the four main section
types in the IMRaD structure (Introduction, Methods, Results, and Discussion).
More than 97% of all research articles in the corpus contain these four section
types.
In Shahid and Afzal [28] approach, 329 papers were randomly selected from the
total of 1,200 documents. The total 1833 sections were extracted from 329 research
papers. The section “Introduction” was noted as the most compliant section ,i.e.,
in 78% of the documents, the section “Introduction” was referred with the same
names. However, the section “Methodology” was not referred even a single time
with the term “Methodology”. The section “Related Work” was referred with
the same or similar terms as “Related Work” in only 30% of the documents.
The section “Results” was mentioned with the term “Results” only by 1% of the
documents. The system was evaluated based on well-known measure of precision
and recall. Precision and recall values were computed for each standard section
,i.e., “Introduction”, “Related Work”, “Methodology”, “Results”, “Discussion”
and “Conclusion”. The overall F1 measure score received is 0.78%.

2.2

In-text citation patterns and frequencies identification

A citation is an explicit connection in citing documents to a published or unpublished research work. More specifically, a citation is an abbreviated alphanumeric
expression embedded in the body text of citing documents that denotes a reference string in the bibliographic section of the research work for the purpose of
recognizing the relevance of the research works of other researchers to the topic
of discussion at the spot where the citation appears [29]. Generally the citation
is prepared by the combination of both the in-text citation-anchor “Liu2014” and
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the reference strings. Citations allow authors to refer to past research in a formal and highly structured way [30]. It has been used for knowledge diffusion
studies [50], network studies, and in finding relationships between documents [32].
Impact factor measurements, as derived from citation counts have been applied in
making important decisions hiring, tenure decisions, promotions and the award of
grants [51].
The reference string of each citation in the citing paper contains citation tags
“[1], 1, (Author, 2000)”, and metadata like authors name, title, and year. The
approaches [18, 22, 52] were developed using citation tag and the citation anchor.
When the citation tag is cited in the text of the citing paper, it is called citation
anchor. The red circle shows the citation tag of the reference string while the
green circle shows the reference or citation anchor inside the text of document as
shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Example of reference string with citation-tag

Citation tag identification of cited papers in the citing document is an important
issue [53].The reason of wrong identification is the various formats of citationtags and citation-anchors. The examples of diversified reference tags taken from
different real papers are shown in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Example of different formats of citation-tags in existing literature

The citation tags is the combination of either bracket ,i.e., [ ], parenthesis ( ),
alphabets, numeric, dot, comma and some special symbols like *, +. Some of
the citation tags contain last names of the first author and year informations
“[Hoffman 2004]”, “[Herlocker et al., 1999]”. Some citation tags are prepared by
combination of the first two characters of author names and the last two digit
of the year ,i.e., “[UnFo98]”. The last reference string in Figure 2.3 contains no
citation tag at all.
In different domains computer science, medical etc the researchers are using different types of citation anchors that are given in Figure 2.3. The numerical citation
anchors are like “[1]”, “[1][2]”, “[1, 2, 3]”, “[12-15]”, “[1]-[5]” and “[1-3, 8, 9]”.
Some researchers are using citation anchors as superscript like text1 or text5-6 . The
alphanumerical citation anchors are like “author, (year)”, “author [2002, 2003]”,
“author et al., 2003, author et al., 2003a, author & author, 2003, and author and
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author, [2005]”. These different formats of citation anchors reduce the accuracy
of in-text citation frequency calculation of cited papers as highlighted by [18].

Figure 2.3: Various formats of citation-anchor in existing literature

The accurate identification of citation tags and matching of them with the various
formats of citation anchors in text is difficult task. The contemporary systems
have used diversified approaches such as string matching [53, 54] and set of heuristics [18] to achieve the accuracy of both types of citation ,i.e., citation-tag and
citation-anchor.
Giles et al developed heuristic over 5093 documents consisted of 89,614 references.
The documents of the corpus existed in Postscript format and identified by “.ps”
or “ps.Z” or “ps.gZ” with web crawler. They extracted the set of references from
the reference sections of the citing papers and then parsed each citation into metadata, such as citation tags, authors, title, and page number. The reference section
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is identified by the keyword “REFERENCES” or “References”. They first identified the most regular features based on their position and composition in the
reference string. The position means that the citation tags occur at the start of
the citation, the author information precedes the title information. The composition means that the year of publication contains four digit beginning with the
digits “19”. They also used the database of author and journal names to identify
more subfields of citations. They used the citation tags to match with the citation
anchor to extract the citation context. The text around the citation tag in the
document is called context of citation. However, this method is unable to identify
the citation tag in the reference string as given in Figure 2.4. Reference string
without citation tag is another problem that affects the accuracy of in-text citation frequency calculation. Gipp et al [53] did not use the citation tag for finding
in-text frequency of citation anchors. Furthermore, Giles et al have claimed an
accuracy of 80% for the identification of metadata from the papers..

Figure 2.4: Example of reference string without citation-tag

The Bergmark [54] proposed four steps approach ,i.e., (1). The identification of
citation anchors in-text, (2)The extraction of reference section (3) Parsing the
Reference Strings, and (4) Matching reference anchors to the reference tags of
reference strings. They converted the documents into XHTML format for the
analysis. In the first step, they identified the anchors along with context informations in the body of each documents. Anchors are tags of cited paper that are used
in the text of the citing paper. They identified the citation anchors in Figure 2.5
based on the occurrence of “(”, “[” and “{” for the papers published in D-Lib.
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Figure 2.5: Citation-anchors in citing documents

But the problem with bracket based search is that it will create the mathematical
ambiguity like equation no “(1)”, interval “[-2, 2]”. They handled the numerical
ranges by replacing [1-3] with [1][2][3]. They also broke the comma and semi-colon
lists into individual citation anchor “[Bruce, 1996; Wayne, 1999]” into “[Bruce,
1996]” and “[Wayne, 1999]” and also highlighted the problem that some authors
use the anchors as part of speech. The POS is usually used between authors and
year of publication as shown in red circle in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6: Citation-anchor with part-of-speech (POS)

In the second step of Bergmark approach [54] extracted the reference section based
on keyword “References”, “Bibliography”, “Notes and References”, “Note and
References”. The reference section identification approach will suffer by these
problems: when there is no reference section, references are in a different file in
the case of HTML documents, and when reference section loses its markup during
the conversion of HTML document into XHTML document like JTidy tool remove
the “<H3>” markup due to the syntax problems. In the third step, they extracted
the citation tags along with the metadata, such as authors name, title, year, and
page number. In the fourth step, they proposed exact and approximate matching
algorithms for the matching of reference anchor and reference tag. usually the
reference anchor and reference tag are different to each other, e.g., (reference
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anchor [10], reference tag 10.) and (reference anchor [Borden and locks, 1998],
reference tag “Bordon, Fred and Galdie locks”). They showed 86.7% reference
or citation tag accuracy over 66 D-Lib papers. The reference tag accuracy for
one reference string is the percentage of its elements that are correctly parsed.
The elements consist of each author, title, year, contexts and URL if present.
Bergmark [54] did not use the citation tags for the in-text citations frequency.
Nadirman et al [55] worked over 242 research papers to trace the reference strings
from the reference section of research articles. They converted the 242 papers into
text files. They extracted attributes title, author, and year and shown 91.54%
accuracy of these attributes from the reference strings of 242 citing research papers.
However, they did not identify the citation tags in their work.
In Tkaczyk et al [56] research study, different tools have been compared for the extraction of metadata from the reference strings in reference section of articles. The
metadata consisted of author, title, journal, pages, volume, year etc. According to
their evaluation, the best performing tools are CERMINE [57] and GROBID [58].
The authors of these tools were not highlighted the accuracy of the in-text citation frequency. The citation-anchors detection of these tools have been suffered
by the different problems, such as string citation-anchor with bracket problem, citation with same author and year problem, multiple numeric citation-anchor with
semicolon problem, and year inclusion problem.
Shahid et al’s [18] evaluated the string comparison based methods to highlight the
problems of identification of in-text citation from the corpus of research documents.
They created the dataset that consisted of 1200 PDF files and 16,000 references.
The proposed methodology gives 58% accuracy of in-text citations frequencies
identification. The 42% error was due to the problems, such as mathematical
ambiguity, wrong allotments, commonality in content, and string variations with
citation tags. They categorized the citation tags into different groups, such as
Numeric, Alphabetic, and Single character. The numeric citation tags are like “1.
, [1], 1), (1)”. The example of alphabetic citation tags are such as “Srinivasan,
Scherbakov 1995”, “[Davenport and Prusak, 1998]”, “[Staiger 1993]”, and “[Olson
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et al. 2002]”, “[MPEG-7]”. The single character citation tags are “[N]”, “[P]”. The
mathematical ambiguity occurs when a reference string has a numeric tag, such as
“2.” In figure 2.7(a). The identification of this citation tag in the text of document
will give some wrong citation anchors, such as the mathematical intervals like
“[-2, 2]”, and equations (2) mentioned in the text of the paper and have been
highlighted in Figure 2.7(b). They have shown the mathematical interval problem
and the mathematical parenthesis problem in below Figure 2.7. They have shown
the mathematical ambiguity problem with Figure 2.7(c) & 2.7(d). The citation
tag “8.” can occur in various formats in text, such as [8], [1, 2, 8], [1][2][4], and
[1-9].
The string variations problem occurs due to the inclusion of hyphen (-) in the
reference anchor, such as “Law-vere and Schanuel 1997” that will not match with
reference tag in the reference section. They highlighted the problem of same first
author with different co-authors in the same year in different research papers, such
as “Viroli and Omicine, 2001” and “Viroli et al., 2001”. According to Shahid et
al’s [18], this problem could not be solved with first author and year information
alone. They have further shown citation tags, such as “[P]”, “[A]” are very common
citation tags that are matched mostly with the content of the paper.
Some of the problems do not detect with the exact matching of citation tag with
citation-anchor. These problems are “multiple-anchor problem”, “range-anchor
problem”, “compound-anchor problem”, “format problems”, “hyphen with carriage return and line feed problem”, “year related problem”, “citation-anchor with
POS problem”, and “reference string with superscript citation-anchor”. These
problems should be consider in the detection of in-text citation patterns and their
frequencies in the full-text document.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.7: Mathematical ambiguity issues a) Reference string snapshot from
paper b)Mathematical interval problem c)Reference string snapshot from paper
and d)Mathematical parenthesis problem

2.3

Research Paper Recommendation Systems
and Approaches

In the first subsection of this part, we shall describe two state-of-the-art research
paper recommender systems, namely Google Scholar [59] and CiteSeerX [60].
These systems are openly available for researchers who want to search multidisciplinary literature. In the subsections, we shall highlight various approaches for the
research paper recommendation that are proposed in the literature. On the basis
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of analysis of existing techniques, the approaches have been categorized into collaborative filtering based approaches, citations context based approaches, citations
based approaches, meta-data based approaches and hybrid approaches.

2.3.1

Research Paper Recommender Systems

In this part, two state-of-the-art research paper recommender systems will be
discussed, namely Google Scholar and CiteSeerX. These system are being widely
used for literature selection by researchers from different domains.
Google scholar [59] is the internet-based search system that is freely available
to find scholarly documents like academic papers from conferences and journals,
books, abstracts, technical reports and other academic literature from various
fields of research. It can also help researchers find different metadata that are
freely available in full text research documents. Google scholar offers a variety of
options, such as creating a link between cited documents and citing document, and
also allow users to maintain a customized library of research documents. Google
scholar exploits the keyword searching to return most relevant results. This search
tool provides the results in ranked format. The exact algorithm behind Google
scholar for searching of relevant documents is unknown [61].
CiteSeerX [53, 60] is the openly available digital library and search engine which
consists of academic literature in PDF and Postscript format. This electronic
library has focus on the publications in computer science domain. This tool is
used to provide the most recent relevant research documents based on cited by and
co-citation datasets. CiteSeerX also has capabilities to provide the relevant result
based on keyword searching, citation and citation context from the huge amount
of academic documents. This tool can easily index the full-text documents.
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Collaborative Filtering based Approaches

Collaborative Filtering (CF) remained an important approach in the literature to
build recommender systems. It uses the known preferences of a group of users to
make recommendations or predictions of the unknown preferences for other users.
The fundamental assumption of collaborative filtering is that if users X and Y rate
n items similarly, or have similar behaviors, such as buying, watching, listening and
therefore they will rate or act on other items similarly. The Collaborative Filtering
has been applied in the past in diversified domains, such as mineral exploration,
environmental sensing, financial data, electronic commerce, and web applications
data.
Goldberg et al [62] initially used collaborative filtering. Collaborative filtering approaches have been used for various purposes in various domains, such as USENET
articles [63], jokes [64], college courses [65], and commerce site including Amazon.com, Ebay.
Zhang et al [66] designed and implemented a paper recommender system based
on semantic concept similarity. It is computed from collaborative tags. Semantic
concepts are used to represent user profiles and item profiles. Collaborative tagging
describes the process by which users add metadata in the form of keywords to
content. The neighbor users are selected using collaborative filtering and contentbased filtering approach is utilized to generate a recommendation list from the
papers, tagged by their neighbors. They evaluated their approach on a large
dataset comprising of 220,723 papers from CiteULike. In the dataset, there were
6800 users and 70,796 tags. The semantic concept similarity algorithm was trained
on 90% dataset and approach was evaluated on 10%. This approach does not work
when the numbers of neighbors are small. They observed during evaluation that
if the size of neighbor users set increases, the hit percentage also increases. They
identified that user groups were not accurate therefore, it was concluded as a future
work that clustering of users may improve the quality of neighbor users.
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The traditional collaborative filtering approaches such as user based and item
based CF get the user’s preferences at a low-level (item level). The systems use
the co-rated items of users to find the user’s similarity. In reality, the user’s may
like to gather similar items into categories for corresponding user groups. There are
scenarios in which users x and y rated the five different items in the same group
respectively. The main challenges of Collaborative Filtering are data sparsity,
scalability, synonymy, gray sheep, shilling attacks, privacy protection [10].

2.3.3

Metadata based Approaches

Another important approach to recommend relevant papers is by exploiting the
metadata of research papers like title, author, and keywords. A recent study
of metadata based recommendation system has been performed by [14]. They
designed a novel approach to identify the relevant papers of a user interest based on
given keywords. The proposed technique consists of three steps (1) fuzzy clustering
of papers to get the group of related papers based on topic similarity, (2) selection
of a summary paper among a group of same papers and (3) finally performed
ranking on summary papers to get good quality papers on the top of the list to
complete the user needs. The summary paper allows us to summarize the set of
papers into a single representative one. It also simplifies users interaction with
huge number of papers from literature. They constructed a corpus from Web of
Science, DBLP, CiteSeerX and local database sources. The dataset consisted of
common attributes from papers, such as title, authors, published date, journal,
and citation or reference list. The title and abstract features used to find all those
papers which have similar topics and interest based on partial keyword matching.
In this research paper, they have used the co-citation criteria to identify the group
of papers which share common interests. They used two measures recall and
precision for the evaluation process.
Chen et al [12] proposed methodology based on citation network which is called
Citation Authority Diffusion (CAD). The approach was developed to retrieve and
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recognize the important papers from survey documents collection. The SIM (Survey Importance Measurement) System has been developed based on CAD approach. It is available as online web service. The metadata such as title, abstract,
keywords, and bibliography of a target research are used as input for SIM system. The proposed methodology is composed of three modules: 1) Information
Collection; 2) Information Organization; and 3) Information Presentation. The
first module is designed to extract the concepts from the target research and then
these concepts are used to retrieve the survey papers collection. The second module is constructed to discover the potential paper and relationships among survey
documents. Whereas the relationship between the generated surveys model and
the target research is presented by Information presentation module. Thus, this
module computes a survey novelty score to the target research which helps the
people (users) in understanding what have to do or what they have done so far?
For evaluation, they selected a corpus of papers that were published before 2008 in
CiteSeerX. The dataset was constructed by 456,787 unique papers. They prepared
1,612 papers set with quality references for testing purpose. The dataset was limited to specific domain such as computer science in CiteseeX that is not enough
to check the accuracy of proposed system. Hence, the system can be evaluated
against different datasets. They further planned to extract more concepts from
the target research to retrieve more relevant papers from survey documents.
Livne [13] have explored the future citation counts of papers based on given information’s that are available at the time of publication. They prepared dataset from
Microsoft Academic Search consisted of 38 millions papers; 19 millions authors
belong to over 15 academic domains. The metadata or features such as author,
venue, references, and citations were extracted automatically. It was a huge size
of dataset for experiment, Hence they selected the papers set that were published
from 2000 to 2005 across seven domains, such as Biology, Chemistry, Medicine,
Computer science, Mathematics, Engineering, and Physics. The proposed model
predicted citation counts well in some domains, e.g., 39% in Medicine, 35% in
Biology, 33% in Chemistry, and 30% in Computer Science based on all given features. It means that more work may be expected in these domains in future. The
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proposed technique can be extended across sub-domains as well as to predict the
impact of high level entities, e.g., researchers and universities.
Hong [67] proposed IARS (Interesting Area Recognition System) to find a user
interest in research field, and then employed it to create user profiles. At the user
end, the recommender system also filters and suggests the research papers to users
based on user’s given implicit feedback. IARS uses the Category, Journal information, Scope and paper information, such as title, author, and year of publication,
keyword, and abstract to recognize user parts of interests. The category, journal
information and paper information are acquired by a crawlers and extractors from
Google and Google Scholar respectively. These metadata are stored in an information database by a database manager. It also provides a list of recommended
papers based on metadata for a users. In the implicit feedback, the users are not
aware of the fact that they are providing feedback or their behavior is being used
by a recommender system. The feedback or user information, number of clicks,
stay time and the records of purchase is observed by the recommender system.
The clicked information is filtered by Feedback filter module to find the user interest and then it is utilized by Profile Manager to create the user profiles. The user
profiles consist of user preferences that express the interest of user research field.
User profile renewal is performed whenever a user clicks research papers. The
proposed approach was evaluated only on journal papers in the field of computer
science. Their system provided over 88% average precision.
Hoxa et al [68] proposed a paper recommender system based on the literature that
generated by the Albanian researcher in their country or across its neighboring
countries. The scientific documents were written in Albanian language and there
was no such system to find a relevant paper in such articles. The dataset was
very small consisted of 226 articles for experiment. They designed a modular system architecture consists of few modules, Articles database, Database Populator,
Metadata Extractor, Articles Searcher and Articles Recommender. They extracted
metadata such as title, authors, abstract, keywords, body and the articles parts
by metadata extractor. The proposed system also extracted the terms frequency
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across the body of articles, title, and abstract as well as across the different sections, such as introduction, related work. Database populator is used to store all
these metadata in articles’ database. The module Articles Searcher is used for keyword based queries and also indexes the metadata in article database and returns
search results based on the presence of term in the document. Articles recommender recommends similar articles to the one that the user is currently viewing.
The results are ranked by the frequency of searched term in the documents. They
proved that the top results contained the relevant items.

2.3.4

Citation Context based Approaches

The citation context has also been used to recommend most relevant research papers, for example, Kaplan introduced a new method based on co-reference chain
for extracting citation context from research papers [15]. Co-reference occurs when
two or more expressions or sentences in a text refer to the same person or thing;
they have the same referent, e.g., Bill said he would come; the proper noun “Bill”
and the pronoun “he” refers to the same person, namely “Bill”. The co-reference
chains match noun phrases that appear with other noun phrases to which they
refer. The citing paper contains citations that are represented by citation markers. Citation marker, like “[1], [abc et al]” are called the citation-anchors. The
text around the citation-anchor is called citation site (c-site) for short or citation
context. Each sentence in citation site is known as c-site sentence to represent
the block of text that refers to the cited work. The approach worked on the identification of citation contexts with background information from research papers.
The term background information is to refer to any running text that elaborates
the c-site but strictly it is not a part of c-site. Background information may need
to be included for the citation to be comprehensible. This information is important to understanding the c-site sentences. Background information is a form of
meta-information about the c-site. The proposed architecture contains two major
modules (1) corpus construction and analysis (2) creation and evaluation of the
conference resolver. The corpus was created which were consisting of 38 papers, 50
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citation contexts and 90 citation context sentences. The algorithm behind the coreference resolver was working in the following manner. The algorithm first finds
the anchor sentence. Then it tries to search noun phrase in the anchor sentence.
The algorithm begins sentence by sentence search from right to left. If a noun
phrase occurs in the sentence, then the searched sentence will be concatenated
with an anchor sentence. The same process will be repeated up to a specified
distance threshold or until a noun phrase sentence occurs. The same process will
be iterated for the new noun phrases in anchor sentences. They have evaluated
their technique with cue-phrases technique and concluded that co-reference chain
outperforms cue-phrases, i.e., the previous technique have identified 64.9% correct
sentences out of 94 sentences while the co-reference chain technique have obtained
74.4% correct sentences . However, the proposed method has some limitations
that it was not tested over a large dataset of citation context and the noun-phrase
feature was not enough for the improvement of their co-reference chain method.
He et al [69] have developed a context aware citation recommender system that can
recommend a highly quality set of citations for a paper. They have implemented
a prototype system in CiteSeerX to recommend bibliography to a document and
providing the ranked set of citations to a specific citation placeholder in a query
paper. Citation placeholder is the location to cite a particular reference or citation
marker [15] in the text of the paper. The steps of the developed system are: (1)
query document preprocessing, and (2) selection and ranking of recommended
citations. In the first step, they extracted the global context and local context
from a query document. In the second step, they associated the local context with
each placeholder in query document and then generated the bibliography list for
the query document by the selection and ranking of citations. Title and abstract of
the paper is global context. The local context is the text surrounding a citation or
placeholder. The different sizes of local contexts impact the information retrieval
performance. Therefore, they have selected the fixed window contexts, i.e., size of
100 words) for their experiments. After removing all stop words, they have selected
50 words before and 50 words after the citation anchors. They have prepared the
dataset consisting of titles, abstracts and 1,810,917 local citation contexts from
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456,787 unique documents in the corpus. They have used 1,612 papers as a testing
data set. They evaluated the proposed approach against many baselines in the
CiteSeerX digital Library. The system performance was also evaluated by user
studies and click through monitoring. Their technique was based on a partial list
of citations. The system might not work well when unknown terms or features are
scanned from a documents. This might be overcome using autonomous learning
of new key-terms or features from the dataset.
Tuarob et al [16] presented an initial effort in understanding the descriptions of
algorithms from the content of the research documents. Specifically, they identified how an existing algorithm can be used in scholarly works and proposed a
classification scheme for algorithm function. The scheme consisted of 9 classes
of algorithm citation functions. They divided these classes into three categories
such as favorable, neutral and critical based on the Authors’ attitudes. They used
the dataset of 2000 papers from CiteSeerX along with 300 algorithm citation contexts. Algorithm citation contexts consisted of algorithm citation sentence, i.e., a
sentence in which one or more algorithms are cited, and sentences that immediately precede and follow it. They find that authors are mostly 60.99% of the time
neutral, 28.34% critical and 10.67% favorable towards other algorithms.
The hypothesis of Sugiyama and Kan [6] was that the author published work shows
the interest of a researcher. They designed approach that was capable to increase
the author’s profile based on references lists in their publication history and citing
papers of each profile paper. PageRank is the general ranking scheme and it
does not consider the user interest in ranking. Previous recommender systems
considered the user interest in limited sense by using metadata or collaborating
filtering. The technique used the contextual information from neighbors, i.e.,
citing and referenced papers by of the target paper. It is domain independent.
The proposed method consisted of four steps: (1) user profile construction and its
conversion into feature vector (2) feature vectors construction for candidate papers
(3) similarity identification between feature vector of user profile and candidate
papers and (4) finally recommend papers with high similarity. For the experiment,
they selected publication lists of those researchers who have publications’ in DBLP
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source. The corpus of candidate papers consisted of 597 full text papers. The
dataset also contained information about the citation and reference papers for
each author’s profile paper. They evaluated recommendation accuracy of their
approach using NDCG and MRR, and achieved better results than Pagerank as
baseline. The efficiency of this approach relied on the complete user profile. There
is a need of other approaches for user profile construction. In addition, there is a
need to develop methods for recommending papers that are easier to understand
to quickly gain knowledge about their intended research.

2.3.5

Citation based Approaches

Citation or direct citation is one of the popular measures to find the relationship
among documents. If a citing paper refer to the published or unpublished work in
the reference section by including some citation tag is called direction citation or
citation. Citation tag can exist in different formats such as “[1], [xyz et al., 2009],
1), [HKKR002]”. The researchers believe that most of the references in bibliography are very important to describe the idea in the citing document [70]. There
are many approaches to recommend relevant scientific literature proposed in the
literature using the citations of research documents, such as Bibliographic Analysis [35], co-citations analysis [32], Citation Proximity Analysis [22], and Citation
Order Analysis [37].
One of the famous citation based approach is known as bibliographic coupling [35].
In bibliographic coupling, two papers P1 and P2 are considered similar, if they
share some common references in their bibliographic sections. These common references define the bibliographic strength between two or more research documents.
In other words, if two documents share a large number of common references in
their bibliographic sections then it means that the bibliographic strength between
these two documents is greater and hence they are highly relevant to each other.
For experiment they used a dataset consisted of 8521 articles which generated
137,000 references. Experimental results proved that bibliographic coupling performed well in recommending relevant articles. However bibliographic coupling
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depends on the references contained in the coupled documents. Therefore it is
fixed and can only identify permanent relationship between research articles. Similarly this approach may fail to provide all relevant documents if all the research
papers are not listed in the citation.
Small H [32] proposed a new measure called co-citation. He used it to find the document relationship. It is the frequency of two documents cited together in other
papers. The co-citation frequency of two cited documents can be determined by
comparing the lists of citing documents and counting identical entries. The bibliographic coupling and direct citation were two measures which were used to find
documents relationship before co-citation. The co-citation links cited documents
while the bibliographic coupling links the source documents. Strong co-citation
links represent the subject similarities and association or co-occurrence of ideas.
The proposed technique not performs well against the dataset which have no citations in their papers. However, the frequency of citations and citations in different
logical sections are not used to identify relationship strength between co-cited
papers.
Gipp and Beel have proposed new approach called Citation Proximity Analysis [22] developed based on existing co-citation technique [32]. They have checked
the proximity or position of co-citations to each other within full text of a paper.
According to authors’ analysis, if co-citations occurred closely to each other, the
papers are more related. They denoted the proximity of co-citations in different
parts of document by different CPI (Citation Proximity Index) values or weights.
The CPI values were 1, 1/2, and 1/4 etc for the co-citations in sentence, paragraph
and chapter respectively. They selected CPI based on occurrences of co-citation.
They used three steps to calculate the CPI values. In the first step, the document
is parsed and a series of heuristics are used to process the citations including their
position within the document. In the second step, the citations are assigned to
corresponding items in bibliography. In the third step the proximity among cocitation is examined. The dataset was prepared from research paper recommender
system called Scienstein.org. It contained 1.2 million papers. The technique was
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used to analyze the similarity and classification of selected corpus. The evaluation was conducted with the existing techniques, such as Bibliographic coupling,
Co-citation analysis, and Keyword based approaches. The CPA produced better
precision over these techniques. They do not consider the citation context. They
also give same weight to the co-cited papers if they are co-cited in results sections
and in related work sections.
Gipp and Beel introduced another approach COA (Citation Order analysis) [37]
which is a variant of co-citation analysis. In COA, the order of citations are considered that is used for the identification of a text similar to one that has been
translated from language A to language B, as the citations would still occur in
the same order. CPA and COA do not replace the text analysis and existing
citation analysis techniques. The CPA and COA offer substantial advantages in
identifying related documents in comparison to existing approaches. CPA assigned
different weights to article, paragraph and sentence. The weights are used to represent the importance of the different parts. These technologies can be used with
collaborating filtering to identifying more relevant documents for new researchers.
In Boyack et al approach [21], the whole research paper document is considered as
a set of bytes. To find relevancy between two co-cited papers, the byte offset between the citation-anchors of the two papers is calculated and a weight is assigned
accordingly. If the byte offset between the citation-anchor positions of two co-cited
papers A and B is 375, 1500, 6000 and over 6000, then the weights assigned will
be 3, 2, 1 and 0 respectively. The byte offsets such as 375, 1500, and 6000 are
ways to approximate the lengths of sentences, paragraphs, and sections without
using the actual sentence structure, such as used in CPA [22]. They considered
the average sentence length as 375 bytes and so the byte offsets 1500 and 6000
were considered equal to 4-16 sentences respectively.
In the recent work of Colavizza et al [71], the similarity of research paper pairs
at different levels of co-citation such as journal, article, section, paragraph, sentence, and bracket are analyzed in fulltext documents. They consider section as
anything which has a heading. However, generally more than one headings belong
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to one logical section ,i.e., introduction, related work, methodology, result, and
discussion. They do not consider the structure like IMRaD [38] for the co-citation
analysis to find the papers similarity.
Hou et al [17] and Shahid et al’s [34] proposed a new measure called citation
frequency or citation counts within the text of citing paper. It can be used to
improve the accuracy of citations. The hypothesis of Hou et al was that most
frequently occurred citations in text are considered most important references for
citing article. They have used strategy to classify the closely related references
(CRR) and less related references (LRR) in the reference list of citing document
based on common references between cited documents and citing document. They
analyzed 651 papers published in 2008 and after experiments, averagely they found
that each CRR appeared 3.35 times and each LRR appeared 1.88 times in corpus.
It was concluded that the CRR occurs frequently in the text of citing paper.
Whereas Shahid et al’s [34] proposed the idea to retrieve most relevant citing
papers of the cited document. They introduced a new measure known as intext citation frequency to find the relationship strength between documents. The
number of times a particular citation occurred in the text of citing paper is called
in-text citation frequency. The existing approaches such as Text based similarity
approaches, Context based approaches, and co-citation analyses do not consider
such semantic information. The proposed technique contains different modules like
1) Document Fetcher and 2) document Parser modules. The first module is used
to get the document from dataset and convert into xml format. The converted
file is used as input for Document parser module. It has been further divided into
sub-modules such as: (i) Citation Tag Identifier (ii) Section Identifier, and (iii)
Citation Tag Frequency Calculator. Citation Tag Identifier is used to identify the
citation tag in a text. Section Identifier exploits the layout information of research
papers and a domain specific dictionary to identify sections in the document. The
citation tag frequency calculator is utilized to find the frequency of particular
citation in a text. They have used the dataset from the J.UCS containing 1460
documents. It was found that if a citing paper cites a cited paper in the full text
more than five times, then there exists a strong relationship among documents.
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However, the approach was evaluated on a one typical journal; there is a need to
evaluate the technique for more venues.
Hence, in [18] they have proposed technique that is used to find the accurate
patterns of citation tag in text of the citing document. The whole approach
consisted of three steps: (1) PDF to XML conversion (2) Calculating the citation
frequencies (3) Clustering of citations based on frequencies. The dataset contained
of over 1200 papers and 16000 citations. They extracted more than 3000 accurate
citations. Most of the citations missed due the concern problems such as wrong
allotment, mathematical ambiguities, commonality in content, String variations
exist in scientific document. The accuracy of automatically identifying in-text
citations remains 58%. To prove their concept that more in-text citations would
denote strong relation, they have manually corrected all wrongly identified in-text
citations. In the citation based approaches, an interesting observation of Hou
et al was that some of the references are used for only background purpose or
incidentally mentioned. Therefore, such observation of researchers creates doubts
about the citations performance [17].

2.3.6

Hybrid Approaches

To recommend most relevant research papers, different researchers used hybrid
approaches by combining different approaches. Strohman et al proposed a hybrid
approach to get the related work for unpublished document based on text and
citations graph of previous work [72]. The unpublished document was used as
query in the system. Most current literature search systems focus on short query
while their system is based on large query. This query may comprise one or more
than one pages. Authors have argued that the text similarity computation is not
enough to find the relevant document. The authors have exploited graph-based
features as well in the retrieval process to achieve high quality retrieval results.
The retrieving of relevant documents is particularly a challenging task because the
concept of relevance is much severe. Most papers could cite hundreds of topically
similar papers, but contain just a few highly relevant citations. The proposed
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method was consisted of three steps. In the first step, they search a collection
of over a million papers and returned the top 100 most similar papers to the
query document as the set R. In the second step, they increased the set R of
query documents from 1000 to 3000 papers with all the citing documents based on
existing documents in set R. Text-based features are good for finding some similar
related work. Citation features are useful to identify the conceptually related work
than text features but may do a poor job at coverage (since recent documents may
have no citations). Both features are not working well in isolation. Hence, in the
third step, they utilized both types of features, such as publication year, text
similarity, co-citation coupling, katz measure, same author (papers written by the
same team of authors), and citation count to rank the documents in set R. They
created dataset from Rexa collection that comprising of 964,977 papers, 105,601
full text papers, 1.46 million citations and 672,372 cited papers. One thousand
papers were selected as sample queries. The evaluation study was conducted with
text similarity technique as baseline. Experimental results show the effectiveness
of their system in mean average precision. The large query size decreased the
performance of the proposed system during matching process with the huge dataset
and therefore, it was concluded that query size can be reduced to increase the
performance.
Liang et al modified the links of citation network of scientific documents with
citation relations represented by some weights [19]. They classified the citation relations into three categories such as (1) based-on, (2) comparable and (3) general.
Based on relation is a relation when a citing paper is based on a cited paper to
some extent, e.g., technique based relation. In comparable relation, the cited and
citing paper is compared in terms of differences or resemblances, e.g., solve same
problem with different methods. In last type of citation relation, they checked the
background information similarity of citing paper with cited paper. The dataset
prepared from ACL Anthology network consisted of 12409 papers and 61527 citation links. They conducted both offline evaluation and expert evaluation with
five baselines techniques, such as Co-citation, Co-coupling, CCIDF, HITS Vectorbased, and Katz graph distance. Experimental results show that their proposed
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approach is more effective than the state-of-the-art methods for finding relevant
papers. They plan to integrate their model with topic analysis to find more relevant papers.
Afzal et al proposed rule based Autonomous Citation Mining technique called
Template based Information Extraction using Rule based Learning (TIERL) to
improve the state of the art in Autonomous Citation mining based on some common heuristics [73]. It was used to overcome the limitations of existing current
leading citation indexes, such as ISI Web of knowledge, CiteSeerX, and Google
Scholar. These limitations are style of citation, spelling errors, improper citation
linking and its extraction from PDF document. The approach consisted of two
steps, 1) Template based Information Extraction (TIE); 2) Rule based Learning.
In the first step , they extracted the reference entries based on the defined template. In the second step, they used heuristic rules to extract the data, such as
authors, title, venue, and also control the uncertainty and approximate matching
of citations. They considered more than 1200 papers in J.UCS journal for experiments. For evaluation, they selected the ISI, Google Scholar and CiteSeerX
as baseline for the proposed approach. The overall accuracy of the system was
99.23% that shows better performance than the existing approaches to identify
citations and these citations were then used to recommend relevant papers.
Author Co-citation Analysis is effective method based on co-citation counting. It
was used to identify, trace, and visualize the intellectual structure of an academic
discipline by counting the frequency with which any work of an author is cocited with another author in the references of citing documents. The traditional
approach assigned equally weight to all co-citation pairs without considering the
variation of citing content. In paper [74], they further extend the current author
co-citation analysis method by incorporating citing sentence similarity into citation
counts. Citing sentences are used to obtain the topical relatedness between the
cited authors. This similarity is measured by topical relatedness between two citing
sentences. In the traditional approach of calculating the co-citation similarity, any
author pair is counted as 1. But in the proposed approach, the author pair was
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weighted by the similarity of sentences that these two authors were cited in the fulltext article. They selected the dataset consisting of 1420 full text articles having
600,68 references. The dataset consisted of authors, titles of the cited documents
and citing references. The results show the content-based ACA method reveal
more specific subject fields than the traditional ACA.
Digital Libraries is very important tool for searching the scientific literature. Ranking algorithms are used to rank the search content of digital library. It depends
upon many factors like citations to paper, content, authors and publications of
the paper etc. Singla et al [75] have developed C3 ranking algorithm based on
two parameters i.e. citation to paper and relevancy of content with the query.
The proposed approach comprising of five steps: (1) Extraction of Keywords from
given paper, (2) Extraction of summaries from query paper based on top ranked
keywords (3) Retrieval of citing papers of given paper (4) Finding the similarity score between the summaries of query paper and each citing papers. Total
similarity score can be obtained by adding the individual similarity score of each
citing papers with query paper. C3 rank is the mean of total similarity score that
can be obtained by total similarity score divided by total number of cited paper.
They used only ten papers for experiment. The results of C3 ranking algorithm
are compared with Citation count ranking algorithm and Content based ranking
algorithm and it was concluded that C3 ranking algorithm performed better than
existing approaches.

2.4

Summary

In this chapter, we have critically reviewed various existing research paper recommender systems that have been proposed in the literature. On the basis of
existing techniques, the reviewed literature has been categorized into different categories such as Collaborative filtering based approaches, Citations context based
approaches, Citations based approaches, Metadata based approaches and Hybrid
approaches.
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According to Beel et al [9] study, 55% approaches for research paper recommender
systems have been developed based on content filtering and only 10% of researchpaper recommender systems use a co-citation method. We have studied the literature about the existing research of co-citation method. According to our study
as shown in Table 2.1, the co-citation approach has recently exploited to check the
relatedness of research papers in-text of citing document based on proximity measure [22] and character offset [21]. This study shown that no one has analyzed the
co-citation method across the logical sections of research papers such as introduction, methodology, result, and discussion. This structure exists for many years and
is known as IMRaD (Introduction, Methodology, Result, and Discussion) [23, 24].
In this chapter, the literature study of research paper recommender systems, IMRaD structure, and citation-based approaches have been highlighted. After this
study, we found the research gap that the section wise co-citation analysis should
be analyzed and may recommend the relevant research paper.

S.No Cited documents
Data source
Methodology
GENERIC SECTIONS EXPLOITATION IN RESEARCH
1
[26]
Research papers, cita- Citation and sentiment
tions, sections, sentences based
analysis
across
rhetorical sections
2
[6]
Research paper Cita- Citation Analysis, Citations, Citation-context
tion context analysis, Section analysis
3

[27]

Research papers, Cita- Citation analysis, Section
tions, logical sections
identification analysis

4

[47]

Research papers, Cita- Citation analysis, Sections, Citation contexts, tion identification analyIMRaD structure
sis, verb or lexical analysis

5

[38]

Research papers,
tions, Sections

6

[25]

Research paper, Citation,
Citation context, Semantic data, IMRaD structure data

Cita- Citation analysis, Section
identification analysis

Limitations

Retrieval of relevant docu- Need the proper citations
ments
and sections of a research
papers
To enhance the author pro- Paper recommendation
file based on citation list, not
possible
without
the author profile shows the citations of a paper
user’s interest clearly
For Search,
Navigation, Need proper tool to conSummarization
vert the PDF document,
Without sections and citations, the documents
can not be possible to
processed
required proper citations
in text of citing document, proper tool required for citation anchor
detection
Research paper recommen- Need proper tool to condation based on repetitive vert the PDF document,
occurrence of citations in Without sections and cisections of papers
tations, the documents
can not be possible to
processed
Find the negational citations This analysis not possible
to improve the information for the papers which have
retrieval of scientific papers no citations
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Citation,
and
Citation context analysis,
In-text reference analysis,Semantic annotation,
IMRaD structure analysis

Strength
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Table 2.1: Summary of reviewed literature
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Table 2.1 Continued...
Data source
Methodology
Strength
Limitations
Research paper, IMRaD IMRaD structure analy- The technique depends on The section identification
structure data
sis
heading keyterm
not possible without using proper keyterm in
section heading labels
IN-TEXT CITATION ANALYSIS IN EXISTING LITERATURE
8
[22]
Citing documents, Refer- Citation analysis, Co- Recommend relevant papers The paper without references, citation-anchor
citation analysis
to authors
ences is not processed
9
[37]
Citing documents, Refer- Citation analysis, Order Recommend relevant papers The paper without references, citation-anchor
based Co-citation analy- to authors
ences is not processed
sis
10 [52]
Citing documents, Refer- Co-citation analysis, cita- Recommend the most rele- Required the research paences, citation-anchor
tion context analysis
vant sections in the docu- per with full-text, PDF to
ments based citation distri- XML or plain-text is also
bution
required
11 [18]
Citing documents, Ref- Citation analysis, citation Recommend the most rele- Required the research paerences,
citation-tag, context analysis
vant documents based on in- per with full-text, Recitation-anchor
text citation frequencies
quired proper tool for
PDF to XML or plaintext
12 [21]
Citing documents, Ref- Co-citation analysis, cita- Recommend the most rele- Required the research paerences,
citation-tag, tion context analysis
vant documents based on the per with full-text, Recitation-anchor
co-cited frequencies
quired proper tool for
PDF to XML or plaintext
13 [76]
Citing documents, Ref- In-text Citation anchor Improved the in-text cita- Required the research paerences,
citation-tag, analysis
tion frequency of citation
per with full-text, Recitation-anchor
quired proper tool for
PDF to XML or plaintext
RESEARCH PAPER RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS
S.No Cited documents
7
[28]
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Data source
user profiles, tags

Table 2.1 Continued...
Methodology
Strength
Collaborative
filtering,
Content based filtering

15
16

[10]
[14]

user profiles, items rating Collaborative filtering
Metadata (title, author, Citation analysis, Metayear etc)
data analysis

17
18

[13]
[6]

19

[16]

Metadata, Citations
User profile, reference
list, citations, citation
context, cting documents
Citation context of cited
document and citing document

Limitations
This approach does not
work when number of
users are small
The metadata extraction
does not possible without
reference section in the
papers
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14 [66]

Citation count analysis
Citation context analysis

Citation context analysis
for algorithm based relevancy
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Chapter 3
Proposed Approach Architecture
This chapter is dedicated to explain the architecture of the proposed approach.
The parts for the proposed approach have been shown in the form of block diagram in Figure 3.1. The architecture has been divided into three phases (1) data
preparation phase (2) section wise co-citation analysis phase and (3) document
ranking and result evaluation phase. In data preparation phase, comprehensive
dataset has been created for three main tasks of this thesis shown in phase 2. The
main steps in second phase are (a) generic sections/ILMRaD structure identification (b) in-text co-citation patterns and frequencies identification and (c) section
wise co-citation analysis SWCA. Third phase of the methodology ranks documents
based on the proposed approach SWCA followed by the evaluation of proposed
approach.
The architecture of the proposed approach has been constructed by automated,
semi-automated, and manual components. The automated components are represented by dotted circle while the semi-automated component is represented by
solid circle. The keyterms, section weights, and result evaluation parts are manually operated.
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Figure 3.1: Proposed architecture for section wise co-citation analysis

3.1

Data Preparation Phase

For evaluation of the proposed approach SWCA, two comprehensive datasets have
been prepared from two scientific digital libraries that include J.UCS1 and CiteSeerX2 . The dataset of Journal of Universal Computer Science (J.UCS) has been
selected from Afzal et al [77] research work due to the fact thaet it contains comprehensive selection of papers from all topics in Computer Science. The dataset
of CiteSeerX has selected from CiteSeerX open digital library which consists of
metadata about query papers, co-cited papers, and citing papers. The CiteSeerX
dataset has been prepared by the combination of different components: (1) KeyTerms based crawler (2) Metadata Extractor (3) Co-cited pair Extractor (4) Citing
papers downloader, and (5) PDF to xml or PDF to plain-text convertors. These
components are briefly described below.
1
2

www.jucs.org/
citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/
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Key-Term based Crawler

Initially, some key-terms are selected from computer science domain as shown in
Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Key-Terms for query papers searching

Key-Terms
Collaborative Filtering
Information Visualization
Data Mining
Information Retrieval
Web Mining

These key-terms are exploited by the key-term based crawler to search the relevant
webpages on CiteSeer site. For example, the key-term “Collaborative Filtering”
is first split into two keywords “Collaborative” and “Filtering”, then the crawler
uses these keywords in the link as given in Figure 3.2. Finally, the key-term based
crawler returns the webpage which may contain of the links of query papers, cocited papers, and citing papers.

Figure 3.2: query paper link on CiteSeer site

3.1.2

Metadata Extractor

The webpage returned by the crawler of earlier step contains the links of queried
papers (cited papers). The query paper link consists of metadata, such as ‘paper
title’, ‘Authors list’, ‘year’, ‘citationid’, ‘number of cited by or citing documents’,
and ‘doi’ as shown in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: CiteSeer link pattern with metadata information

Furthermore, we extracted two more pieces of information from the ‘Author list’
metadata such as ‘First Author name’, and ‘the number of authors’. All these
metadata are used in the preparation of the final dataset. The ‘paper title’, ‘First
author name’ and ‘year’ are used to detect the occurrence of cited document in
the reference section in the citing document as shown in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: Reference string extraction

The ‘first author name’, ‘number of authors’ and ‘year’ information are also used
to construct the citation anchor in case of those references which have no citationtags as given in Figure 3.5. All the above metadata are extracted by using the
metadata extractor in data preparation.
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Figure 3.5: Reference-string without citation-tag problem

3.1.3

MetaDB Manager

The retrieved metadata is stored in metadata DB by metaDB manager for dataset
preparation. The metadata of some queried papers is given in Figure 3.6. In
the same way, all above mentioned metadata is also extracted for the co-cited
documents. The nine co-cited documents or co-citations are mentioned for each
query paper on the CiteSeer site. Therefore, we will select nine co-cited documents
for each query paper.

Figure 3.6: Extracted metadata of query paper

The set of co-cited pairs and citing papers are prepared by using the co-cited
pair extractor. This component uses the ‘citationid’ metadata to get the common
citing documents between a query paper and a cited document. The set of citing
documents is represented in Equation 3.1.

3.1.4

Co-cited Pairs and Common Citing Documents Extraction

It is a very important component of the data preparation phase. This part is
used to prepare the set of co-cited pairs (cited documents) and the set of citing
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documents. The query papers (X) are retrieved based on key-terms. The set of
co-cited pairs (CCPs) of research papers are prepared based on metadata of query
papers (X) and co-cited papers (Y). The set of common citing documents (D) for
each co-cited pair can be obtained by the intersection of citing papers of “x” and
citing papers of “y” as shown in Equation 3.1. Each pair is represented by (x, y).
The ‘x’ and ‘y’ are co-cited papers. The set (D) of common citing documents can
be represented by Equation 3.1.
D = {p | ∀(x, y)  CCP s, p  (citedby(x) ∩ citedby(y))}

(3.1)

The above equation is explained by an example.
Let us take the set of co-cited pairs (CCP s). The CCP s set consist of four pairs
of co-cited documents i.e CCP s = (x1 , y1 ), (x1 , y2 ), (x1 , y3 ), (x1 , y4 ). In all pairs,
the document x1 is co-cited with other documents (y1 , y2 , y3 , andy4 ).
CCP = {(x1 , y1 ), (x1 , y2 ), (x1 , y3 ), (x1 , y4 )}
Now, we take the pair of co-cited documents (x1 , y3 ) from the set CCP s to find
the set of common citing documents (D) in it.
p = (x1 , y3 )
For the set (D) preparation, it is necessary to get the cited-by sets of both cocited-documents x1 , y3 in pair P . Let us take the citation identifiers of x1 and y3
for further understanding of the given equation.
Citedby(x) = {101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 120, 121}
Citedby(y) = {101, 103, 107, 108, 109, 112, 114, 120}
The set of common citing document (D) for co-cited pair p(x1 , y3 ) can be obtained
by the intersection of cited-by of x1 and cited-by of y3 . The pair (x1 , y3 ) is co-cited
in citing documents with citation identifiers (101, 103, 107, and 120). The same
process will be repeated for all set of co-cited pairs (CCPs).
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D = Citedby(x) ∩ Citedby(y) = {101, 103, 107, 120}

The sets of co-cited pairs (CCP s) and citing documents (D) will be used in section
wise co-citation analysis as will be discussed in chapter 6.

3.1.5

Citing papers downloader

The ‘doi’ metadata is used by citing papers downloader to download the PDF files
for the common citing documents as shown in Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7: Paper download link on CitSeer site

3.1.6

PDF to Text and PDF to XML Convertors

In our research task, we are considering two formats of PDF file (1) Plain-text
format and (2) XML format. In this component, the PDF file is converted into
two formats by using PDF to Text and PDF to XML convertors respectively. Both
formats files will be used as input for second phase of our proposed architecture
as shown in Figure 3.1.

3.2

Section Wise Co-citation Analysis Phase

The section wise co-citation analysis is the main phase of our research work. This
phase consists of three main steps (a) Generic sections/ILMRaD structure identification (b) In-text co-citation patterns and frequencies identification, and (c) Section wise co-citation analysis (SWCA) as highlighted by red circles in Figure 3.1.
As the first step, the sections of citing documents are extracted and mapped on the
generic section or ILMRaD structure. In the second step, the rule based approach
is applied to find the patterns and frequencies of co-cited documents in the text of
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citing documents. In the third step, The co-citation analysis has been performed
across the generic sections or ILMRaD structure of citing documents.
(a) Generic Sections or ILMRaD Structure Identification

Generic sections identification is the first component of section wise co-citation
analysis phase. In this step, we have extracted the sections in citing documents
and then mapped these sections on (ILMRaD) structure by three proposed methods (1) Section headings labels based analysis (2) In-Text patterns based analysis
and (3) Pages and structural components based analysis. In section heading labels
based analysis; the sections are mapped on the (ILMRaD) structure based on the
section heading. In in-text patterns based analysis, the sections are mapped based
on some in-text patterns and defined rules. In pages and structural components
based analysis, the sections are mapped based on pages, sections, and pre-defined
set of section patterns. The details discussion is given in chapter 4.
(b) In-Text Co-citation Patterns and Frequencies Identification

In-text co-citation patterns and frequency identification is the second step to find
the patterns and frequencies of citations in the text of citing documents. The accuracy of co-citations frequencies depends on the accurate identification of citationtags and citation-anchors. This section consists of four key components including
(1) Reference string identifier (2) Citation-tag identifier (2) Mapping section and
(4) Citation-anchors taxonomy. The details of this part are given in chapter 5.
(c) Section Wise Co-citation Analysis

The third and final component is the section wise co-citation analysis. This component depends on the output of the first two main components as mentioned above.
In this section, we have calculated the document relevancy score between co-cited
documents using ILMRaD structure along with section weights and co-citation
frequencies. The details of this component has been given in chapter 6.
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Document Ranking and Result Evaluation
Phase

This phase has been divided into two parts (1) Document Ranking and (2) Result
Evaluation.

3.3.1

Document Ranking

The documents are ranked based on the document relevancy scores produced by
the previous phase. The papers with highest relevancy score will come on the top
of the ranked list as discussed in chapter 6.

3.3.2

Result Evaluation

This section explains the evaluation process of the proposed approach. The proposed approach consists of three important contributions: (1) Generic sections
identification (2) In-text co-citation patterns and frequencies identification, and
(3) Section wise co-citation analysis(SWCA). The accuracy of each of mentioned
components needs to be comprehensively evaluated. The details of each of above
mentioned respective contribution have been given in chapter 4, chapter 5, and
chapter 6 respectively. The evaluation of each contribution is also included in the
same chapter.

Chapter 4
Identification and Mapping of
Sections on ILMRaD Structure
Note: The part of this chapter has been published in conference1
In chapter 3, the three main tasks in second phase (Section Wise Co-citation Analysis Phase) of proposed approach were highlighted in Figure 3.1. This chapter
explores the first core component “Generic Sections ILMRaD Structure Identification” of the section-wise co-citation analysis phase. ILMRaD is the short form
for Introduction-Literature-Methodology-Result and Discussion.
In this chapter, first we will analyze the ILMRaD structure in research papers.
Second the proposed architecture has been defined for the identification of generic
sections or ILMRaD structure in research documents. Subsequently, the proposed approach and state-of-the-art technique [28] are implemented over the two
datasets. Finally, the experimental results of proposed approach are compared
and evaluated with the state-of-the-art technique [28].
1

Ahmad, R., Afzal, M. T., and Qadir, M. A. (2016). Information extraction from pdf sources
based on rule-based system using integrated formats. In the semantic web: ESWC 2016 Challenges, Anissaras, Crete, Greece. 641:293-308, Communications in computer and information
science. Springer. [A Category Conference], Challenge Winner paper.
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ILMRaD structure Analysis

Usually, most of the academic research articles for various journals and conferences
are prepared by different combinations of structural components, such as Title,
Authors, keyword, Abstract, Introduction, Related Work (literature), Methods,
Experiment, Results, Discussion, Future work, Conclusion, Acknowledgement, and
References [23, 27]. However, the majority of research articles follow standardized
or generic structure IMRaD [78] explicitly or implicitly Introduction, Methods,
Results and Discussion. The IMRaD structure of scientific papers is properly
followed in BioMedical domains.
On the other hand, the research papers of computer science domain also consist
of “Related work(Literature)” section. Therefore, in this reseach work, the “Literature” section is also considered with IMRaD structure. This modified structure
will be referred to as ILMRaD in the rest of the document. The definition of each
generic section represented in ILMRaD is as follows: The “Introduction” section
is followed by the abstract section in majority of research papers and normally the
term “Introduction” is used by most of papers to represent this section. The term
“Related work” is used to represent the literature part in the citing documents.
The “Methodology” section in ILMRaD structure is rarely represented with the
terms “Method”, “Methodology” and “Methods and Materials” as shown in Table 4.1 [28]. According to the experiment of 329 research papers in Shahid and
Afzal approach, the section “Introduction” was noted as the most frequent section
in 78% of the documents, the section “Introduction” was referred with the same
names. However, the section “Methodology” was not referred even a single time
with the term “Methodology”. The section “Related Work” was referred with the
same or similar terms “Related Work” in only 30% of the documents. The section
“Results” was mentioned with the term “Results” only by 1% of the documents.
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Table 4.1: Manual classification of section labels of structural components [28]

Class Name

Total papers

Entries

Section

label

Section

la-

same as stan-

bel

dard

from standard

sections

different

labels

sections labels

Introduction

329

378

78%

22%

Related Work

158

184

30%

70%

Methodology

322

829

0%

100%

Results

59

62

1%

99%

Discussion

95

110

20%

80%

Conclusion

263

270

60%

40%

However, mostly the “Methodology” section is represented with different number
of structural components [27, 79]. Usually these structural components are used
with different headings in research papers such as “Problem Definition and Architecture”, “The Candidate Set”, and “Modeling content-based Citation Relevance”
as shown in Table 4.4. The “Result” section in ILMRaD structure is prepared by
the various combinations of structural components such as “Experiment”, “Evaluation” and “Results”. The last generic section “Discussion” in ILMRaD structure
is also prepared by different combinations of “Discussion”, “Future work”, “Conclusion” in various research documents.
Apart from the above mentioned experiment, another experiment has been performed in this research thesis and that experiment again evaluated whether the
scientific authors use the similar name of the sections as per their generic section
names. Therefore firstly, the generic sections have been analyzed based on their
occurrences in research articles. In this analysis, it is observed that the “Introduction” section mostly existed with 94% in 211 research papers. The other sections
have been found with different section labels. It is also observed that the methodology, result, and discussion sections widely occurred with different section labels
in research papers. This discussion motivated us to map section headings onto
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the logical sections. This will help us to achieve the overall task of section wise
co-citation analysis. The details of proposed approach are as follows.
Table 4.2: Manual classification of section labels over 211 research papers

Generic Sections

Section label same as

Section label different

standard sections labels

from standard sections
labels

Introduction

94%

6%

Related Work

39%

61%

Methodology

1%

99%

Result

5%

95%

Discussion

6%

96%

Conclusion

26%

74%

4.2

Proposed architecture for ILMRaD Structure Identification

Manually, mapping structural components onto generic sections is very difficult
for the large corpus of research papers. Therefore, the architecture has been proposed and designed for the automatic identification of generic sections as shown in
Figure 4.1. The proposed architecture consists of three phases (1) Structural component heading extraction phase (2) Structural component splitting and mapping
phase, and (3) Generic section evaluation phase. In first phase of our proposed
architecture, the heading labels, the contents boundary and page number of each
structural components in research papers have been extracted and then they are
stored for the next phase processing. The second phase splits and maps the structural components of research papers on the generic sections. In the third step, we
have evaluated the corpus of generic sections research papers using the developed
gold standard. The detail of each phase is given below in respective sections.
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Structural Components Headings Extraction Phase
Gold Standard
Development

PDF to Text Convertor

Citing
Documents

Structural Component
Boundary Identification

Pre-Processing Step
PDF to XML Convertor

Structural Components offset

Rule-Based
Heading Identifier

Heading Page
Identifier

Structural Components Splitting and Mapping Phase

Document Structure Splitting & Integration
Structural Components (SC) Mapping on Generic Sections (GSS)
Headings Labels
dataset

Generic
Sections dataset

Sections
Heading
Labels Based
Analysis

In-Text Patterns based Analysis
Citation anchors

Table

Figure

Result Analysis

Pronouns

Rule-Based
Algorithm

Generic Sections
INT

RW

Algorithm

Pages and
Structural
Components
based Analysis

MD

RES

Generic Sections
Integrator

Structured
dataset

Generic Sections Evaluation Phase
User Evaluation

Figure 4.1: Proposed architecture for generic sections identification

4.2.1

Data Preparation

For the generic section identification task, two datasets have been prepared (1)
Training dataset and (2) Testing dataset. The training dataset of 211 research
papers is available by Nguyen and Kan [80]. The proposed technique for the generic
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sections identification has been tested on the training dataset. The testing dataset
is prepared by the combination of two annotated datasets of generic sections. Both
of these datasets were made by extensive user studies by three researchers actively
developing approaches which need section annotations. These annotated datasets
have been selected for the evaluation of our proposed approach that was developed
for generic section identification. The training dataset consisted of 211 research
papers with 1,220 sections. The first test data consisted of 150 unique papers out
of 499 papers and second test dataset consisted of 500 research papers.

4.2.2

Structural component heading extraction phase

It is the first step of generic section or ILMRaD structure identification. The citing
documents in this phase are used as input. This section identifies and extracts the
structural component information, such as “Heading labels”, “Content boundary”,
and “Heading label page number”. Therefore, three main modules have been
included in this phase along with some additional parts. The modules are (1) Rulebased heading identifier (2) Structural component boundary identification and (3)
Heading page identifier. The additional parts are PDF to text convertor, PDF
to XML convertor, and Pre-processing step. First, the PDF file is converted into
plain-text or XML formats by PDF to text convertor or PDF to XML convertor
and then the converted file is processed in the pre-processing step for further
operations of three modules.
Module 1: Rule-based heading identifier
Each research paper is organized in different structural components with headings and body of contents by authors of research papers. We are interested to
automatically identify the headings and corresponding content of each structural
component. In different research papers, different types and styles of headings
are being used to identify structural components. In this study of research, the
headings taxonomy for structural components was constructed by comprehensive
evaluation of research papers published in diversified venues. This taxonomy as
presented in Figure 4.2 shows types and styles variations of headings. Figure 4.2
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presents two categories of headings (1) With numerals and (2) Without numerals.
The “with numerals” category of structural component heading is classified into
two sub-categories (a) Numeric numerals and (b) Roman numerals. Numeric numerals consist of four types of headings such as ‘Uppercase’, ‘Title Case’, ‘Sentence
Case’, and ‘Mixed Case’. All the cases of heading in Numeric numerals category
are started with numbers, such as “1. INTRODUCTION & MOTIVATION”, “1
Introduction & Motivation”, “1. Introduction & motivation”. The roman numerals headings are started with roman numbers, such as “I INTRODUCTION”,
and “II INTRODUCTION & MOTIVATION”. The “without Numerals” heading
category also consists of four types without Numeric and roman numerals, such as
“INTRODUCTION & MOTIVATION”, “Introduction & Motivation”, and “Introduction & motivation”.

Figure 4.2: Heading taxonomy for structural components

The module “Rule-Based Heading Identifier” uses the headings taxonomy to identify the headings labels of structural components in an automatic way and then
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it stores the headings labels in the structural component offset dataset for future
use.
Our initial experiment was conducted over training dataset of 211 research papers
to evaluate the occurrences of headings taxonomy. The statistics of experiment
are automatically prepared as given in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Heading analysis of structural components based on formats

Heading analysis within 211 research papers
Heading formats

Total number of papers

Numeric with capital case

155

Numeric with title case

28

Numeric with sentence case

6

Numeric with mixed case

2

Roman with capital case

10

Capital case without Numeric

8

Sentence case without Numeric

2

Title case without Numeric

4

This Table shows that two heading cases such as ‘Numeric with capital case’
and ‘Numeric with title case’ are widely used for heading selection of structural
components in research papers. The two formats such as ‘Numeric with capital
case’ and ‘Roman with capital case’ are widely observed in the IEEE Journals
such as ‘Journal of Transactional Engineering in Health and Medicine’, ‘Journal
for Computing’ etc and ACM standard Journals template that also follows the
‘Numeric with capital case’ for heading selection.
In the analysis of ‘first level section heading, the three formats of section heading in
PDF documents are considered as shown in Table 4.3. The first format ‘Numeric
with capital case of section heading consists of section ‘heading number (1) and
heading name INTROUDCTION in capital case. The second format ‘Roman
with capital case is denoted by ‘roman heading number (II) and ‘uppercase name
RELATED WORK. The third format of section heading is represented by ‘numeric
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heading number (1) along with ‘heading name Related Work in title case. The
extraction of all headings formats from the XML document is not completely
possible. Therefore, for the first level section heading analysis, two formats are
considered such as XML document and plain-text in this research thesis. Let us
see the scenario of both formats in below figure 4.3.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3: Analysis of section headings in both XML and Plain-text formats
a) Snapshot of first level section headings in XML format b)Snapshot of first
level section headings in plain-text format

In Figure 4.3(a), the various formats of first level section headings are highlighted
in XML formats of PDF documents. The PDFx tool properly assigns the <h1>
tag to section heading in both cases Numeric title case and Numeric capital case
after conversion of PDF document. While in the roman capital case, the PDFx
tool does not assign any tag. This analysis shows that the XML format is better
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for Numeric Title and Capital cases of section headings. The roman title case
might not be detected from the XML format. Therefore, in this case, we are using
the Plain-text format of PDF documents in our analysis. The snapshot of Plaintext format of section headings is given in Figure 4.3(b). The Plain-text format
is also suitable for the extraction of section headings in numeric and roman with
capital cases. The numeric with title case is not properly extracted due to the
commonality in content.
Section Heading Extractor
The section heading extractor function in our proposed rule-based approach has
been designed to extract the heading labels of structural components. This function gets two formats of a research paper as inputs, such as PDFfile and XML file.
The function also contains three functions ,i.e., “Section Heading Recognizer”,
“Section Heading Refiner”, and “Section Heading Splitter”. The inputs of first
function are PDFfile and XMLfile. This function returns the set of section labels and store in “sectionHeadingArr” array. These headings are further refined
by the “section Heading Refiner and its return the refined set of section labels”.
The refined set of section labels are finally classified and structured by the “section Heading Splitter”. The section heading extractor exploits the heuristic and
rules which exist in the form of regular expressions. All the regular expressions
are verified over the content of both XML and Plain-text formats in “EDITpad
Pro 74” tool3 and then it is used in java code.

3

https://www.editpadpro.com/
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1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

function Section Heading Extractor(PDFfile, XMLfile)
sectionNo := “ ”
sectionName := “ ”
plaintext := PDFbox(PDFfile)
sectionHeadingArr [ ] := Section Heading Recognizer(plaintext, XMLfile)
sectionHeadingArr := Section Heading Refiner(sectionHeadingArr)
i := 0
While i < sectionHeadingArr.length
HeadingArr[ ] := Section Heading Splitter(sectionHeadingArr(i))
sectionNo := HeadingArr[0]
sectionName := HeadingArr[1]
stored (sectionNo, sectionName)
i := i + 1
End loop
end function

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

function Section Heading Recognizer(plaintext, XMLtext)
HeadingArr[ ] := Numeric Capital(plaintext)
IF (HeadingArr.length < 3)
HeadingArr := Roman Capital(plaintext)
IF (HeadingArr.length < 3)
HeadingArr := Capital Case(plaintext)
IF (HeadingArr.length < 3)
HeadingArr:= Numeric Title Sentence Case(plaintext)
IF (HeadingArr.length < 3)
HeadingArr := XML Heading(XMLtext)
return HeadingArr;
end function

Section Heading Recognizer
The section heading recognizer has the ability to identify “Numeric Capital Case”,
“Roman Capital case”,“Capital Case”, and “Numeric Title Sentence Case” headings in the processed content of XML or plain-text format. The following regular
expressions are built to extract different types of headings.
Regular Expression (1) for Numeric Capital Case:
\n\d+\.?\s*[ \p{Lu}:0-9\s&-]*
The symbol newline ‘\n’ occurred at the start of the section heading. The \d+
symbol shows one or more than one occurrences of digits. The dot symbol is optional after the digit. The symbol \s* represents zero or more than zero spaces
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after digits and dot symbols. Usually, the section heading may be contains the
symbols, such as capital alphabets, numbers, dash sign, colon, and & sign. The
part [ \p{Lu}:0-9\s&-]* of regular expression is used to represents such types of
symbols in the label of section heading.
Regular Expression (2) for Roman Capital Case:
(\n[IVX]* \s([\p{Lu}0-9\u2019\&-/]*\}s?)*\r\n|REFERENCES)
The symbols \n[IVX]* are used to represent newline and roman characters in the
start of roman capital heading. These symbols \p{Lu} are used to extract the
capital letters in section label while 0-9 denote the numeric symbols in heading.
The unicode character \u2019 is used for right single quotation mark.
Let us see the scenario of the ‘Roman with capital case’ which is identified from
the Plain-text format by using regular expression (2) as shown in Figure 4.4.This
regular expression extracts the highlighted headings along with carriage return
characters (\r\n). The regular expression has been verified in the ‘EDIT pro 7
tool’. The carriage return can be remove by using some pre-processing on extracted
headings. Finally, different rules are defined in the form of regular expressions to
detect the other cases of section headings along with pre-processing steps. The
roman numbers are replaced with numeric numbers, such as ‘I,‘II with ‘1, ‘2.

Figure 4.4: Roman with capital case detection

Regular Expression (3): Numeric Title Sentence Case:
ˆ
\n\d\.?\s+([A-Z0-9]{1,2}[a-z:\.,-]* \s)*[\x20-\7E]
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The symbols such as \n\d\.? are used in regular expression to represent “newline,
digit, and dot” characters. The characters “{1,2}” in this pattern [A-Z0-9]{1,2}
show one or two occurrences of either capital alphabets or numbers. It represents
the start character of each word which is in capital form while the pattern “[az:\.,-]*” are used extract the lowercase letter, dot character, colon, comma, and
ˆ
dash sign in the section heading. This pattern “[\x20-\7E]”
are used to remove
non-ascii characters from section heading.
Section Heading Refiner
The section heading refiner is used to remove the wrong patterns and additional
characters from the output of section heading recognizer. The input of this function is a set of section heading labels of structural components with extra characters such as carriage return and newline. This function returns the refined set of
section heading labels as output.
Section Heading Spitter
Finally, the splitter separates the structured elements such as ‘section number and
‘section title as mentioned in Figure 4.6 from the first level section heading. The
input of this function is the heading label of section and in a result the function
returns two outputs ,i.e., section number and section name.
The functionality of section heading recognizer, section heading refiner, and splitter is explained in given scenario. In Figure 4.5, the PDF document is parsed into
XML document by the PDFx tool. This tool represents the section heading by
tags ‘<h1> and ‘<h2> due to different formats of section heading represented by
rectangle in PDF document, such as ‘1. INTRODUCTION, ‘2. Background, ‘3.
Visualization Approach, ‘4. Implementation, ‘5. Case Study, ‘6 CONCLUSION
AND FURTHER WORK, and ‘7. REFERENCES. However, most of the time
the ‘<h2> tag is used to represent the second level heading, such as ‘2.2, ‘2.3,
‘4.1, ‘4.2, and ‘4.3. To solve the various formats problem with section heading,
first we extracted all patterns of ‘<h1> and ‘<h2> by section heading recognizer.
Second, the output of section heading recognizer is transferred to section heading
refiner. The refiner removes the second level headings by using pre-processing and
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also removes some additional characters such as ‘>, and ‘</h1> or ‘</h2> with
section headings.

Figure 4.5: Section heading recognition in XML document by section heading
recognizer

Finally, the refiner generates the accurate section heading. The output of refiner
is further processed by the splitter to produce the structured elements such as
‘section Number and ‘section Title of each section heading in a research paper as
shown in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6: Section heading conversion into structured elements

Module 2: Structural components boundary identification
The structural components of research papers have the body of text under specific heading labels. In second module “Structural components boundary identification”, the start and end byte address of each structural component body is
identified by using the extracted heading labels in structural components offset
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dataset. These start and end addresses are then stored in offset dataset for next
phase. Figure 4.7 presents the structure of the research paper “He et al, 2010.
Context-aware citation recommendation. In Proceedings of the 19th international
conference on World Wide Web (pp. 421-430). ACM”. The structure is further
divided into different structural components. The heading labels of each component are represented by numeric with capital case like “1. INTROUDCTION”, “2.
RELATED WORK”, “3. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND ARCHITECTURE”,
“4. THE CONDIDATE SET”, “5. MODELING CONTEXT-BASED CITATION
RELEVANCE”, “6. EXPERIMENTS”, and “7. CONCLUSIONS”. The content
boundary is denoted by “S” and “E” symbols of each structural component. “S”
and “E” represent start and end addresses of text body in structural components.
All these information of a concerned paper are stored in structural component
offset for using in the next phase and has been shown in Table 4.4.

Figure 4.7: Structure of a research paper

In initial experiment of the training dataset, the structure of structural component offset dataset has been obtained automatically for a research paper in Figure 4.7. The structural component offset dataset as given in Table 4.4. This
dataset holds information such as “Paperid”, “Heading labels”, “Content boundary information, start and end bytes addresses of the text body”, and “Heading
page” of structural components. For example, Table 4.4 represents the heading
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labels of structural components “1 INTRODUCTION”, “2 RELATED WORK”,
“3 PROBLEM DEFINITION AND ARCHITECTURE”, “4 THE CANDIDATE
SET”, “5 MODELING CONTEXT-BASED CITATION RELEVANCE”, “6 EXPERIMENTS”, and “7 CONCLUSIONS” of a research paper “S1” as shown in
Figure 4.7. The content of the first structural component “INTRODUCTION of
“S1” in the research paper is denoted by start and end byte addresses ‘1379’ and
‘8100’. The “Heading page information” holds the page number “1” of that page
on which the heading of first structural component of “S1” occurred. All such
information for a specific paper has been shown in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4: Structural components offset dataset of a research paper
Paperid

Heading

Start

End

Hpage

S1

1 INTRODUCTION

1379

8100

1

S1

2 RELATED WORK

8101

14324

2

S1

3 PROBLEM DEFINITION AND ARCHITECTURE

14325

17853

3

S1

4 THE CANDIDATE SET

17854

21641

4

S1

5 MODELIING CONTEXT-BASED CITATIOIN RELEVANCE

21642

28982

5

S1

6 EXPERIMENTS

28983

45424

6

S1

7 CONCLUSIONS

45425

46274

9

Module 3: Heading page identifier
The heading page identifier has been designed in first phase to identify the page
numbers on which the heading labels of the structural components occurred. The
page numbers of structural components headings are used in the module (C) “Page
and structural components based Analysis” of the “Structural components mapping and splitting phase” as shown in Figure 4.1.

4.2.3

Structural component splitting and mapping phase

The second phase of proposed architecture is the “structural components splitting
and mapping phase as highlighted in Figure 4.1. This phase has been designed
to map each of structural components in research papers on generic sections as
shown in Table 4.7. It consists of three modules (A) Document structure splitting
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& integration (B) Structural components mapping on generic sections and (C)
Generic sections integration. In the first module, the structural components of
research papers are divided and integrated by using structural components offset
dataset as shown in Table 4.4. The second module has been designed to map the
structural components on generic sections. The last module is the generic sections
integration that are used to integrate the generic sections.
Module (A): Document structure splitting and integration
In module (A), splitting and integration of structural components of research papers is performed using structural components offset dataset, the splitting and
integration of two components “Related work and “Methodology”, as shown in Figure 4.8. The “Related work” component has three sub-components such as “2.1”,
“2.2” and “2.3”. While the “Methodology” component has two sub-components
such as “3.1”, and “3.2”. Therefore, in the integration process, all the subcomponents are combined with main structural component to make a compound
structural component. Figure 4.8 shows the integration of structural components
‘2’ and ‘3’ with their sub-components by using red rounded rectangle and green
rounded rectangle respectively.

Figure 4.8: Document structure splitting and integration

Module (B): Structural components mapping on generic sections
In this module, structural components are analyzed and mapped on the generic
sections. This module consists of four sub-modules (I) Section Headings labels
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based analysis (II) In-text patterns based analysis (III) Pages and structural components based analysis, and (IV) Rule based algorithm. The decisions of first
three sub-modules are recombined to make the final decision in sub-module (IV).
Based on the final decision, the structural components are mapped on the generic
sections.
Sub-module 1: Section headings labels based analysis
In the first sub-module, structural components of research papers are mapped on
generic sections by using pre-defined keywords and stemming words that are developed over training dataset of 211 research papers as mentioned in Table 4.5.
In Table 4.5, the section heading labels of structural components have been highlighted under their respective generic headings such as Introduction, Literature,
Methodlogy, Results, Discussion and Conclusions. The generic sections are denoted by “INTR”, “LITR”, “MET” , “RES”, “DISC”, and “CON” respectively.
The key and stemming words are retrieved after the detailed analysis of 1,220
section heading labels in 211 research papers.

Sec# Generic Section
Heading Labels
1
INTRODUCTION (INTR) Introduction, Introduction and Background, Introduction and related work, Introduction & Motivation
2
LITERATURE (LITR)
Related Work, Related Works, Introduction and related work, Related work and Discussion, Previous
studies, Background & Related work, Related Works
and Conclusions, Related Background,Prior work
3
METHODOLOGY (MET) Background, Overview, System Overview,The proposed approach,our approach, implementation, System implementation,System and service implementation, Methodology, Research Method, Research
objective & Methodology,Problem Definition,System
Architecture, Simulation
4
RESULTS (RES)
Result, Results,Results map, Evaluation, Experimental Evaluation, Evaluation & Results, Experiments, Experimental setup, Analysis, Experiment
and Analysis
5
DISCUSSION (DISC)
Discussion, Result and Discussion, Discussion and
Conclusion
6
CONCLUSIONS (CON)
Future work, Future works, Concluding Remarks,
Conclusions and Future work, Conclusion and Future
plan, Conclusion and Direction of Future research,
Conclusion and Future study, Summary, Summary
and Conclusion, Limitations and Future work,Final
Remarks

Keywords
INTRODUCTION

Stemming words
Intro

Related, Previous, Prior

Relate, Previou, Prio

Background, Overview, Proposed, Ap- Backgr, Overvi, Proproach, Implementation, Method, Defi- pos, Appro, Implenition, Architecture, Simulation
ment, Simula

Result, Results, Evaluation, Experi- Result, Evalua, Analy,
ments, Experimental, Analysis
Experime

Discussion

Discuss

Future, Concluding, Conclusions, Con- Futur,
Conclu,
clusion, Summary, Final
Summa, Final
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In Table 4.6, the structural components heading labels are mapped on the generic
sections. The total number of section heading labels is 1,220 that were extracted
from the training dataset of 211 research papers during data preparation phase
(section 4.2.2). In the heading based analysis, 56% section headings of structural
components are mapped over the generic sections using the stemming words of
respective generic sections. The remaining 44% unmapped section heading labels
are mapped by using two other proposed methods as discussed in next modules.
Table 4.6: Generic sections identification based on stemming words in 211
training dataset of research papers

Papers

Number

of

Heading

la-

bels

Mapped
tioin

heading

labels
generic

Training Dataset

211

1,220

sec-

on
sec-

Unmapped
section

head-

ing

labels

on

tion

section

56%

44%

generic

In Table 4.7, the structural components of a research paper have been mapped on
the generic sections based on section heading labels based analysis, as shown in
Figure 4.7. Table 4.7 shows that the structural components “1 Introduction”, “2
Related work”,“6 Experiments” and “7 Conclusions” have been mapped on generic
sections “INTRODUCTION”, “LITERATURE”, “RESULTS and DISCUSSION”
respectively. The structural components “3 Problem definition and architecture”,
“4 The Candidate Set”, and “5 Modeling content-based citation relevance” have
not been mapped onto any generic section such as “METHODOLOGY”. As in
the start of main section, it has been discussed that most of the authors represent
the methodology section in research papers with different number of structural
components and structural headings.
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Table 4.7: Structural components mapping on generic sections
Paperid

Section heading labels

Start

End

GS ID

Generic Section

S1

1 INTRODUCTION

S1

2 RELATED WORK

1379

8100

1

INTRODUCTION

8101

14324

2

LITERATURE

S1
S1

3 PROBLEM DEFINITION AND ARCHITECTURE

14325

17853

unmapped

4 THE CANDIDATE SET

17854

21641

unmapped

S1

5 MODELING CONTEXT-BASED CITATION RELEVANCE

21642

28982

unmapped

S1

6 EXPERIMENTS

28983

45424

4

RESULTS

S1

7 CONCLUSIONS

45425

46274

6

CONCLUSION

The function “Keyword Mapping has been written for section mapping. This
function is also used in RBA (Rule Based Algorithm) as given in section 4.2.4.
The input parameters for this block of code are section heading label and stemmed
words dataset. The output of this function is Generic section id which is return
to RBA algorithm. The pseudocode of “Keyword Mapping” function is shown
below. This function uses the predefined stemword dataset to map the candidate
section heading label on ILMRaD structure.
function Keyword Mapping(headinglabel, stem dataset)
i := 0
GSID := 0
While stem dataset (i) != null
IF stem dataset(i) == headinglabel Then
GSID := headingid(i)
Break
End IF
i := i + 1
End loop
10:
return GSID
11: end function
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

Sub-module 2: In-text patterns based analysis
In the previous sub-module, the “section heading labels based analysis” is conducted to map the structural components on generic sections using the key and
stemming words dataset. However, some of the components of a research paper in
table 4.7 did not map in the sub-module “section heading labels based analysis”.
Hence, the sub-module “In-text pattern based analysis” has been included in the
second phase of “Generic sections/ILMRaD structure identification” phase in the
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proposed architecture as shown in 4.1. In this part, mapping of structural components on generic sections is further evaluated by using in-text patterns. The
structure of research papers contains regular in-text patterns “Citation-Anchors”,
“Figure”, “Table”,“First person plural pronoun”, and “Algorithm” which might
be beneficial to identify the unmapped sections labels.
The authors of research papers use citations to support their research work in the
research papers. The “Citation-Anchors” patterns are used to represent the citations in the text of research papers. These patterns have been observed mostly in
the “Introduction”, “Related Work” sections [81]. Hence, “Citation-Anchors” can
be helpful in the identification of generic sections, “Related Work”. The identification of citation-anchors has been comprehensively discussed in chapter 5. For the
short view, here in Figure 4.9, the patterns ”Citation-Anchors” have been highlighted from the research papers. The numeric citation-anchors are represented in
red circle. While the string citation-anchors are denoted by red oval shape. The
regular expression 1 has been built to access the frequency of numeric and string
citation-anchors patterns from the text of citing documents.
Regular Expression 1:
\[[1-9][0-9]*\]|\[\s*([1-9][0-9\u2013-]*\s*[,|;|-|\u2013](\s|\])*)+[1-9][0-9]*\s*
(-[1-9][0-9]*)?\]|\[[1-9][0-9]*[-|\u2013][1-9][0-9]*\s*\]|\[([A-Za-z][A-Za-z+\}.\s]*[09]2[0-9]*(,\s)?)*\]
\[[1-9][0-9]*\]: This part of regular expression represents the citation-anchors of
one or more than one digits such as [1], [22] in text of citing document. The ‘*’
sign shows zero or more than zero occurrences of second digit position and onward.
The \u2013 encode character is used to represent the hyphen character. The ‘\s’
character shows the space occurrence in citation-anchor. The ‘?’ symbol shows
the zero or one occurrence of any character in regular expression. The pipe ‘|’ sign
is used to combine more than one regular expressions.
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Figure 4.9: Snapshot of “citation-anchor patterns” from research papers

The second pattern is the “Figure” that shows the trends and features of the research work in the research papers. According to Nair & Nair [23] “Figure” pattern
is the essential part of well presented scientific papers. This has been highlighted
by many researchers [82, 83] that majority of “Figures” are used in the result
section. Therefore, the pattern “Figure” and numeric literals “1” will be searched
in each structural component of the research paper and the component have more
occurrences of the “Figures” will be considered and marked as the “Result” section. Figure 4.10 shows snapshot of only four occurrences of “Figure” pattern out
of eights observed patterns in the result section of IEEE standard research paper
“Cai et al, 2014; Typicality-Based Collaborative Filtering Recommendation; IEEE
Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engineering”. The occurrences of “Figure”
pattern in this research paper show the importance of it in the result section.
Regular expression 2:[f|F]ig[a-zA-Z\s\.]*\d[A-Za-z,()\s]*\r
The regular expression 2 is exploited to count the frequency of “Figure” pattern in
text of citing documents. This pattern of regular expression [f|F]ig[a-zA-Z\s\.]*\d
is used to represent the patterns like ‘Fig 1 or fig 1’, ‘Fig 1. or fig 1.’,and ‘Figure
1 or Figure 1.’. The remaining part of regular expression [A-Za-z,()\s]*\r is built
to extract the text of the figure caption.
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Figure 4.10: Snapshots of “Figure patterns” from a researcher paper

The “Table” patterns are other important patterns like “Figure” pattern that are
widely used in the “Methodology” and “Result” sections of research papers [23, 84].
This “table” pattern is exploited in the “Methodology” and “Result” sections of
research papers to provide the complete details in statistical form about the new
method for the understanding of it in simple way. The snapshot of the “Table”
pattern has been taken from “Methodology” and “Result” sections of a research
paper “Cai et al, 2014; Typicality-Based Collaborative Filtering Recommendation;
IEEE Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engineering” as shown in Figure 4.11
with red rectangle. The patterns “Tables” and “Figure” might be a good indicator
to detect the “results” sections. These two patterns “Figure” and “Table” along
with captions are extracted in our published work [85] with average F-score of
77%. The regular expression 3 is used to count the occurrences of “Table” pattern
in citing documents body.
Regular Expression 3: [t|T]ab[a-zA-Z\s\.]*\d[A-Za-z,()\s]*\r
The regular expression 3 is exploited to count the frequency of “Table” pattern in
text of citing documents. This pattern of regular expression [t|T]ab[a-zA-Z\s\.]*\d
is used to represent the patterns like ‘Tab 1 or tab 1’, ‘Tab 1. or tab 1.’,and ‘Table
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1 or Table 1.’. The remaining part of regular expression [A-Za-z,()\s]*\r is built
to extract the text of the table caption.

Figure 4.11: Snapshot of “Table pattern

from a research paper”

The patterns such as “First person plural pronoun” are widely repeated especially in the “Methodology” section. The occurrences of such patterns have been
highlighted in the snapshot which has been taken from paper ‘ ‘Building a Search
Engine for Algorithms”. The regular expression 4 is developed to count the frequency of such patterns as shown in Figure 4.12.
Regular Expression 4:\s(we|our|for us)\s([A-Za-z]*\s){2}
This part of regular expression \s(we|our|for us)\s contains different types of patterns to represent the existence of first person pronoun in the text of citing document. These patterns are ‘we’ or ‘our’ or ‘for us’.
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Figure 4.12: Snapshot of “First person plural pronoun” patterns from a research paper

The last pattern is the “Algorithm”. A significant number of research papers in
computer science and other domains consists of “Algorithm” patterns that provide
short description for a solving a wide variety of computational tasks [86]. It can
be represented by other words such as “Pseudo code”, “Flowchart” along with
linked caption and algorithm number. This algorithm number is then used to
identify the algorithm in the running text of the scientific document [86, 87].
They developed the algorithm search engine based on the “Algorithm” pattern.
The algorithm is the procedure to identify the method of any problem in automatic
way. Therefore, most of the time this pattern is used in the methodology section of
the research works because the authors provide details about the implementation
of new method in the “Methodology” section. Hence, it can also be used with
phrases, “we devised algorithm”, “In proposed algorithm”, for the identification of
“Methodology” section in academic research papers. In Figure 4.13, the snapshot
of “Algorithm” patterns is shown with red circle. The regular expression 5 is used
to count the occurrences of “Algorithm” pattern in the citing document.
Regular Expression 5:([w|W]e|our|(L|l)et|the)[A-Za-z0-9\s]*(a|A)lgorithm
This regular expression is used to represent different occurrences of ‘Algorithm’
pattern in the text of citing document. These patterns are ‘we algorithm’, ‘We
algorithm’, ‘our algorithm’, ‘Let see the algorithm’, ‘the algorithm’, and ‘algorithm
or Algorithm’.
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Figure 4.13: Snapshot of “Algorithm” pattern from a research paper

The patterns such as “First person plural pronoun”, and “Algorithm” are mostly
exploited in the “Methodology” section of the scientific research papers.
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The pseudocode of “Intext Patterns Mapping function is given below. This function has been used in Rule Based Algorithm as shown in sub-section 4.2.4. The
section-heading-number, section-heading-label, section-body, total number of structural components are used as input in intext-patterns-mapping function. The
‘intext-patterns-mapping function will map the candidate structural component
on generic section with the help of ‘RuleBasedDecision’ function by using different patterns, such as section-heading-number, total number of structural components, intextcitationfrequency, figurefrequency, tablefrequency, pronounfrequency,
total pages, and heading-page. Finally, the ‘intext-patterns-mapping’ function will
return the generic id of mapped section as output.
function Intext Patterns Mapping(Shno, Shlab, Sbody, TotSec)
Shno → Section Heading number
Shlab → Section Heading Label
Sbody → Section body
TotSec → Total Sections
intextcitationfrequency := getIntextCitation(Sbody)
figurefrequency := getFigures(Sbody)
tablefrequency := getTables(Sbody)
pronounfrequency := getPronoun(Sbody)
total pages := getPages()
hp := sectionHeadingPage(Shlab)
GSID := RuleBasedDecision(Shno,TotSec, intextcitationfrequency, figurefrequency, tablefrequency, pronounfrequency, total pages, hp)
13:
return GSID
14: end function

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

In RuleBasedDecision function, the generic sections such as “Introduction, Literature, Methodology, Results, Discussion and Conclusion” are denoted by ‘1’, ‘2’,
‘3’, ‘4’, ‘5’, and ‘6’ respectively.
Sub-module 3: Page and Structural Component Based Analysis
The third sub-module is the last part of module (B) “Structural components mapping on the generic sections” as shown in Figure 4.1. All research papers contain
different number of pages such as ‘2’, ‘3’ ‘4’, and ‘5’. The structural components,
“Abstract”, “Introduction”, “Related Work”, “Methodology”, “Results”, “Discussion”, “Conclusion”, “Future Work”, and “Acknowledgement”, “References”
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2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
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function RuleBasedDecision(Shno, LastSec, ITCF, FigF, TabF,
ProF, TP, Shp)
Shno → Section Heading number
KastSec → Last Section
ITCF → Intext Citation Frequency
FigF → Figure Frquency
TabF → Table Frquency
ProF → Pronoun Frquency
TP → Total pages
SHP → Section Heading page
start := TP/3
end := TP - start
If Shno = 1 Then
GSID := 1
End If
If Shno = LastSec Then
GSID := 6
End If
If Shno = 2 and ITCF > ProF Then
GSID := 2
Else If Shno = 2 and ProF > ITCF Then
GSID := 3
End If
If (SHP >= end and ITCF > 5) and (FigF = 0 and TabF = 0) Then
GSID := 2
End If
If (Shno > 2 and hp < end) and ProF > 0) Then
GSID := 3
flag := 1
End If
If (Shno > 2 and hp < end) and ProF > 0 and (FigF >0 and TabF >
0)Then
GSID := 4
flag := 1
End If
If (Shno > 2 and hp < end) and flag = 0) Then
GSID := 3
End If
If (hp >= end and hno < LastSec) Then
GSID := 5
End If
return GSID
end function
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are distributed over pages in research papers. The number of structural components varies in research papers based on the number of pages. While in most of
cases, the sequence of these structural components does not change in research
papers. However,in our research work, according to ILMRaD format research
papers are organized by four basic generic sections: “INTRODUCTION”, “LITERATURE”,“METHODOLOGY”, “RESULTS and DISCUSSION”. The ILMRaD structure does not consider the three structural components “Abstract”,
“Acknowledgment”, and “References”. But most of times, these four generic
sections are represented by different structural components in such sequence ,
“Introduction”, “Related Work”,“Methodology”, “Results”, “Discussion”, “Conclusion”,and “Future Work” [79]. Therefore, the above sequence of structural
components in research papers can be represented by the sequence of generic sections. For example, in Figure 4.14 the sequence of structural components of a
research paper (from Figure 4.7) is represented by the sequence of generic sections. The sequence of structural components is represented by red dotted round
rectangle and the sequence of generic sections is represented by green solid round
rectangle. The sequence pattern of generic sections for structural components in
a research paper is “I L M M M R C”.

Figure 4.14: Structural components of a research paper mapped on generic
Sections

The sub-module (3) “page and structural component based analysis” is used for
the mapping of structural components of research papers on generic sections. The
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mapping process of sections is performed by using predefined dataset of sequence
patterns of generic sections. The sequence patterns of generic sections in research
papers was identified by analyzing the sequence of structural components. Initially the sequence patterns of generic sections are prepared based on structural
components in training dataset and then these patterns are stored in the generic
sections dataset for future use. Therefore, the generic sections dataset has been
included in the second phase of proposed architecture as shown in Figure 4.1. In
this sub-module, the research papers corpus are classified into different groups
based on the number of pages. Then, the research papers with same number of
pages in each group are further classified into sub-groups based on the number of
structural components. For the initial experiment of “Pages and structural components based analysis”, some of the papers having 4, 6 and 8 pages are shown
in Table 4.8. This dataset contains information such as ‘PaperId (P#)’, ‘Paper
Title’, ‘Total pages (TP)’, and ‘Structural components (SC)’. The research papers
were selected from the corpus of 211 research papers.
The dataset in table 4.8 is classified based on pages and structural components as
shown in Figure 4.15. In first step of classification, the research papers dataset at
root node is classified into three branches based on number of pages. Each of three
branches shows the subset of original dataset that consists of research papers with
the same number of pages, the middle branch in Figure 4.15 contains 12 research
papers of ‘4’ pages. In second step of classification, each subset of the second level
is further classified into third level subsets based on structural components. Each
subset of third level consists of research papers with the same pages and structural
components, the middle subset at second level in Figure 4.15 that contains four
subsets in third level. One of the four subsets contains research papers with the
same number of pages and structural components. The third level subsets of
research papers in Figure 4.15 are further analyzed for the sequence patterns of
generic sections based on structural components sequence as shown in Figure 4.15.
The sequence patterns of generic sections are stored in the generic sections dataset.
This dataset is used for the identification of generic sections in testing dataset.
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Table 4.8: Training dataset for pages and structural components based analysis

P#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Paper Title
A Case Study on How to Manage the Theft of Information
A Similarity Measure for Motion Stream Segmentation
and Recognition
A Flexible 3D Slicer for Voxelization Using Graphics
Hardware
A Survey of Collaborative Information Seeking Practices
of Academic Researchers
Towards Content-Based Relevance Ranking for Video
Search
An Architectural Style for High-Performance Asymmetrical Parallel Computations
A WEIGHTED RANKING ALGORITHM FOR
FACET-BASED COMPONENT RETRIEVAL SYSTEM
An empirical comparison of supervised machine learning
techniques in bioinformatics
Measuring Cohesion of Packages in Ada95
An Integrated Environment to Visually Construct 3D
Animations
Building a Research Library for the History of the Web
Catenaccio: Interactive Information Retrieval System
through Drawing
A Geometric Constraint Library for 3D Graphical Applications
A Coupling and Cohesion Measures for Evaluation of
Component Reusability
Unwanted Traffic in 3G Networks
Easy Language Extension with Meta-AspectJ
Distance Measures for MPEG-7-based Retrieval
Real-world Oriented Information Sharing Using Social
Networks

TP
4

SC
4

6

5

3

5

4

6

4

5

4

4

6

7

4

6

6
4

7
4

8
4

6
7

8

8

4

7

4
4
8
4

4
5
6
4
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Figure 4.15: Training dataset classification based on pages and structural
components

After the classification of training dataset, twelve research papers of 4 pages are
selected from the training dataset for the analysis of sequence patterns in generic
sections. The set of twelve research papers are varying based on structural components. The first subset contains five research papers of 4 structural components
such as (P# = 1, 6, 10, 15, and 18). The second subset contains three research
papers of 5 structural components such as (P# = 3, 5, and 16). The third subset
consists of two research papers with 6 structural components such as (P# = 4, 8).
The last subset also consists of two research papers with 7 structural components
like (P# = 12, 14) Now, each research paper in four subsets is further analyzed
for the sequence patterns of generic sections based on the structural components
sequence. For example, the second research paper (P#=6) “An Architectural Style
for High-Performance Asymmetrical Parallel Computations” in first subset in Table 4.9 contains four structural components such as “Introduction”, “Motivation”,
“A Novel Protocol”, and “Discussions”. Based on the sequence pattern of structural components in the research paper (P#6), the sequence of generic sections
is manually identified such as “Introduction”, “Literature”, “Methodology”, and
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“Conclusion” (I, L, M, C) as shown in Table 4.9. The same process is repeated for
the rest of the research papers in each subset. The sequence patterns of generic
sections in five research papers such as (P#=1 {I, L, R, C}, P#=6 {I, L, M, D},
P#=10 {I, M, L, C}, P#=15 {I, M, M, C}, P#=18 {I, M, R, C}) obtained as
shown in Table 4.9. The occurrences column shows the frequency of particular
sequence pattern in sequence dataset. The ’N’ is the total number of patterns in
sequence dataset which can be calculated by the values of occurrences column in
Table 4.9.
Table 4.9: Sequence patterns of Generic Sections in first subset of 4 pages
Research Papers
Papers group

P#

Structural Components

Sequence

Patterns

of

Occurrences

Generic Sections

4 Pages

1

I, L, R, C

1

6

I, L, M, D

1

I, M, L, C

1

15

I, M, M, C

1

18

I, M, R, C

3

10

4

The sequence patterns of generic sections in above subset of research papers is
used to create the position frequency matrix (PFM) as has been used by Roderic
and Pape [84, 88]. Here, it is created by counting the occurrences of each generic
section at each position in five sequence patterns of generic sections. In this
matrix, columns are represented by the number of structural components and
rows are represented by the number of generic sections such as ‘I’,‘L’,‘M’, and ‘C’.
The structure of PFM is given in Table 4.10 with frequencies of generic sections
in the subset of sequence patterns.
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Table 4.10: Position frequency matrix (M1)

1

2

3

4

I

7

0

0

0

L

0

2

1

0

M

0

5

2

0

R

0

0

4

0

D

0

0

0

1

C

0

0

0

6

The frequency of each generic section at each position in a given set of five sequence
patterns is calculated by Equation 4.1. The symbol ‘X’ represents the set of
generic sequence patterns shown in the fourth column of Table 4.9. The symbol
‘N’ denotes the total number of sequence patterns in ‘X’ and can be calculated
by using the “occurrences” column in Table 4.9. For example in 4 pages case,
‘N’ is ‘5’. The ‘gs’ is the set of generic sections (I, L, M, R, D, C) whereas ‘sp’
stands for sequence patterns while ‘p’ represents the position of the each generic
section in the sequence patterns in set ‘X’. The value of ‘sp’ will be considered
within the range of ‘1 to N’. The value of ‘p’ will be considered within the range
of ‘1 to l’. The symbol ‘l’ shows the length of sequence patterns which will be
constant for all sequence patterns of generic sections in each subset. The result of
Equation 4.1 will be stored in ‘M1 ’ Position Frequency Matrix. ‘I’ is the indicator
function which will return either 1 or 0 value.

M1(gs,p) =

N
X



1, I(a = gs)

I(X(sp,p) = gs)

(4.1)


0, otherwise

sp=1

The values of ‘M1 ’ matrix do not exist in normalized form. Hence, Equation 4.2
is used for normalization of ‘M1 ’ matrix. By this Equation, each non-zero value of
‘M1 ’ matrix is divided by the total number of sequence patterns in set ‘X’.
M2(r,c) =

M1(r,c)
N

IF

M1(r,c) 6= 0

(4.2)
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The result of Equation 4.2 is stored in Matrix ‘M2 ’ which is shown in table 4.11.The
‘M2 ’ matrix is called position probability matrix (PPM).
Table 4.11: Position probability matrix (M2 )

1

2

3

4

I

1

0

0

0

L

0

0.3

0.1

0

M

0

0.7

0.3

0

R

0

0

0.6

0

D

0

0

0

0.1

C

0

0

0

0.9

Finally, we will find the probability of each sequence patterns in set ‘X’ based
on position probability matrix (PPM). The probability of each sequence pattern
will be stored in the sequence probability matrix (SPM). The probability of each
element in SPM will be calculated by the Equation 4.3.

M3(s,1) =

L
Y

M2 (X(s,j) , j)

M2 (X(s,j) , j) 6= 0

(4.3)

j=1

In Equation 4.3, the symbol ‘S’ denotes the sequence pattern of generic sections
in set ‘X’. The symbol ‘L’ is the length of sequence pattern. It varies based on
the number of structural components in the subset of research papers. The ‘M2 ’
is the position probability matrix in Equation 4.2 that will be exploited for the
calculation of each sequence pattern probability in set ‘X’. Let us take the sequence
‘S’ = I, M, R, C from the set ‘X’. The Probability of ‘S’ can be calculated by
multiplying the relevant probabilities of each generic section at each position in
matrix ‘M2 ’.
Sequence (S) = I, M, R, C
Position Probability (PP) = 1, 0.7, 0.6, 0.9
(Sequence Probability) P (S|M2) = 1 × 0.7 × 0.6 × 0.9 = 0.378
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In the same way, the sequence probabilities of all sequence patterns of subsets in
Table 4.9 can be calculated by Equation 4.3. The sequence probabilities of unique
sequence patterns of first subset in Table 4.9 have been shown in Table 4.12. The
Table 4.12 shows that the sequence pattern such as “I,M,R,C” has the highest
probability (0.378) in the subset of five research papers with four pages and four
structural components. Based on this highest probability sequence, the new research paper with 4 pages and 4 structural components can be mapped on generic
sections.
Table 4.12: Sequence patterns with probabilities
Sequence Patterns

Position Probabilities

M3 with Sequence Probabilities

I, L, R, C

1, 0.3, 0.6, 0.9

1 × 0.3 × 0.6 × 0.9 = 0.162

I, L, M, D

1, 0.3, 0.3, 0.1

1 × 0.3 × 0.3 × 0.1 = 0.009

I, M, L, C

1, 0.7, 0.1, 0.9

1 × 0.7 × 0.1 × 0.9 = 0.063

I, M, M, C

1, 0.7, 0.3, 0.9

1 × 0.7 × 0.3 × 0.9 = 0.189

I, M, R, C

1, 0.7, 0.6, 0.9

1 × 0.7 × 0.6 × 0.9 = 0.378

In Figure 4.16, the sequences probabilities have been shown for the sequences in
seven research papers which consist of 4 pages and different structural components
such as 4, 5.

Figure 4.16: Page and structural component based analysis for research papers
with four pages

In PSCA Analysis Mapping algorithm, the citing document is used as input while
it returns the generic section id as output. This algorithm consists of three important functions, such as create PFM, create PPM, and create SPM. These functions are used to finally find the most frequent sequence of generic sections in
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the sequences dataset for section mapping. The functionality of these functions is
discussed as above.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

function PSCA Analysis Mapping(Citingdocument)
pages := getPages(Citingdocument)
sections := getSections(Citingdocument)
PFM [ ][ ] := create PFM (sections) // PFM—Position Frequency Matrix
sequences [ ] = get Patterns (pages, sections)
PFM := populatePFM (sequences)
PPM [ ][ ] := create PPM (sections) // PPM—Position Probability Matrix
SPM [ ] := create SPM (sequences, PPM) // SPM—Sequence Probability
Matrix
getFrequentSequence [ ] := get Frequent Pattern(SPM)
GSID [ ] := convertGSID (getFrequenceSequence)
return GSID
end function

4.2.4

Rule Based Algorithm (RBA) for generic section
identification

In third sub-module, the “Rule-based algorithm” is developed based on the three
proposed methods for structural components mapping on generic sections in research papers. These three methods are “Section heading labels based Analysis”,
“Intext pattern based analysis” and “Pages and structural components based analysis”. After mapping process, each method generates individual sequence pattern
of generic sections for the structural components of the candidate research paper.
Now the problem is to select the best sequence pattern of generic sections out of
three patterns. To solve this problem, we present the “Rule based algorithm”, as
shown in the architecture of Figure 4.1. This algorithm analyzes the results of
three methods based on some predefined rules for the selection of best sequence
pattern of generic sections in research papers. Each method will generate different
types of result for same structural components as shown in Figure 4.17.
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Figure 4.17: Proposed methods for section mapping

Our proposed algorithm will first prefer the result of “Section heading labels based
Analysis” method. If the “Section heading labels based analysis” does not yield
any result, then the proposed algorithm will decide the result of “Intext pattern
Analysis” method. If the second method also fails to provide any result, then
finally the result of “Pages and Structural components based Analysis” will be
considered for final decision of mapping for particular structural component. This
is unlikely that any of the three modules does not provide a result; the module “Pages and Structural components based Analysis” is guaranteed to provide
an answer. The pseudo-code for “Rule Based Algorithm” as given below. The
function ‘Rule-Based-Algorithm’ gets the citing document as input and gives the
generic section id as output for final section mapping.
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procedure Rule Based Algorithm(CD)

2:

CD → Citing-document

3:

Stem Word Set := get Stemwords Dataset()

4:

SC := get Structural Components(CD) //SC → Structural component

5:
6:
7:
8:

PSCB-GSID [ ] := PSCB Analysis Mapping(CD)
For i := 1 To SC.length
KM-GSID := Keyword Mapping(SC(i). heading title, Stem Word Set)
IPM-GSID

:=

Intext Pattern Mapping(SC(i).hno,

SC(i).label,

SC(i).textbody, SC.length)
9:

PSCBGSID := PSCBMapping (PSCB-GSID [i])

10:
11:
12:
13:

If KM-GSID ! = 0 Then
SC Final result := KM-GSID
End If

14:
15:
16:
17:

If KM-GSID == 0 && IPM-GSID !=0 Then
SC Final result := IPM-GSID
End If

18:
19:
20:
21:

If KM-GSID == 0 && IPM-GSID == 0 Then
SC Final result := PSCBGSID
End If

22:
23:

Mapped Structural Components(SC, SC Final result)

24:

End loop

25:

end procedure

After the decision of “Rule based algorithm”, the final pattern of generic sections
will be integrated with structural components of research papers by using generic
section integrator. The generic section integrator will finally store the result in
the structured dataset as shown in table 4.7.
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Generic section evaluation phase

First, in the training step, we have selected the training dataset of 211 research
papers for the preparation of our proposed approach. This dataset contained 1,220
section heading labels. Now in the testing and evaluation step, two annotated
section labels datasets are selected for the evaluation of our proposed approach.
The first dataset consisted of 279 citing documents. From this dataset, 150 unique
citing documents are selected for our experiments with 850 sections. The second
dataset consisted of 500 research papers. After analyzing the documents of 500
research papers, only 300 documents are selected for our experiments. These 300
documents consisted of 1600 sections heading labels. The statistics of training and
testing datasets are given in Table 4.13
Table 4.13: Training and testing datasets for generic section identification
task

Datasets

Citing documents

Number of Section heading labels

Training set

211

1220

Testing dataset1

150

850

Testing dataset2

300

1600

Our technique is compared with the state-of-the-art technique [28] over both sets
of testing data. First both approaches are implemented over testing dataset1 and
then the results of proposed approach are compared with state-of-the-art on 50
randomly selected research papers out of 150 papers with 304 sections. For the
proper analysis of generic section identification, the individual confusion matrix
for each technique is prepared over both test datasets. The confusion matrix of
proposed approach is constructed over testing dataset1 as given in Table 4.15 and
in the same way the confusion matrix of state-of-the-art technique is constructed
over testing dataset1 as shown in Table 4.14
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Table 4.14: Confusion matrix of proposed approach for 50 papers in testing
dataset1

Predicted as

INTR

LITR

MET

RES

DISC

CON

Introduction

49

1

3

0

0

0

Literature

0

38

4

0

0

0

Methodology

1

4

105

8

0

0

Results

0

1

5

21

1

0

Discussions

1

0

0

1

22

0

Conclusions

0

0

0

0

1

38

Table 4.15: Confusion matrix of State-of-the-art approach for 50 papers in
testing set1

Predicted as

INTR

LITR

MET

RES

DISC

CON

Introduction

43

0

2

0

0

0

Literature

0

39

3

0

0

0

Methodology

0

4

104

15

0

0

Results

0

0

6

20

13

0

Discussions

0

0

2

0

14

3

Conclusions

0

0

3

0

0

33

Both approaches are evaluated over the confusion matrix using Precision, Recall,
and F-score. The Precision, Recall, and F-score can be measured by using Equations 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 respectively.

P recision =

Recall =

T rueP ositive(T P )
T rueP ositive(T P ) + F alseP ositive(F P )

T rueP ositive(T P )
T rueP ositive(T P ) + F alseN egative(F N )

(4.4)

(4.5)
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P recision × Recall
P recision + Recall

(4.6)

Let us demonstrate the procedure of finding Precision, Recall, and F-score of “Introduction” section by using the values of confusion matrix as shown in Table 4.15
The ‘TP’ (True positive) values of introduction is ‘49’ while the ‘FP’ (False positive) values can be calculated by adding the values on Y-axis under the “INTR”
column i.e. ‘0, 1, 0, 1, 0’. The ‘FN’ (False negative) values can be calculated by
adding the values in front of ‘Introduction’ section on X-axis i.e. ‘1, 3, 0, 0, 0’. The
recall value of Introduction is calculated by Equation 4.5. Similarly, the precision
of Introduction can be calculated by using Equation 4.4. Finally the F-score is
calculated by using Equation 4.6.
Recall =

49
49+1+3+0+0+0

Precision =

= 0.924

49
49+0+1+0+1+0

F-score = 2 ×

0.96×0.924
0.96+0.924

= 0.96

= 0.94

Similarly, the precision, recall, and F-score of other sections can be determined
using confusion matrix values of proposed approach over testing dataset1 as shown
in Table 4.16
Table 4.16: statistical data of proposed approach over testing dataset1
Sections

Total

Correct

Incorrect

Precision

Recall

F-Score

INT

53

49

4

0.960784

0.924528302

0.942307692

LITR

42

38

4

0.863636

0.904761905

0.88372093

MET

118

105

13

0.897436

0.889830508

0.893617021

RES

28

21

7

0.7

0.75

0.724137931

DISC

24

22

2

0.916667

0.916666667

0.916666667

CON

39

38

1

1

0.974358974

0.987012987

304

273

31

0.88975

0.893357726

0.891552158

Aggregate Score

The statistical data analysis of state-of-the-art technique is shown in Table 4.17.
This data also shows the precision, recall and F-score over 304 sections. The
statistical result shows that the proposed approach performed better than the
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state-of-the-art technique. The F-score of proposed approach is 0.89 while the
F-score of state-of-the-art technique is 0.80.
Table 4.17: Statistical data of state-of-the-art technique over testing dataset1
Sections

Total

Correct

Incorrect

Precision

Recall

F-Score

INT

45

38

7

1

0.955556

0.977273

LITR

42

32

10

0.906977

0.928571

0.917647

MET

123

104

19

0.866667

0.845528

0.855967

RES

39

16

23

0.571429

0.512821

0.540541

DISC

19

11

8

0.518519

0.736842

0.608696

CON

36

33

3

0.916667

0.916667

0.916667

304

234

70

0.79671

0.816

0.80624

Aggregate Score

For the comprehensive analysis, both approaches were again evaluated over the
testing dataset2 which consists of 300 papers with 1600 sections. The statistical
data of proposed approach and state-of-the-art approach is given in Table 4.18
and in Table 4.19 respectively over the testing dataset2. This statistical data is
prepared for a sample of 50 research papers out of 300 papers in testing dataset2.
The F-score of proposed approach is 0.95 and the F-score of state-of-the-art technique is 0.82. The second analysis also shows that the proposed approach is better
than the state-of-the-art technique.
Table 4.18: Statistical data of proposed technique over testing dataset2
Sections

Total

Correct

Incorrect

Precision

Recall

F-Score

INT

50

50

0

0.980392

1

0.990099

LITR

44

39

5

0.975

0.886363

0.928571

MET

80

71

9

0.934210

0.87654321

0.90445859

RES

47

46

1

0.836363

0.978723

0.90196784

DISC

6

5

1

1

1

1

CON

46

46

0

1

1

1

273

257

16

0.95432772

0.956938375

0.955631265

Aggregate Score
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Table 4.19: Statistical data of state-of-the-art technique over testing dataset2
Sections

Total

Correct

Incorrect

Precision

Recall

F-Score

INT

50

50

0

1

1

1

LITR

36

32

4

0.820513

0.888889

0.853333

MET

87

76

11

0.915663

0.873563

0.894118

RES

47

30

17

0.857143

0.638298

0.731707

DISC

7

5

2

0.25

0.714286

0.37037

CON

46

46

0

1

1

1

273

239

34

0.80722

0.852506

0.829245

Aggregate Score

In Figure 4.18, the comparison of both proposed and state-of-the-art approaches
has been shown over both testing datasets. The graph shows that the precision,
recall, and F-score of proposed approach is higher than the state-of-the-art [28].

Figure 4.18: Aggregated precision, recall, and F-score of generic section identification for both approaches

4.3

Summary

In this chapter, we proposed, implemented and evaluated a novel approach for
section mapping. Furthermore, in the evaluation process, two annotated testing
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datasets were selected with 150 and 300 citing documents respectively. The proposed technique was evaluated based on well-known measures of precision, recall
and F-score. The precision and recall values were computed for each standard section, “Introduction”, “Related Work”, “Methodology”, “Results”, “Discussion”
and “Conclusion”. For the comparison of proposed approach, the state-of-theart [28] technique was also applied on the same dataset. The aggregated F-score
of proposed approach was 0.92 over the both datasets while the F-score of stateof-the-art technique was 0.81.
The latter approach only considered the keyterms in section labels and the position of sections in the research papers. They have only used the direct matching
of section labels with predefined set of section labels using simple rules. In our
approach, the patterns, section number, number of citations, number of figures,
number of tables, first person plural pronoun, number of pages, and number of
structural components were used for the accurate identification of section mapping
instead of keyterms. We have used three methods for sections mapping (1) Section Headings labels based analysis (2) In-text patterns based analysis (3) Pages
and structural components based analysis. Finally, the rules and heuristic based
algorithm “Rule based algorithm” take decision for final section mapping using
three methods of section mapping.
For the section wise co-citation analysis, three modules have been developed. This
chapter covered the functioning of the first module and this becomes one of the
key contributions of this thesis. The next chapter describes the module of “in-text
citation patterns and frequencies identification” while chapter 6 discusses “section
wise co-citation analysis (SWCA)” in detail.

Chapter 5
In-Text Citation Patterns
Identification
Note: The parts of this chapter have been published in Journals1

2

In chapter 3, the detailed architecture of our proposed approach has been introduced. This chapter has been written over the second problem in the proposed
architecture. If “in-text co-citation patterns and frequencies identification” problem has been solved, it will not only help us to develop Section Wise Co-citation
Analysis (SWCA) system but it will also be helpful in improving state-of-the-art
in other domains and application scenarios, ranking of authors, journals, institutions, and organizations. Sometimes, documents cite a reference many times
in their full-text which is further used in many application scenarios, such as (1)
finding relationship between cited and citing papers [34] (2) identifying influential
cited paper from a set of references in a citing paper [6] (3) identification of suitable citation functions [26], and (4) study of in-text citations in different logical
sections of papers to conclude different findings [18].
1

Ahmad, R., Afzal, M. T., & Qadir, M. A. (2017). Pattern Analysis of Citation-anchors in
Citing documents for Accurate Identification of In-text Citations. IEEE Access, 5:5819- 5828.
[Impact Factor: 3.244]
2
Ahmad, R. & Afzal, M.T. (2018), CAD: an algorithm for citation-anchors detection in research papers.
Scientometrics.
Published online 29th September 2018.
https://doi.org/10.1007/s11192-018-2920-6
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This chapter proceeds as follows. Section 5.2 highlights the real issues of identification task of in-text citation-anchors. In section 5.4 the proposed taxonomy
of citation-anchor is discussed. The methodology adopted for the experiments is
explained in section 5.5. The dataset, evaluation metrics and results are presented
and discussed in section 5.6.

5.1

Overview of Basic Terminology

In Figure 5.1, the difference between reference string, citation-tags, in-text citation
and citation-anchors are highlighted. The reference string is the set of alphabetical, numerical and special characters symbols which are included in the reference
section of a citing document to represent the link to the cited document. This
type of link is called citation of a cited document. Each reference string is identified by unique key in a reference section which is called citation-tag as shown
in small red circle in Figure 5.1. When a cited document is cited in the text of
a citing document it is called in-text citation. The in-text citation is represented
by the identifier which is called citation-anchor as shown in large green circle in
Figure 5.1. The citation anchors may be used more than one time in text of
citing document. The in-text citation frequency identification can be affected by
the format and style variations between citation-tag and citation-anchor of the
same reference string. In experimental analysis, we have found different cases of
real scenarios which are not solved by the direct matching [18] of citation-tag with
citation-anchor. These citation-anchors are used with different style and formating
as discussed in following section with issues.
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Figure 5.1: Reference string, citation-tag and citation-anchor relationship

5.2

Pattern Analysis and Issues of Citation-Anchor

After the critical analysis of citation-anchors in text of citing documents, it is
concluded that there are two types of citation-anchors that are used in citing
documents (1) Numeric citation-anchors and (2) String citation-anchors. The
numeric citation-anchors are detected by the numeric citation-tags while the string
citation-anchors are extracted by using string citation-tags. In this section, we
have highlighted the key issues with both numeric and string citation-anchors
during matching with numeric citation-tags and strings citation-tags respectively.

5.2.1

Numeric citation-tags problems

In the numeric citation-tags problems, the frequency of citation reduces due to the
different style of numeric, such as citation-anchor, multiple-anchor, range-anchor,
and compound-anchor.
Multiple-anchor Problem
The real snapshot of numeric citation-tag mapping on multiple citation-anchor is
shown in Figure 5.2. In this scenario, a numeric citation-tag does not exactly match
with multiple citation-anchors due to the inclusion of more than one citation, such
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as “28, 26, and 38”. If we try to find an exact match between [25, 28, 26, 38]
in the text of the citing document with [25] in the references, the search will fail,
hence the in-text citation count for this paper will be incorrect.

Figure 5.2: Mapping of numeric citation-tag on multiple citation-anchors

Range-anchor problem
In pattern analysis of citation-anchors, it is observed that significant numbers of
citations are represented in text of citing documents by range citation-anchors.
The range citations are denoted by the sign, such as “-” or “]-[”. In Figure 5.3,
the real snapshot shows that numeric citation-tag does not properly match with
the range citation-anchors, such as “[2]-[4], (6-8), [4-6]”. If we try to find all the
in-text citations for paper [3] using exact matching, we will miss the citation which
has been included in the range style.

Figure 5.3: Mapping of numeric citation-tag on range citation-anchors
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The range numeric notation raised the mathematical ambiguity problems during
the identification of citation-anchors in text of citing document. The snapshot
of these problems are highlighted in Figure 5.4. The red rectangle in the Figure 5.4(a) shows the numeric citation-tag while the red circle and black rectangle
in Figure 5.4(b) shows the valid and invalid occurrences of numeric citation-anchors
in content of citing research papers for the same citation-tag. This wrong identification of equation number as in-text citation-anchor occurred due to the direct
mapping of numeric citation-tag value in content of citing documents.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.4: Incorrect citation-anchor due to mathematical ambiguity. a) Snapshot of reference or citation string with numeric-tag b)Content snapshot with
valid and invalid citation-anchors for numeric citation-tag

Compound-anchor problem
In compound-anchor problem, the frequency of numeric citation-tag reduces due
to the compound citation-anchors in the text of citing documents. The compound citation-anchors “[1-7, 44, 88]” are constructed by the combination of rangecitation “1-7” and multiple citations “44, 88” as shown in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Citation-tag mapping with compound citation-anchor

5.2.2

String-tags problems

In string-tag problems, the frequency of citation reduces due to a number of problems that are highlighted below with real snapshots.
Format problems
In pattern analysis of string citation-anchors, we observed different format related problems. Some of the real snapshots of these problems are highlighted in
Figure 5.6. These problems were detected during the pattern searching of one
author, two authors and multiple authors’ anchors in text of citing documents.
All these problems cannot be detected by exact matching and finally will reduce
the frequency of in text citations.
Hyphen with carriage return and line feed problem
Generally, the research papers are prepared by editing software MS Word and Latex. These editing tools automatically add some extra characters such as hyphen,
carriage return and linefeed in the text of research paper or other documents.
These characters mostly occur with citation-anchors in the research paper. The
pattern identification of citation-anchors by different autonomous tools are missed
in exact matching [18] due to the inclusion of these extra characters as mentioned
in Figure 5.7.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.6: Format problems with one author, two authors and multiple authors anchor’ cases a) One-author case b) “&” symbol problem in two-authors
case c)“et al” problem in multiple authors case

Figure 5.7: Carriage return and line feed problem
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Year related problems
Usually, the string citation-anchors of the cited documents are constructed by the
metadata (authornames, year) in text of citing documents. In the preparation of
research papers, authors do not follow the same year format in citation-tags and
citation-anchors as shown in Figure 5.8(a). Therefore, the occurrence of citations
are missed by automatic tool in text of citing document due to the format variation
in publication year, such as “Pollock, 2002” and “Pollock 02”. In the same way,
mostly authors cite more than one papers of the same author with different years
in single citation-anchor, such as “[Bravo 03, 04]”. By the inclusion of extra year in
the citation-anchors, the citation-tag such as “[Bravo 04]” does not exactly match
with the citation anchor as mentioned in Figure 5.8(b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.8: Year related problems a) Year format problem b)Year inclusion
problem

Space character problem
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In the pattern analysis of citation-anchors, often frequency of citations in text
of citing document reduces due to lack of proper spacing in the citation-anchors.
Hence, the citation-tags do not match exactly with citation-anchors as shown in
Figure 5.9.

Figure 5.9: Citation-anchor with space character problem

Citation-anchor with POS problem
In the citations representation process in text of citing document, the authors also
indicate the citation-anchors along with part-of-speech (POS), such as “rank scoring criteria”. These additional characters among the author name and publication
year cause the reduction of citations frequency in text of citing document. The
real snapshot of research paper is given in Figure 5.10.

Figure 5.10: Citation-anchor with POS (part-of-speech) problem

Reference string without citation-tag Problem
In state-of-the-art technique [18], the pattern and frequency identification of citationanchors depend on the citation-tag. In previous approach, the citation-tags are
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detected from the reference string of cited document. Then the citation-tags are
matched with citation-anchors in text of citing document. In the paper construction phase, most of the authors present the reference string of cited documents
without citation-tags as shown in Figure 5.11. This type of citation-anchors detection fails due to the lack of citation-tag.

Figure 5.11: Reference-string without citation-tag problem

Commonality in Contents
According to Shahid et al [18], some authors use very common citation-tags. For
example, reference or citation string shown in Figure 5.12 represents a citation-tag
‘[N]’ in red circle. Here, the contemporary systems will only use the character ‘N’
as a citation-tag. These kinds of citation-tags are very sensitive as ‘N’ is common
character which may occur many times in the full text of citing paper and will
result in inaccurate calculation of in-text citation frequencies.

Figure 5.12: Common character as Citation-anchor

Reference string with superscript citation-anchor
The superscript is one of citation-anchor formats that is used in different Journals
like Nature and Science etc. The cases of superscript format are also analyzed for
in-text citation-anchors analysis. One such case is shown in Figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.13: Reference-string with superscript citation-anchor problem

5.3

Exploratory Analysis of GROBID AND CERMINE Tools

In the recent study [56], the CERMINE [57] and GROBID [58] are declared best
tools for the extraction of metadata and structure from reference strings of citations in the research papers. Therefore, the proposed approach is also evaluated
and compared with these two tools in this research work. The manual analysis of
CERMINE and GROBID tools are conducted by their online web services available at link2 and link3 respectively. During analysis of these tools, the occurrences
and frequency of the patterns of citation-anchors are seen and calculated from the
research papers in parsed format XML. In the experimental analysis of CERMINE
and GROBID tools, we have found different cases of real scenarios which reduces
the frequency of citation-anchors in-text of citing document. Some of the cases
have been shown as below.
2
3

http://cermine.ceon.pl/index.html
http://cloud.science-miner.com/grobid/
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String Citation-anchor with Bracket problem

In Figure 5.14, the string citation-anchor with bracket problem is shown. Due
to this problem, the identification and frequency of citation-anchor in text of research paper is reduced by CERMINE tool as shown in Figure 5.14(b). The
string citation-tag is highlighted in PDF text and XML formats in Figure 5.14(a).
Though, the GROBID tool is better performed against this problem. The snapshots in Figure 5.14 are captured from the paper with titled “Collaborative Filtering by Personality Diagnosis: A Hybrid Memory-and Model-Based Approach”.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.14: CERMINE tool with String Citation-anchor with Bracket Problem a) Reference String with String Citation-tag with Bracket in Text and XML
formats b)The Missed String Citation-anchors
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Citations with Same Author and Year problem

Sometimes, the authors cite more than one citations of same first author published
in same year in the citing document as shown in Figure 5.15. In the present of
such type of citations, CERMINE tool assigned the wrong reference id to citationanchors as shown in Figure 5.15(b). The GROBID tool also suffered due to the
same problem as given in Figure 5.16.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.15: Citations with Same Author and Same Year Problem a) Reference String in Text and XML formats b)CERMINE tool Assigned the Wrong
Reference ID to Citation-anchors
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Figure 5.16: Missed Citation-anchors with GROBID tool due to Same Author
and Year Problem

5.3.3

Multiple Numeric Citation-anchor with Semicolon
Problem

In Figure 5.17, the semicolon problem is shown with multiple numeric citationanchor. Due to this problem, Both CERMINE and GROBID tools suffered in
the identification of patterns and frequency of citation-anchors as shown in Figure 5.17(a) and in Figure 5.17(b) respectively.

5.3.4

CERMINE and GROBID tools Effected with Year
Inclusion Problem

The snapshots in Figure 5.18 are taken from the book with titled “Recommender
Systems for Learning”. The format of citation-anchor such as “Burke (2000; 2007)”
is not detected by both CERMINE and GROBID tools during the analysis step.
The CERMINE tool missed reference id of both citations anchors such as “Burke
2000” and “Burke 2007” while the GROBID tool missed only the reference id of
“burke 2007” citation anchor.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.17: Multiple Numeric Citation-anchor with Semicolon Problem a)
CERMINE: Missed Multiple Numeric Citation-anchor b)GROBID:Missed Multiple Numeric Citation-anchor

Figure 5.18: Missed Citation-anchors with Year Inclusion Problem
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Proposed taxonomy of citation-anchor

The patterns identification of citation-anchors depends on its various styles and
formats. The detailed literature review revealed that there was no classification
of citation-anchors. Therefore, the taxonomy of citation-anchors was built using a
comprehensive procedure. This procedure consists of (1) study of existing state of
the art techniques such as: “Giles et al (Giles et al., 1998)”; “Bergmark (Bergmark,
2000)”; “Shahid et al (Shahid et al., 2014)” (2) analysis of standard citation
formats APA4 , MLA5 (Garcia, 2010), AMA6 , and CBE7 and (3) experimentation
on papers belonging to different domains, such as computer science, medical and
biology etc.
The citation-anchor taxonomy contains various types of citation-anchors. For
understanding, the proposed taxonomy has been classified into two branches based
on their format and style (1) Numeric citation-anchors and (2) String citationanchors.
Numeric citation-anchors
The numeric citation-anchors were found in two formats, such as plain format and
superscript format. Therefore, the numeric category is classified into two subcategories ,i.e., plain format and superscript format. Each category of numericanchors has four sub-parts “Single-anchor”, “Multiple-anchor”, “Range-anchor”
and “Compound anchor”. The single anchor is used to represent only one cited
paper in the text of the citing document, such as “[3]”, “[1] [2] [3]”. In the multiple
anchors, more than one paper is cited in citation-anchor, such as “[1, 2, 3, 4]”.
The range anchors consist of range of cited documents, such as “[1-5], [1]-[5]”.
The compound type of citation anchor is the combination of either single anchor
or multiple anchor and range anchor like “[1-5, 7]”, “[1-5, 4, 6, 9]”. For superscript
format, the citation anchor is mentioned as a superscript with the citation text.
The format is going to be one of the four as mentioned before.
4

www.apa.org. American Psychological Association
Modern Language Association
6
www.lib.jmu.edu/citation/amaguide.pdf American Medical Association.
7
https://www.libraries.psu.edu/psul/lls/students/cse citation.html Council of Science Editor
5
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String Citation-anchors
The string citation anchors have different variations. For the ease of understanding, these anchors are classified into four sub-parts “Single-anchor”, “Shortanchor”, “Compound-anchor” and “Parts-of-speech-anchor”.
The single tags are prepared by the use of First author ‘Last name’ and year of
publication. These tags have been further classified into two sub-categories based
on year ,i.e., “Author with year”, and “Authors without year”. In the ‘author
without year’ of the single-anchor, the authors are shown without year like single
author “Swets”, two author “Sinha and Swearingen” and more than two authors
“Amento et al”. The research papers are written either by one author, two or
more than two authors. Based on the number of authors, we have further divided
the “Author with year” category into three classes: one author, two authors, and
multiple authors.
– One author citation-anchor is used with year in different style “Yao [1995],
[Swets, 1995], Swets [1963, 1969] and Harter 1996”.
– The two authors citation-anchor with year has noticed in different variations
“Balabanovic and Shohan 1997”, “Billsus and Pazzani [1998]”, “[Sinha &
Swearingen 2002]”, “Swearingen and Sinha[2002, 2001]” and “[Wexelblat
and Maes 1999]”.
– The citation-anchor with multiple authors has exploited in text of citing document with year in different variations “Amento et al[1999, 2003]”, “Bailey
et al. 2001”, “Basu et al. [1998]”, “[Konstan et al. 1997]”, “[Sarwar et al,
2000a, Sarwar et al. 2000b]” and “Sarwar et al. [2000a, 2000b]”.
The short-anchor is the second type of string variation category. It is made by the
combination of first character of author names, special symbols (‘+’, ‘*’) and the
last two digits of the year ‘Good+98, SkkR*01, Unfo98’.
The third variation of string citation-anchor is compound-anchor. The compound
citation-anchor is prepared by the citation of more than one cited document “[billsus and Pazzani, 1998; Basu et al, 1998; Basilico and Hofmann, 2004]”.
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The fourth variation of string citation-anchor is parts-of-speech-anchor that consists of author name, part of speech and year “Turpin & Hersh’s study of search
engines [2001]”.
This taxonomy can be exploited by an automatic program to identify citationanchors accurately. Currently, citation-anchor taxonomy looks like depicted in
Figure 5.19.
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Figure 5.19: Citation-anchor taxonomy
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Proposed Architecture for In-Text Citation
Patterns and Frequencies Identification Approach

The proposed approach architecture for in-text citation-anchors detection consists of two phases. The first phase is the ‘data preparation’ phase and second
phase is the ‘automatic pattern detection of citation-anchors’ phase. The detailed
architecture of our proposed system is given in Figure 5.20.

Figure 5.20: Proposed architecture for citation anchor detection

5.5.1

Data preparation phase

In this phase, we constructed the dataset for our experimental analysis. The
dataset consisted of metadata of two types of documents: cited-documents, and
citing documents. The data preparation phase consisted of three sub-components:
webpage crawler, cited-document metadata extractor, and citing document downloader.
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Webpage crawler
The webpage crawler is a program which systematically browses the selected digital
libraries J.UCS and CiteSeer, for the purpose of webpage indexing. Each webpage
consists of number of links of cited documents. This program selects the WebPages
of cited documents automatically based on set of diversified key-terms as shown
in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Key-Terms for the selection of cited documents

KeyTerms
Recommender System
Information Visualization
Datamining
Web-based Knowledge Discovery
Ontology
Wireless Network
Semantic Web
Distributing Computing
Software Engineering
Information Retrieval

Cited-document metadata extractor
The indexed webpage is further processed by the metadata extractor of cited
and citing documents. The extractor program decomposes the link into required
metadata informations ‘Title’, ‘Author Names’, ‘Year’ and ‘number of citing documents’. Furthermore, ‘citation-id (cid)’, ‘First-Author’ and ‘number of authors’
information are extracted from ‘citing documents’ and ‘Author Names’ metadata
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respectively. Finally, the collected metadata in Figure 5.21 is stored in the metadata repository. For this analysis, we have also prepared the set of citing documents (PDF files) for each cited-document. The extractor exploits the ‘citation-id
(cid) and ‘number of citing documents’ to extract the (digital object identifier)
‘DOI’ of each citing document.

Figure 5.21: Metadata of cited and citing documents

Citing document downloader
The collection of PDF files for ‘citing documents’ is downloaded by using ‘DOI’
metadata because each document is uniquely represented in World Wide Web
(WWW) by unique ‘DOI’. For example, the DOI (http://citeseerx.ist.psu .edu/viewdoc/summary?doi=10.1.1.167.7612) denotes the document with title “Item-based
Collaborative Filtering Recommendation Algorithms (2001)”.
The function “documentMetadata Extractor Downloader” is built to extract the
metadata of cited documents, such as Title, Citations, Authors, Venue, PublishedYear, and Doi. In this function, first we have created the URLs of research
papers based on keyterms selected from computer science domain. The URLs are
further used to get the Webpages that consist the links of cited documents. We
have used the DOM parser to extract the tags of different research papers links.
Each tag contain the required metadata as mentioned earlier. The metadata of
citing documents are also extracted by this function, such as title and doi. The
PDFfile downloader uses the Doi of citing documents to download their PDF files
of research papers.
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function documentMetadata Extractor Downloader

2:

Keyterm := getKeyTerm()

3:

Url := createUrlPath(Keyterm)

4:

Content := getWebpageContent(Url)

5:

Tags[ ] := getTags DOMparser(content)

6:

For i = 0 To Tags.length

7:

//Metadata Extraction

8:

Title := getTitle(Tags[i])

9:

Citations := getCitation(Tags[i])

10:

Authors := getAuthors(Tags[i])

11:

Venue := getVenue(Tags[i])

12:

PublishedYear := getPublishedYear(Tags[i])

13:

Doi := getDoi(Tags[i])

14:

StoreMetadata (Title, Citations, Authors, Venue, PublishedYear, Doi)

15:

PDFfile := PDFfile Downloader(Doi)
End ForLoop

16:
17:

end function

5.5.2

Automatic pattern detection of citation-anchors phase

The second phase consists of four key components for the pattern identification
of citation-anchors in text of citing documents. These components are (1) PDF
to Text Parser (2) Reference String Identifier (3) Citation-Tag Identifier and (4)
Mapping Section. The details of each component are discussed below. In the
end of this subsection, we have mentioned the algorithm for automatic pattern
detection of citation-anchors.
PDF to Text parser
The direct pattern recognition from PDF documents is very tedious task due to
the unavailability of proper tool. Hence, the PDF to Text parser component is
designed to convert the PDF document into plain-text format. The proposed
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parser utilizes the Java PDFbox library for conversion of PDF documents into
plain-text.
Reference string identifier
The reference string is the portion of text in the references section of citing documents which represents the citation of each cited document as mentioned in
Figure 5.22. The reference string identifier extracts the reference string of cited
document from the citing documents using its metadata, such as “Title: Explaining Collaborative Filtering Recommendation”, “First Author Name: (Herlocker),
and “Year: 2000”. The reference string identifier uses these metadata information
in regular expression.

Figure 5.22: Reference string extraction

Citation-tag identifier
Citation-tag is the unique identifier which is used at the start of each reference
strings. It is shown in red small circle in Figure 5.23. The citation-tag identifier
component is added to identify and extract the various patterns of citation-tag
from reference strings by using different regular expression. For example the numeric citation-tag such as ‘1’, ‘1.’, ‘[1]’, ‘[23]’ etc can be extract by using regular expression “ \n?((\(|\[)?\[1-9][0-9]*\(\)|\])?|[0-9]{1,3} \).?” from
any reference string with numeric citation-tag. Furthermore, these citation-tags
are used in mapping section to detect the different patterns of citation-anchor as
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discussed in Figure 5.19. The citation-anchor in large green circle is highlighted
in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.23: Numeric citation-tag extraction

Section mapping
The section mapping is the component of proposed architecture in Figure 5.20.
In this component, the patterns identification and extraction of different citationanchors as in Figure 5.19 are performed by using two types of methods (1) Exact
mapping of citation-tag on citation-anchor, and (2) Heuristic based system. The
latter approach [18] is based on only exact mapping method, while the proposed
approach combines exact mapping and heuristic based methods. In the exact
mapping method, the extracted citation-tags are exactly mapped with patterns of
citation-anchors in text of citing document. This method is beneficial when the
format of both citation-tags and citation-anchors are similar. All those cases in
section 5.2 could not be properly detected by the exact mapping method due to
the variation between citation-tags and citation-anchors. Therefore, the heuristic based system is added in our proposed system. This system utilizes different
pre-defined rules and metadata ‘First name of author’, ‘number of authors’ and
‘publication year’ that are stored in rule-based repository and metadata repository respectively. The rule-based repository is constructed based on the proposed
citation anchor taxonomy (CAT) shown in Figure 5.19.
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The “Intext Citation Frequency Identification” function is developed to detect
the patterns of citation-anchors from the text of citing document. The function
‘getCitingDocument()’ get the PDFfile of citing document. Then, the PDFfile is
converted into plaintext by using PDFbox java library. The Metadata such as
‘Firstauthor’, Title, and Year have been used to extract the citation-tag of the
cited document. The citationtag and PDFfile have been passed as inputs to CAD
algorithm. The CAD algorithm is also mentioned as below.
1:

function Intext Citation Frequency Identification

2:

PDFfile = getCitingDocument( )

3:

PlainText = PDFboxJavaLibrary(PDFfile)

4:

Citeddocument = getCited Document()

5:

Firstauthor = getMetadata(Citeddocument)

6:

Title = getMetadata(Citeddocument)

7:

Year = getMetadata(Citeddocument)

8:

CitationTag = getCitationTag (Firstauthor, Title, Year, PlainText)

9:

CAD (CitationTag, PDFfile)

10:

end function

5.5.3

Patterns for citation-anchors identification

In this section, after the deep analysis of randomly selected 3,000 citations out of
17,850 total citations in order to solve the problems related to correct recognition
of citation-anchors from the text of citing documents, we propose a two-stage approach. In the first step, regular expressions are devised for matching the patterns
of citation-tags and citation-anchors from the text of citing documents. We then
use these regular expressions in our rule based Citation Anchor Detection (CAD)
algorithm which extracts the patterns and frequencies of citation-anchors from a
given document. The regular expressions and the CAD algorithm are discussed
below.
Regular Exrpession
In our experimental study, different patterns are developed for identification of
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citation-anchors presented in Figure 5.24. We have divided these regular expressions into three categories. In category (A), the regular expressions are prepared
for the identification of numeric-anchors in text of citing document. In category
(B), the regular expressions are designed to represent the string citation-anchors.
These regular expressions are further divided into two sub-categories, such as ‘B.1
and ‘B.2 based on delimiter symbols with citation-anchors like ‘(author, year)
or ‘[author, year]. The regular expressions in category ‘A and ‘B are static to
highlight the concerned patterns in ‘Citation Anchor Patterns column while in
category (C), the dynamic regular expressions are prepared by calling function
‘Dynamic RegEx Delimiter as shown in S-CAD Algorithm. All regular expressions are verified with ‘Edit-Pad Pro 7 tool at link8 and then executed in java
code.

8

https://www.editpadpro.com/
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Pseudo code for CAD (Citation Anchor Detection) Algorithm
In this work, we have proposed an algorithm called citation-anchors detection
(CAD) Algorithm as below. The citation tag of either query paper or co-cited
paper and PDF file of citing document is used as input while citation-anchor
patterns and their frequencies are of output in this algorithm.
1:

function CAD (CT, CD)
Input:CT:Citation-Tag, CD: Citing-Document

2:

TCD := PDFboxLibrary(CD) // TCD → Text of Citing document

3:

IF CT is Numeric Then //Test for Numeric Tags

4:
5:
6:

Call N-CAD (CT, TCD)
ELSE //Test for String Tags
Call S-CAD (CT, TCD)

7:

ENDIF

8:

end function

The proposed algorithm consists of two sub-algorithms ,i.e., N-CAD Algorithm and
S-CAD Algorithm. The CAD algorithm was prepared based on regular expression
as shown in Figure 5.24 and some heuristics that are represented in its different
rules. In CAD algorithm, the PDF document parsed into text format TCD (Text
Citing Document) using PDFbox Java Library. The calling of one of the two
sub-algorithms is based on citation-tag format. The N-CAD algorithm is called
for numeric citation-anchors detection and S-CAD algorithm is called for string
citation-anchors detection.
In the N-CAD algorithm, citation-tag and text of citing document have used as
inputs. The regular expression 1 in line 3 of N-CAD algorithm has been used in
the function ‘single-anchor-matching’ at line 5 to detect single numeric citationanchor ,i.e., ‘[4]’. Similarly, the regular expression 2 in line 4 has been exploited in
function ‘Multi Range Comp Anchor Matching’ to retrieve multiple, range, and
compound numeric citation-anchors ,i.e., “[2, 4, 5], [3-4], [4,5, 9-11]”. The lines
8 to 17 in N-CAD algorithm have been constructed to preprocessed the output
of the function ‘Multi Range Comp Anchor Matching’. For example, the function
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“Convert range into values” has been used to convert the range pattern of citationanchor “3-5” into the string of citation-anchor values “3 4 5” at line 12. Finally,
the lines 18 to 23 have been used to find and store the patterns and frequencies
of total numeric citation-anchors in a citing document. All issues related with
numeric citation-anchor detection as discussed in Figure 5.2.1 are resolved by NCAD algorithm.
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function N-CAD (CT, TCD)
Input:CT:Citation-Tag, TCD: Text of Citing-Document
Output: Patterns and Frequencies of numeric citation-anchors

2:

SAV := ∅ //String of Citation-anchor values

3:

RE1 := RegExp No(1) //See Regular expression 1 in Fig 5.24

4:

RE2 := RegExp No(2) //See Regular expression 2 in Fig 5.24

5:

SNAP := Single-Anchor-Matching(RE1 , TCD) //Single Numeric anchor
pattern

6:

Count1 := Pattern count(SNAP)

7:

MRCP := Multi Range Comp Anchor Matching(RE2 , TCD)

8:
9:
10:
11:

MRCP(p):= Preprocessing (MRCP (p))
for p = 1 to MRCP.length do// Multiple, Range, and Compound patterns
MRCP(p):= Preprocessing (MRCP (p))
IF MRCP(p).Matcher()== true Then

12:

Values:= Convert Range Into Values(MRCP(p))

13:

SAV:= SAV + “ ”+ Replace Range(MRCP(p), Values)

14:
15:
16:

ELSE
SAV:= SAV + MRCP(p)
ENDIF

17:

end for

18:

MP := Search Citation Tag Value(SAV, CT) //Matched patterns

19:

Count2 := Pattern count(MP)

20:

Patterns := SNAP + MRCP // add Reg Exp1 and Reg Exp2 patterns

21:

Frequency := Count1 + Count2 //add Frequencies of Expression 1 & 2

22:

Store Pat Freq(CT, Patterns, Frequencies)

23:

end function

All issues in section 5.2.2 related with string citation-anchor detection are resolved
by using S-CAD Algorithm. The citation-tag and text of citing document have
been used as inputs in S-CAD algorithm. This algorithm will produce the patterns
and frequencies of string citation-anchors in a citing document. The lines 2 to 22
have been developed to detect the string citation-anchors which are defined with
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bracket, such as “[author, year], [author and author, 2004]”. The regular expressions 4 to 7 as shown in Figure 5.24 are used for the detection of citation-anchors
with bracket. The lines 23 to 34 have been used to detect the string citationanchors with parenthesis, such as “(author, 2000)”. The regular expression 8 and
9 in Figure 5.24 are used to detect the string citation-anchor with parenthesis.
The function ’Dynamic RegEx Delimiter in S-CAD Algorithm is also used to generate the dynamic regular expressions for various patterns of one, two and multiple
authors cases as shown in ‘C category of Figure 5.24. This function also handles
string citation-anchors along with parenthesis and bracket such as “(authors et al,
2000) or [authors et al, 2000]”.
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function S-CAD (CT, TCD)
Input:CT:Citation-Tag, TCD: Text of Citing-Document
Output: Patterns and Frequencies of String citation-anchors
IF F Char(CT) == ’[’ AND S Char(CT) is Alphabet== True Then
IF CT not contains space Then
IF CT lenCT > 1 Then
//bcf+98 FC(First character)→ b
FC:= F Character(CT)
LC:= L Character(CT.length-1)//bcf+98 LC(Last Character)→ 8
//See Reg Exp in Fig 5.24
RegEx := RegEx No(4)
ELSE
//See Reg Exp in Fig 5.24
RegEx := RegEx No(5)
ENDIF
ELSE
CT Words:=CT Split(“ ”)
//CT Words contains tags values
IF CT Words.length == 2 Then //Test one Author Case(Author,year)
RegEx := RegEx No(6)
//See Reg Exp in Fig 5.24
ENDIF
IF CT Words < 4 AND CT Words contains “and” Then
RegEx := RegEx No(7)
//See Reg Exp in Fig 5.24
ELSE
RegEx := Dynamic RegEx delimiter(CT Words,’[’)//Check Procedure
in Fig 5.17(c)
ENDIF
ENDIF
ELSE
IF FC(CT) == ’(’ AND SC(CT) is Alphabet== True Then
CT Words := CT Split(“ ”)
IF CT Words.length == 2 Then
//Test One Author Case
//See Reg Exp in Fig 5.24
RegEx := RegEx No(8)
ENDIF
IF CT Words.length < AND CT Words contains “and” Then
RegEx:= RegEx No(9)
//See Reg Exp in Fig 5.24
ELSE
RegEx:= Dynamic RegEx Delimiter(CT Words, ’(’))
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
Patterns := get patterns(RegEx, TCD)
Count := get Frequency(RegEx, Patterns)
Store Pat Freq(Patterns,Count)
end function
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function Dynamic RegEx Delimiter (CT W, delimiter)
Input:CT W is the set of citation-tag words, delimiter symbols like ’[’ or ’(’
Output: DRE: Dynamic Regular Expressions
DRE:=∅
//Dynamic Regular Expressions
FAN := CT W(1)
//First Author Name
//Publication Year
Year := CT W(CT W.length)
for word:=1 To CT W.length-1 do// Multiple, Range, and Compound
patterns
IF word == 1 Then
DRE:= DRE + “[\sA-Za-z0-9,&.:; + /()-}]* + FAN + “[0-9-&\s,:;[(]*”
ELSE
//First two Characters
Two char:= Substring(CT W(word), 0, 2)
DRE:= DRE + “\s*(” + Two char + “)[0-9A-Za-z-& + \s,:;\.[(]*”
ENDIF
end for
DRE:= DRE + Year + “A-Za-z0-9-\s\.,:; + ( ”
IF delimiter == ’[’ Then
DRE:= “\[” + DRE + “\]”
ELSE
DRE:= “\(” + DRE + “\)”
ENDIF
end function

5.6

Experimental setup

In this section, we present two datasets, evaluation metrics and the experimental
results.

5.6.1

Datasets

For the experimental study, two citation based datasets are prepared one from the
comprehensive journal of computer science known as Journal of Universal Computer Science (J.UCS) and the other is the largest digital library of Computer
Science known as CiteSeer. The J.UCS dataset is taken from the Shahid et al’s
work that consists of more than 1,200 citing documents along with 16,000 citations [18]. The references are extracted from the XML format of PDF documents.
The XML format is obtained by PDFx [6] online tool at link9 . Some of approaches
like [1] attempted to extract references from text format. The CiteSeer dataset
9

http://pdfx.cs.man.ac.uk/
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is prepared in this study from the openly available CiteSeer digital Library that
consists of 52 citing documents and 1,850 citations. The statistics of both datasets
are shown in Table 5.2. The first dataset consists of 2,258 reference strings with
numeric-tag (RS-NT) and 13,742 reference strings with string-tag (RS-ST). The
second dataset contains 1,850 references with 1,380 (RS-NT) and 470 (RS-ST). In
this way, the total citing documents become 1,252 which consist of 17,850 references. The total citation-anchors in both datasets are 28,550. Further details of
citation-anchors is given in Table 5.2. The total data was divided in the following
way: more than 3,000 citations out of 17,850 citations were used as training set
and the remaining citations were used for testing the proposed approach.
Table 5.2: Statistics of Datasets

Datasets
J.UCS
CiteSeerX
Total

Citing documents

References

RS-NT

RS-ST

Citation-anchors

1,200

16,000

2,258

13,742

25,365

52

1,850

1,380

470

3,185

1,252

17,850

3,638

14212

28,550

For evaluation of the proposed approach on diversified data, the CiteSeerX dataset
was also prepared. This dataset had 1000 papers selected from the queries mentioned in Table 5.1. For each of the 1000 cited papers, 20 citing papers were
added in the dataset making the total of 20,000 citing documents. The dataset
consists of citing documents, reference strings of citations with numeric-tags (RSNT), reference strings of citations with strings-tags (RS-ST) and Citation without
citation-tags (C-WT). The statistics of this dataset shown in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3: CiteSeerX dataset specifications

Dataset

Citing Documents

Cited Documents

RS-NT

RS-ST

C-WT

CiteSeerX

20,000

1,000

14,000

1,200

4,800

For further comparison and evaluation of our proposed approach with both CERMINE [56] and GROBID [58] tools, we have prepared the extended dataset from
CiteSeer digital library. This dataset consists of 250 cited documents and 5,008
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citing documents. Each cited document is analyzed in 20 different citing documents for the identification of citation-anchor. The total 8,134 citation-anchors of
250 cited-documents founded in 5,008 citing documents as shown in Table 5.4.
The accuracy of the proposed approach was checked by manual process. For the
manual process, we have distributed the set of 1,000 citations among 3 MS and
2 PhD students in our research lab. Each student have analyzed and annotated
200 citations in citing document to build the gold-standard of citation-anchors
frequencies and patterns. Then the result of proposed approach is compared based
on gold-standard with state-of-the-art approach [18] and existing online tools i.e
GROBID and CERMINE
Table 5.4: Statistics of CiteSeerX Extended dataset

Dataset

Citing Documents

Cited Documents

Citation-anchors

CiteSeerX

5,008

250

8,134

5.6.2

Evaluation metrics

The evaluation metrics precision, recall, and F-score measures [89] are widely used
in information retrieval community. Here, we define recall, precision and F-score
in the context of citation-anchors identification.
The correct number of in-text citations frequency in total retrieved frequency of
cited document from the citing document is known as true positive (TP) frequency.
The incorrect number of in-text citations frequency in total retrieved frequency of
cited document from the citing document is called false positive (FP) frequency.
The false negative (FN) frequency is the number of correct citations frequency
that can not be identified in citing document during retrieving of in-text citations
frequency. Precision is the fraction of retrieved patterns of citation-anchors that
are relevant as given in Equation 5.1.

P recision =

M atches(T P )
M atches(T P ) + Incorrect(F P )

(5.1)
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Recall is the fraction of relevant patterns of citation-anchors that are retrieved
from each citing document as shown in Equation 5.2.

Recall =

M atches(T P )
M atches(T P ) + M issed(F N )

(5.2)

F-score is the weighted average of precision and recall. It is calculated by using
Equation 5.3 .

F − score = 2 ×

5.6.3

P recision × Recall
P recision + Recall

(5.3)

Results

We have performed comprehensive experiments on both J.UCS dataset and CiteSeerX dataset to show the accuracy and scalability of proposed approach. We compare our method with state-of-the-art technique [18] in every experiment, where
the resultant dataset of previous technique is obtained from their authors. In the
first experiment, two collections are randomly prepared from J.UCS dataset. The
first collection is used as training set of 3,000 citations to build our approach. The
second collection of 3,000 is used as testing set to further evaluate the proposed
technique. The frequency distribution of in-text citations has been highlighted in
J.UCS testing set as shown in Table 5.5. The results of both approaches are evaluated and compared with the manually prepared gold-standard of 3,000 in-text
citations. The Table 5.5 shows the performance of both previous and proposed
approaches. In Table 5.5, different abbreviations are used such as C-CIT (Correct
citations), IC-CIT (Incorrect citations), ZO (Zero occurrences).
The test dataset of 3,000 citations are divided and evaluated into two sets for two
different experiments. The precision, recall and F-score of set1, set2 and aggregate
of both approaches are shown in Figure 5.25.
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Table 5.5: Frequency distribution of in-text citations in J.UCS Dataset

Shahid et al
In-Text
Citation
Frequency
Range

Gold standard

C-CIT

IC-CIT

1−5

2,936

1,284

6−10

52

11−15

Proposed Approach
ZO

C-CIT

IC-CIT

455

2,893

29

14

153

49

5

8

1

109

5

0

16−20

4

1

78

4

0

21−25

0

0

62

0

0

>25

0

0

510

0

0

Total

3,000

1,300

1,367

2,951

34

333

ZO

15

Figure 5.25: Precision, Recall, and F-score of both approaches over J.UCS
dataset

To check the scalability of previous and proposed approaches over CiteSeerX
dataset, we randomly selected 5,000 citing documents out of 20,000 citing documents dataset along with 250 reference strings (metadata) of cited documents.
The dataset of 5,000 citing documents were classified into five subsets for different
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Table 5.6: Frequency distribution of in-text citations in CiteSeerX dataset

Shahid et al
In-Text
Citation
Frequency
Range

Gold standard

C-CIT

IC-CIT

1−5

3,815

706

6−10

150

11−15

Proposed Approach
ZO

C-CIT

IC-CIT

693

3,709

14

23

373

141

11

27

2

229

26

1

16−20

14

1

161

14

0

21−25

7

0

120

7

1

>25

0

0

901

0

5

Total

4,016

732

2,477

3,897

62

807

ZO

57

experiments. Each subset consisted of 1,000 citing documents with 50 reference
strings of different cited documents. In both techniques, the in-text frequencies of
each cited document are manually analyzed across its 20 citing documents. After
the detailed analysis of 5,000 documents, we observed 984 documents which were
not properly parsed due to image format of PDF file and due to the absence of
in-text citations in citing document. From the experiments one can see that proposed approach achieves good accuracy as shown in Table 5.6. It is much more
efficient than state-of-the-art approach on CiteSeerX dataset.
The Figure 5.26 shows in-text citations analysis of both approaches over 4,016
citing documents in CiteSeerX dataset. The analysis conducted over five sets of
citing documents for different experiments. The aggregate precision, recall, and
F-score of five experiments shows that the proposed technique is better performing
than state-of-the-art technique over the CiteSeer dataset.
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Figure 5.26: Precision, Recall, and F-score of both approaches over CiteSeerX
dataset

Our proposed algorithm and shahid et al approach is further compared and evaluated with CERMINE and GROBID tools over the extended dataset of CiteSeer
that consists of 250 cited documents and 5,008 citing documents. For the analysis, we have randomly selected 1,000 PDF files of citing documents and manually
analyzed the occurrences of citation-anchors of 50 citations or cited documents
to make standard dataset. The results of our algorithm, shahid et al approach,
CERMINE and GROBID tools are compared with the standard dataset as shown
in Figure 5.27. Measured with Fscore, our approach (0.99) is best performing than
GROBID (0.91) and CERMINE(0.82).
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Figure 5.27: Comparison of Proposed approach with State-of-the-art Approach and Tools over CiteSeer Dataset

5.7

Summary

The patterns identification of in-text citation-anchor of a cited document is an
important problem. Mostly the existing automatic state-of-the-art in-text citation
techniques suffer due to problems related to numeric-anchors and string-anchors.
The numeric-anchors problems are multiple-anchor, range-anchor and compoundanchor. While the string-anchor problems are due to their various format, hyphen
with carriage return and linefeed, year related, space character, part-of-speech,
reference string without citation-tag problems etc.
In this chapter, first we proposed citaton-anchors taxonomy after the critical analysis of citation-anchors in the citing documents, literature approaches, and well
known citation representation formats such as APA, MLA, AMA, and CBE. Secondly, we proposed, implemented and evaluated a novel approach for the identification of in-text citation patterns and frequencies in the citing documents. For the
evaluation of proposed approach, two datasets were prepared from openly available J.UCS and CiteSeer sites. The testing set of J.UCS dataset consisted of 3000
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citations, While the testing set of CiteSeer dataset consisted of 5000 citations.
The state-of-the-art technique was also implemented over the same datasets. The
results were compared with the state-of-the-art approach proposed by Shahid et
al [18]. Both approaches were evaluated based on well-known measure of precision,
recall and F-score. The proposed model has comprehensively outperformed the
state-of-the-art approach by scoring average F-score of 0.97 as compared to baseline of 0.58. The state-of-the-art technique used the exact matching of citation-tag
with citation-anchor. But the highlighted issues in section 5.2 of in-text citation
anchor were not detected with exact matching. Therefore, in our approach different rules and heuristics were developed based on the proposed citation-anchors
taxonomy. All these rules were used in heuristic based system as mentioned in
Figure 5.20.
This thesis has proposed a new approach which is section wise co-citation analysis. To evaluate this approach, two important tasks had to be completed which
becomes two important tasks of this thesis. First task was the identification of
sections and mapping them on logical structural components which was successfully done in chapter 4. The second task was the accurate identification of in-text
citation frequencies which has been achieved in this chapter. The proposed approach has outperformed the state-of-the-art approach by increasing the F-score
from 0.58 to 0.97. In previous chapter, first the generic section identification task
was completed. In this chapter, the second task was also completed with the good
accuracy. This is the second contribution of our thesis. The third and last contribution will be done in chapter 6. Chapter 6 will evaluate the overall section wise
co-citation proposed approach.

Chapter 6
Section Wise Co-citation Analysis
Note: The proposed work “section wise co-citation analysis” has been published
in conference

1

The section wise co-citation analysis phase as shown in Figure 6.1 consists of three
main research components. The first two components (1) generic section/ILMRaD
structure identification and (2) In-text co-citation patterns and frequencies identification were completed and already discussed in details in chapter 4 and chapter 5
respectively. The first and second components were developed and evaluated on
different J.UCS and CiteSeer datasets and were compared with the state-of-the-art
approaches. Now we are able to evaluate the proposed approach in proper manner. This research component needs parameters, such as generic sections mapping,
in-text co-citation frequencies, and section weights. To evaluate the proposed approach we need the dataset that consists of co-cited document pairs and citing
documents.
In section 6.1, we have shown the detailed implementation of section wise cocitation analysis (SWCA) algorithm. Section 6.3 presents the evaluation procedure
1

Ahmad, R., Afzal, M. T., (2015). Research Paper Recommendation by exploiting cocitation
occurrences in Generic Sections of Scientific Papers. PhD Symposium at 13th International
Conference on Frontiers of Information Technology.
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of the state-of-the-art techniques over same dataset and then the rank lists of proposed approach are compared with the rank lists of the state-of-the-art techniques
using rank lists based on JSD and cosine similarity as benchmarks.

Figure 6.1: Proposed architecture for SWCA(Section wise co-citation analysis)

with completed contributions

6.1

SWCA Algorithm

The third and last component of our thesis is section wise co-citation analysis
(SWCA) which depends on the first two components (1) Generic section or ILMRaD structure identification and (2) In-text co-citation patterns and frequencies
identification. These two components were discussed in detail in chapter 4 and
chapter 5. Now in this section, the SWCA algorithm has been discussed in detail
to understand the section wise co-citation analysis. This SWCA algorithm consists of several steps: (1) Mapping of structural components on generic sections
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(2) Citation-tag identification (3) Citation-anchor patterns and their frequencies
identification, and (4) The computation of relevancy score (RS) of co-cited pair.
The first step was discussed in detail in chapter 4. The second and third steps
were discussed in chapter 5. The fourth step is discussed in subsection 6.1.3.

6.1.1

Dataset

To evaluate the proposed approach (SWCA), we need co-cited pairs and their
citing documents. This requires research papers which have been co-cited in other
citing documents. Such co-citation approach has been implemented in CiteSeerX2 .
CiteSeerX is the scientific digital library and search engine that provides the access
of the literature in the computer and information sciences domain. It has made
openly available the metadata of query papers, citations, and co-cited papers which
can be easily crawled. In the CiteSeerX citation graph, there are 1,345,249 citing
papers and 9,150,279 citations. The total number of links in the graph, i.e. (citing
paper - citation), is 25,526,384 [60]. The CiteseerX provides the ‘doi’ of research
papers which can be used to download the PDF files of research papers.
In our research work, the dataset is prepared from CiteSeerX because it consists
of metadata about the co-cited documents. We need three types of metadata (1)
Query paper metadata (2) Co-cited papers metadata, and (3) citing documents
metadata of query papers and co-cited papers. The manual preparation of such
types of metadata is very difficult task.
In the first step, for the searching of required query papers, the user will enter
the keyword in the CiteSeerX search engine. In response of search engine, the
webpage of related query papers will be returned to user. Each webpage consists
of ten links of query papers. The link of query paper contains the metadata such
as “Paper title”, “Author name list”, “year”, “citations or citing documents”. The
real snapshot of CiteSeerX site for the query papers is shown in Figure 6.2.
2

http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/index
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Figure 6.2: The real snapshot of query papers from CiteSeerX site

In the second step, after the selection of query paper, the user will need to extract
the metadata such as “Title”, “Author Names”, “Number of citations”, “year”,
“doi”, and “citation id (id)” of citing papers for each query paper. Let us take the
example of query paper “Evaluating Collaborative Filtering recommender systems
(2004)”. After clicking on the link ‘cited by’ for a query paper, the list of citing
papers will appear. This query paper has total 928 citations as shown in Figure 6.3.
In this case the user requires the metadata for all 928 citations of the query paper
which is very tedious task. The ‘id’ or ‘citation id’ metadata is exploited to find
the common citing documents and then the ‘doi’ metadata is used to download
the common citing documents.
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Figure 6.3: The real snapshot of citations of query paper from CiteSeerX site

In third step, when user clicks on the title of the query paper, the snapshot in
Figure 6.5 will appear on the screen. On this screen, under the co-citation tab the
list of co-cited documents will be displayed which are co-cited with the query paper
based on some common citing documents. The set of co-cited pair is constructed
by the query paper and number of co-cited documents. Now the question is that
how can a user get the list of common citing documents. In figure 6.5, every cocited document for each query paper have a number of co-citations such as (11807,
10581, 382, 1481, 1420, 739, 942, 1165, 270) equal to 28797 citations. Now the
user needs the metadata of these co-citations for each co-cited document which
become a difficult task. Let us consider if a user gets the metadata of citations of
a query paper and co-cited papers. Then in the last step, he needs the metadata
‘citationid’ to get the common citing papers between query papers and co-cited
papers as shown in Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.4: Visual representation of Equation 3.1

Figure 6.5: The real snapshot of co-cited documents with a query paper from
CiteSeerX site

Manually, the whole step of data preparation is very difficult job. Hence, we
have designed the data preparation phase as shown in Figure 6.1. The whole
process of dataset preparation is performed automatically in this phase. For our
experiment, we have selected 50 query papers and each query paper have 9 cocited documents at CiteSeerX site. In this way, the metadata of total 450 co-cited
documents are retrieved for 50 query papers. On average, 389 citations were
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recorded for each query paper making a total of 19,440 citations for all query
papers. Furthermore, after the intersection of query papers citations (19,440)
and the co-cited papers citations (1,278,878), we have received 22,943 common
citations were recorded for 450 co-cited documents. The set of 22,943 common
citations are further analyzed to remove those papers based on the criteria (1)
We have only considered the papers of upto 50 pages (2) Those papers are also
removed which are not perfectly parsed by PDFx and PDFbox Java library (3)
Those papers are also excluded which have no occurrence of co-cited pair. The
total number of common citing documents were recorded for 450 pairs that are
11,875. The final dataset is prepared which consists of 50 query papers, 450 cocited papers, and 11,875 common citations. In all these 11,875 common citations,
we need to accurately extract sections and all other processing.

6.1.2

Section Weights Identification

The research papers consist of different generic sections such as “Introduction”,
“Litrature”, “Methodology”, “Results” and “Discussion” formally recognized as
ILMRaD structure. In this research work, the three sections “Results, Discussion
and Conclusions” are collectively considered “Result” section. The citations have
different meaning in each generic section of scientific papers. For example, co-cited
papers in “Methodology/Results” section, most probably, will be more relevant
each other than the papers co-cited in the “Introduction” sections. Similarly, cocitations occurring in “Introduction” section, will be considered high relevant than
the co-citations occurring in the “Literature” section. Such observations have been
pointed out and recognized by different authors [6, 26]. They assigned different
weights to generic sections to show their importance in research papers for different
tasks. From the above discussion, the following Equation can be constructed:
WM eth /WRes >WIntr >WLitr

(6.1)

The ‘WM eth ’ and ‘WRes ’ shows the weights of “Methodology” and “Results” sections respectively. The ‘WIntr ’ and ‘WLitr ’ represents the weight of “Introduction”
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and “Literature”. Mostly, such weight is represented within the range from (0 to
1) [21]. Boyack et al performed the co-citation proximity analysis across the fulltext research documents. They have also assigned static weights of 4, 3, 2, and
1 to different level of co-citation proximities. In our case, the levels of relevance
are three as co-cited in “Methodology/Results”, co-cited in “Introduction”, and
co-cited in “Literature”. We have used the weights as used by Boyack et al [21]
as we want to compare with them.
Motivated from this, we assigned maximum weight of 3 to papers co-cited in the
“Methodology/Results” section, the weight of 2 to the co-cited in the “Introduction” section, and the weight of 1 to the papers in the “Literature” section.

6.1.3

Relevancy Score (RS) Calculation

The relevancy score (RS) of co-cited papers is calculated across generic sections
of citing document by using in-text citation frequency of co-cited documents and
section weights. The concept of the proposed scheme (SWCA) for ranking has
been shown using a case scenario. In Table 6.1, we have taken the dataset of five
papers. This dataset consists of query paper (qp), co-cited paper (ccp), and citing
documents such as cd1 , cd2 , and cd3 .
Table 6.1: Dataset of query paper,co-cited paper, and citing documents

Query paper (qp) Title:“Explaining Collaborative Filtering Recommendation”
Co-cited paper (ccp)
Title:“An algorithmic framework for performing collaborative filtering”
Citing documents (cd)
cd1

Personalized recommendation of social software items based on social relations

cd2

Providing Justifications in Recommender Systems

cd3

Justified Recommendations based on Content and Rating Data

In Table 6.2, the pair of co-cited papers has been prepared by using the query paper
(qp) and co-cited papers (ccp) as shown in Table 6.1. The table consists of one
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co-cited pair such as (q1 ,ccp1 ). The frequencies of co-cited pair are analyzed across
the generic sections of three citing documents (cd1 , cd2 , cd3 ) by using the in-text
citation patterns and frequencies identification module as discussed in chapter 5.
Table 6.2: One co-cited pair of research papers with three citing documents

Pair of Co-cited papers
Query paper(qp)

Co-cited papers(ccp)

Citing Document(cd)

qp1

ccp1

cd1

qp1

ccp1

cd2

qp1

ccp1

cd3

The frequency of co-cited pair (qp1 , ccp1 ) is calculated across the generic sections
of citing documents as shown in Table 6.3. ’F(qp)’ represents the frequency of
query paper in the generic sections of citing document (cd) while ’F(ccp)’ denotes
the frequency of co-cited documents in the generic sections of citing document.
The relevancy score (RS) of co-cited pair in each citing document is calculated by
the Equation 6.2. ‘GS’ shows the number of generic sections which is four like
“Introduction”,“Literature”, “Methodology”, and “Result & Discussion”. The
parts ‘Fji(qp)’ and ‘Fji(ccp)’ are used to find the frequency of query paper and
co-cited paper in ‘ith ’ section in ‘j’ citing document ‘cdj ’ respectively. Finally the
‘Min’ function finds the minimum frequency among the frequencies of query paper
and co-cited paper and then multiply the minimum frequency with the ‘ith section
weight. The last score will show the relevancy score of query paper and co-cited
paper in the ‘j’ citing document such as 1, 7, and 3 as shown in Table 6.3. The
same process will be followed for the rest of citing documents of co-cited pair.
Let us see the procedure to find the relevancy score of co-cited pair (qp1 , ccp1 )
in citing document ‘cd1 ’. Before calculating the relevancy score, we will identify
only those sections which consists of both papers ‘qp1 ’ and ‘cc1 ’. For example we
can see in Table 6.3 , the “L = Literature” section contains (1,1) frequencies of
both co-cited papers. Now in this case, the minimum frequency 1 will be picked
for further processing. The section weight of Literature section is 1. This weight
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will be multiplied with the in-text citation frequency of concerned co-cited pair
like (1 * 1 = 1).
Table 6.3: Co-citation frequencies and relevancy score (RS)

Pair set

F(qp)

F(ccp)
Relevancy Score (RS)

qp

ccp

cd

I

L

M

RaD

I

L

M

RaD

1

1

1

0

1

0

1

2

1

0

0

1

1

1

2

3

2

1

0

2

0

1

0

7

1

1

3

2

3

0

0

1

0

0

0

2

Commulative Relevancy score (CRS):

10

Let us see another scenario in which the co-cited pair is cited in more than one
sections, such as ‘Introduction’ and ‘Methodology’ sections. The frequencies of cocited pair in the ‘Introduction’ and ‘Methodology’ sections of ‘cd2 ’ citing document
are I =(3, 2) and M = (1, 1) respectively. The minimum frequency of co-cited
pair in ‘Introduction’ section is 2 and the minimum frequency of co-cited pair in
‘Methodology’ section is 1. Now the Relevancy score of co-cited papers in ‘cd2 ’ is
(I = (3, 2) = 2 × 2 = 4) and (M = (1, 1) = 1 × 3 = 3). The score of co-cited papers
in “Introduction” and “Methodology” sections is 4 and 3 in citing document ‘cd2 ’
respectively. The total relevancy score of co-cited papers in ‘cd2 ’ is 7.

RS(qp, ccpx , cdj ) =

GS
X

M in[Fji (qp), Fji (ccpx )] × wi

(6.2)

i=1

The cumulative relevancy score (CRS) of co-cited pair can be computed by using
the Equation 6.3. In this Equation ‘cd’ shows the number of citing documents.
The relevancy score of co-cited pair is computed against each citing document
‘cdj ’ by using Equation 6.2. The resultant relevancy score is combined to get the
cumulative relevancy score 10 as shown in Table 6.3.

CRS(qp, ccpx ) =

cd=N
X
j=1

RS(qp, ccpx , cdj )

(6.3)
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In the end of this computation process, we have obtained the final Equation to
find the CRS of co-cited pair against ‘N’ citing documents by combining the Equations 6.2, 6.3.

CRS(qp, ccpx ) =

gs
cd=N
XX

M in[Fji (qp), Fji (ccpx )] × wi

(6.4)

j=1 i=1

By using Equation 6.4, the cumulative relevancy score of all co-cited documents
(ccpx ) with the query paper (qp) are computed across the ‘N’ citing documents.
In our experiment, the 9 co-cited documents are selected for a single query paper.
Each co-cited pair is analyzed against ‘N’ citing documents. The result of a cocited pair against ‘N’ citing documents has been shown in Table 6.4.
Table 6.4: The Cumulative relevancy score of nine co-cited pairs

Query paper(qp)

Co-cited Papers

Cumulative Relevancy Score (CRS)

qp1

1

0

qp1

2

0

qp1

3

4

qp1

4

12

qp1

5

21

qp1

6

19

qp1

7

16

qp1

8

27

qp1

9

15

6.1.4

Document Ranking

Subsequently the documents are ranked based on the cumulative relevancy score
of co-cited pairs as highlighted in Table 6.4. The papers with highest cumulative
relevancy score will come on the top of the ranked list. The list of the ’ccp’ co-cited
papers are ranked for the query paper ’qp’ based on the cumulative relevancy score
as shown in Table 6.5. The new rank under the ‘Rank ID’ is generated by the
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proposed approach (SWCA). In the next evaluation section, this proposed rank
will be compared with state-of-the-art techniques.
Table 6.5: The cumulative relevancy score of nine co-cited pairs

Paper Reference ID

Order CRS in Descending

Rank ID

1

27

8

2

21

5

3

19

6

4

16

7

5

15

9

6

12

4

7

4

3

8

0

1

9

0

2

6.1.5

Pseudo code for SWCA algorithm

The pseudo code for the SWCA algorithm is given below. The details of Rule based
Algorithm is given in the end of section 4.2.4

SWCA Algorithm (Co-cited-pairs-Metadata, Citing-documents)
Co-cited-pairs − − − − −− >(qp, ccpx ) x ={1,2,3,.....N}
[Query and co-cited papers Metadata (First author, Year, title)]
Citing-documents − − −− > (cdN ) cd={1,2,3,...N}
CRS ← 0
qptag ← ∅
ccptag ← ∅
For cdj := 1 To N Then
Rule Based Algorithm(cdj )
gs ← getGeneric Section(cdj )

// cdj :‘jth ’ Citing document
// gs: Generic sections in section 4.2.4
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qptag ← getCitationTag(qp.firstauthor, qp.year, qp.title, cdj );
ccptag ← getCitationTag(ccp.firstauthor, ccp. year, ccp.title, cdj );
For i ← 1 To GS := 4
CAD (qptag, GS[i]) //CAD in section 5.5.3
CAD (ccptag, GS[i])
CRS ← CRS + Relevancy Score(cdj )

//cumulative relevancy score

End For Loop
End For Loop
StoredCRS (CRS)

Relevancy Score (cd)
qp ccp fr int ← 0,

qp ccp fr litr ← 0

qp ccp fr met ← 0,

qp ccp fr rd ← 0

qp ccp fr int ← getFrequency(1, cd)

// frequency in introduction section

qp ccp fr litr ← getFrequency(2, cd)

// frequency in Literature section

qp ccp fr met ← getFrequency(3, cd)
qp ccp Fr rd ← getFrequency(4, cd)

// frequency in Methodology section
// frequency in Result & Discussion section

If qp ccp fr int (0) != 0 && qp ccp fr int (1) != 0 then
Int rs := M IN (qp ccp f r int(0), qp ccp f r int(1)) × 2

// weight = 2

End if
If qp ccp fr litr (0) != 0 && qp ccp fr lit (1) != 0 then
Lit rs := M IN (qp ccp f r litr(0), qp ccp f r litr(1)) × 1

//weight = 1

End if
If qp ccp fr met (0) != 0 && qp ccp fr met (1) != 0 then

//weight = 3

M et rs := M IN (qp ccp f r met(0), qp ccp f r met(1)) × 3
End if
If qp ccp fr rd (0) != 0 && qp ccp fr rd (1) != 0 then
Rd rs := M IN (qp ccp f r rd(0), qp ccp f r rd(1)) × 3

//weight = 3

End if
RS = Int rs + Lit rs + M et rs + Rd rs

// Relevancy Score
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Evaluation

This section presents detailed evaluation of the proposed approach. The first two
tasks were evaluated in chapter 4 and 5. For evaluation of SWCA algorithm, we
have utilized co-cited pairs dataset from CiteSeerX and have been performed both
of the first two mentioned tasks again. Therefore, its evaluation has also been
performed in section 6.2.1 and 6.2.2.

6.2.1

Evaluation of generic section identification

In this thesis, an approach was proposed, implemented and evaluated in chapter 4
for mapping of section headings onto logical sections of research papers. However, in this chapter, a new dataset was constructed based on co-citation pairs.
Therefore, it becomes important to re-evaluate the working of the section mapping
approach on this new dataset. For the evaluation of generic sections identification, total 150 citing documents have selected from the new CiteSeer dataset. The
total number of structural components in 150 citing documents are 1,049 that
have been extracted by using our proposed approach architecture as discussed in
details in chapter 4. The confusion matrix for the section identification is shown
in Table 6.6.
Table 6.6: Confusion matrix for generic sections identification over 150 papers

Predicted as

INTR

LITR

MET

RES

DISC

CON

150

0

0

0

0

0

Literature

0

25

4

2

0

0

Methodology

0

10

339

21

5

0

Results

0

5

22

276

5

0

Discussions

0

0

0

0

41

0

Conclusions

0

0

0

0

0
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The precision, recall, and F-score of generic section mapping is shown in Figure 6.6.
The F-score of our first component over the new set of CiteSeer dataset is 0.90
while the previous F-score of this approach was 0.92 as discussed in chapter 4.2.5.

Figure 6.6: Precision, Recall, and F-score of generic section Identification over
CiteSeer dataset

6.2.2

Evaluation of In-text citation frequency Identification

In this thesis, In-text citation identification approach was proposed, implemented
and evaluated in Chapter 5. In this section we have re-evaluated this approach over
the new dataset of CiteSeer papers. The evaluation of in-text citation frequency
identification has been done over the randomly selected 200 citing documents.
In these citing document, the citation frequency of 400 co-cited documents are
manually analyzed in text of citing documents. After the manual analysis of intext citation frequencies of cited documents, the precision, recall, and F-score were
calculated. The results are shown in Figure 6.7. F-score of our second component
over the new set of CiteSeer dataset is 0.89 while the previous F-score of our
approach was 0.97 as discussed in section 5.6.3.
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Figure 6.7: Precision, Recall, and F-score of In-text citation frequency Identification over CiteSeer dataset

6.3

Evaluation and comparison of SWCA approach
with State-of-the-art approaches

In this section, we are evaluating and comparing the results of proposed approach (SWCA) with state-of-the-art approaches including standard co-citation
technique [32] and citation-proximity analysis (Boyack et al) technique [21, 22, 37].
The proposed approach and state-of-the-art approaches will produce ranked list of
relevant papers for each query paper. Now the problem is to evaluate and compare
the proposed and state-of-the-art techniques against some benchmark data and/or
method. Beel et al have evaluated the research paper recommendation approaches
published in the last 15 years [9], after thorough analysis, they have concluded that
there is no standard dataset (Gold Standard dataset) on which a system can be
evaluated in this domain. They highlighted that the gold standard dataset was
prepared by different researchers for the evaluation of their systems and such a
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gold standard was not made available openly by any of the researcher which can
be further utilized by others working in this domain. However, the strategies for
making gold standard were reviewed by Beel et al [9] and they concluded that
there are two types of evaluation methods (1) Online evaluation and (2) Offline
evaluation. They also highlighted that the offline evaluation method has been
used in evaluation of 53% paper recommendation systems. The offline evaluation
is conducted in two ways: (1) user study and (2) offline evaluation metrices. The
user study is not possible for the huge dataset. Therefore, the evaluation of the
huge dataset is performed by different offline evaluation metrics such as recall,
F-measure, mean reciprocal rank (MRR), normalized discounted cumulative gain
(nDCG), mean absolute error, root mean square error and considering benchmark
ranking made by content of research papers. According to Beel et al [9], 53% approaches were compared with content-based filtering. The content of documents
are strong evidences for similarity purpose. Some of the recent studies [21, 90–93]
have shown the importance of new version of kullback leibler divergence (KLD)
which is called JSD (Jensen Shannon Divergence). They considered JSD as good
measure for the difference or divergence between two distribution or ranking. We
have selected two content-based measures including JSD and cosine Similarity [94–
96] as Baselines or Standards. Therefore, first the JSD measure has been explained
in section 6.3.1 and then we have discussed the content based similarity measure
in section 6.3.2. Finally the co-citation, Boyack et al and the proposed approach
will be compared with JSD and cosine similarity.

6.3.1

Jensen-Shannon Divergence (JSD)

The JSD measure is used to compute the distance between two probability distributions [90]. First the word probability vector for each document is prepared
and then the word probability vector is prepared for the cluster that consists of
all documents. The JSD value is calculated for each document by using the word
probability vector for a document and the word probability vector for the cluster
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in which the document resides. The JSD formula is shown in Equation 6.5.
1
1
JSD(p, q) = DKL (p, m) + DKL (q, m)
2
2

(6.5)

In Equation 6.5, ‘p’ is the probability of a word in a document and ‘q’ is the
probability of the same word in the cluster of documents. DKL is the KullbackLeibler divergence as shown in Equation 6.6. ‘N’ is the number of words in a
cluster of documents
DKL (p, m) =

N
X

(pi log(pi /mi ))

(6.6)

i=1

The cluster JSD is calculated as the average of JSD values for all documents in the
cluster. JSD is a divergence measure, meaning that if the documents in a cluster
are very different from each other, using different sets of words, the JSD value will
be very high. Clusters of documents with similar sets of words (a less diverse set
of words) will have a lower divergence. The steps for JSD value calculation of a
document and a cluster is shown below with proper example.
In first step, we will take the set of documents which consists of different keywords
as shown in Figure 6.7.
Table 6.7: Cluster of documents

Doc#

Number of words in three different

Number of Words

documents in a cluster
Doc1

cross, Validated, answers, computer, good

5

Doc2

simply, validated, answers, computer, nice

5

Doc3

simply, cross, bye, hello, good, cross

6

Total Number of Words in a Cluster:

16

In second step, we will prepare the word probability vectors across each document
and a cluster as shown in table 6.8.
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Table 6.8: Word count and probability vectors for each document and cluster
Word count vectors

Word probability vectors

Words

doc1

doc2

doc3

cluster

doc1 (p1)

doc2 (p2)

doc3 (p3)

cluster (q)

answers

1

1

0

2

0.2

0.2

0

0.125

computer

1

1

0

2

0.2

0.2

0

0.125

cross

1

0

2

3

0.2

0

0.33

0.187

good

1

0

1

2

0.2

0

0.16

0.125

nice

0

1

0

1

0

0.2

0

0.062

simply

0

1

1

2

0

0.2

0.16

0.125

validated

1

1

0

2

0.2

0.2

0

0.125

bye

0

0

1

1

0

0

0.16

0.062

hello

0

0

1

1

0

0

0.16

0.062

In third step, we will find the mean distribution using m = (p + q)/2. Let us
suppose, we want to find the ‘m’ of ‘answers’ word in doc1, then we will get the
mean of probability values of ‘answers’ word in doc1 and its cluster such as ‘0.2
+ 0.125’. In this way, the ‘m’ values can be calculated for the other words in a
cluster as shown in Table 6.9.
Table 6.9: Mean of ‘p1’, ‘p2’, and ‘p3’ with ‘q’ distribution

Words

m1 = (p1 + q1)/2

m2 = (p2 + q2)/2

m3 = (p3 + q3)/2

answers

0.1625

0.1625

0.0625

computer

0.1625

0.1625

0.0625

cross

0.1937

0.0937

0.2604

good

0.1625

0.0625

0.1458

nice

0.0312

0.1312

0.0312

simply

0.0625

0.1625

0.1458

validated

0.1625

0.1625

0.0625

bye

0.0312

0.0312

0.1145

hello

0.0312

0.0312

0.1145

Now we are able to find the Kullback Leibler (KL) Divergence by using ‘p’ and ‘m’
for particular word. The ’DKL ’ values for each word are calculated by Equation 6.6
as shown in Table 6.10.
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Table 6.10: Kullback Leibler Divergence for ‘p’ and ‘q’

Words

(p1,m1)

(p2,m2)

(p3,m3)

(q1,m1)

(q2,m1)

(q3,m3)

answers

0.04152

0.04152

0

-0.03279

-0.0327

0.0866

computer

0.04152

0.04152

0

-0.03279

-0.03279

0.0866

cross

0.0063

0

0.0822

-0.0061

0.1299

-0.0615

good

0.0415

0

0.0222

-0.0327

0.0866

-0.0192

nice

0

0.0842

0

0.0433

-0.0463

0.0433

simply

0

0.0415

0.0222

0.0866

-0.0327

-0.0192

0.04152

0.04152

0

-0.0327

-0.0327

0.0866

bye

0

0

0.0624

0.0433

0.0433

-0.0378

hello
N
P
DKL (p/q, m)

0

0

0.0624

0.0433

0.0433

-0.0378

0.1724

0.2503

0.2516

0.0792

0.1256

0.1273

validated

i=1

Now the JSD values of each document in cluster can be calculated by using Kullback Leibler divergence as mentioned below.
DKL (p1, m1) + DKL (q1, m1)
0.1724 + 0.0792
=
2
2
DKL (p1, m1) + DKL (q1, m1)
0.2503 + 0.1256
JSD(doc2) =
=
2
2
DKL (p1, m1) + DKL (q1, m1)
0.2516 + 0.1273
JSD(doc3) =
=
2
2
JSD(doc1) + JSD(doc2) + JSD(doc3)
JSD(Cluster) =
3
JSD(doc1) =

= 0.1258
= 0.1880
(6.7)
= 0.1895
= 0.1678

The divergence or difference between a cluster and a document is calculated by
using Equation 6.8. The low divergence value of a document shows more relevancy
with a cluster. The divergence values of different documents in a cluster are used
to make benchmarks ranking.
Divergence(document) = JSD(Cluster) − JSD(document)
e.g
Divergence(doc1) = Abs(0.1678 − 0.1258) = 0.0419
Divergence(doc2) = Abs(0.1678 − 0.1880) = 0.0202
Divergence(doc3) = Abs(0.1678 − 0.1895) = 0.0217

(6.8)
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Now, it is time to make the benchmark using JSD measure for comparison of proposed approach and state-of-the-art-approaches. First we have randomly selected
ten clusters of documents. Each cluster consisted of nine documents. Before calculating JSD of each document and JSD of cluster, we removed the stopwords
and special symbols from documents. Then we have obtained automatically the
document JSD and cluster JSD for different clusters of co-cited papers. Finally,
the divergence values have been found for different documents in their respective
cluster. These divergence values are used to rank the documents in a particular
cluster. The ten ranking are prepared based on JSD values as shown in Table 6.11
which will be used as benchmark in the comparison of section wise co-citation
analysis and state-of-the-art approaches. Each rank list is prepared on different
set of documents and represented by the unique column in Table 6.11. The values
of JSD measure were unique for each rank list hence no tie condition occurred in
JSD values among each cluster of documents.
Table 6.11: Ten rankings prepared for ten clusters of documents based on
Divergence measure
Paper#

Rank1

Rank2

Rank3

Rank4

Rank5

Rank6

Rank7

Rank8

Rank9

Rank10

1

1

2

7

1

2

3

2

3

2

1

2

3

5

2

2

5

6

5

2

1

9

3

4

1

3

5

6

1

7

5

4

4

4

2

9

4

6

1

8

4

1

6

7

5

5

6

9

7

7

9

9

6

7

2

6

7

3

8

4

3

7

6

7

8

6

7

6

4

6

8

4

4

1

4

5

3

8

9

8

1

9

9

5

8

8

9

5

9

8

7

5

3

8

2

3

9

3

8

6.3.2

Content based Similarity

Another important state-of-the-art approach with which we will be comparing our
results, is content based similarity. To implement the content based similarity,
different measures are used that include Cosine Similarity [97] , Jaccard [98], Euclidean [99] etc. Cosine similarity is used to measure the distance between two
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vectors. Subhashini and Kumar [100] conducted the experimental study of similarity measures for both information retrieval and document clustering. They
indicated that the cosine similarity measure is superior than the other measures
such as Jaccard measure, Euclidean, and Pearson correlation distance. It is used
to find the ranking of documents [97]. The cosine similarity measure formula is
given in Equation 6.9. If the value of cosine similarity function is zero between that
two documents then it means the two documents are not related with each other.
If the value of cosine similarity function is one then it means the two documents
are identical.
m
P

qi di
q·d
i=1
Similarity = Cos(θ) =
= rm rm
P 2 P 2
||q|| · ||d||
qi
di
i=1

(6.9)

i=1

Let us see the example of similarity between text documents by using the cosine
similarity measure. First we selected the dataset of three document as mentioned
in Table 6.12.
Table 6.12: Collection of text documents

Doc#

Number of words in three different documents in a cluster

Doc1

cross, Validated, answers, computer, good

Doc2

simply, validated, answers, computer, nice

Doc3

simply, cross, validated, good, cross

Before to performing any task in information retrieval over text document, the
Term Frequency Vector (TFV) of content is prepared as shown in Table 6.13.
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Table 6.13: Document TFV with tf-idf score

Terms

tft,d1

tft,d2

tft,d3

idf

d1 (tf-idf)

d2 (tf-idf)

d3 (tf-idf)

answers

1

1

0

0.176

0.176

0.176

0

computer

1

1

0

0.176

0.176

0.176

0

cross

1

0

2

0.176

0.176

0

0.299

good

1

0

1

0.176

0.176

0

0.176

nice

0

1

0

0.477

0

0.477

0

simply

0

1

1

0.176

0

0.176

0.176

validated

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

The weight of each term in a document of corpus is denoted by the ‘tf-idf’ measure. The ‘tf-idf’ is shown in Equation 6.10. The ‘tft,d ’ shows the term frequency
in a particular document. The ‘idf’ represents the inverse document frequency
calculated by the ‘log10 (N/dft ). ‘N’ represents the total number of documents in
a corpus and ‘dft ’ shows the number of documents that consist of the term ‘t’.
Wt,d or tf − idf = (1 + log10 tft,d ) × log10 (

N
)
dft

(6.10)

Now, the cosine similarity between any two documents can be calculated by using
the Equation 6.9. The ‘tf-idf’ of each term in ‘d1 ’, ‘d2 ’, and ‘d3 ’ in Table 6.8 will
be used to find the cosine similarity between documents.
Let us find the cosine similarity score between the pairs of documents such as
(d1 , d2 ), (d1 , d3 ), and(d2 , d3 ) by putting the values of ‘d1 ’, ‘d2 ’, and ‘d3 ’ from Table 6.14 in Equation 6.9.
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Table 6.14: Terms with ‘tf-idf’ scores in d1 , d2 , and d3

Terms

d1

d2

d3

d21

d22

d23

answers

0.176

0.176

0

0.031

0.031

0

computer

0.176

0.176

0

0.031

0.031

0

cross

0.176

0

0.299

0.031

0

0.052

good

0.176

0

0.176

0.031

0

0.031

nice

0

0.477

0

0

0.228

0

simply

0

0.176

0.176

0

0.031

0.031

validated

0

0

0

0

0

0

The cosine similarity score is high between ‘d1 ’ and ‘d3 ’ as shown below which
means that ‘d1 ’ and ‘d3 ’ are more relevant documents.

0.176 × 0.176 + 0.176 × 0.176 + 0.176 × 0
CosineSim(d1 , d2 ) = √
0.031 + 0.031 + 0.031 + 0.031 + 0 + 0 + 0
+0.176 × 0 + 0 × 0.477 + 0 × 0.176 + 0 × 0
√
= 0.311
× 0.031 + 0.031 + 0 + 0 + 0.228 + 0.031 + 0

CosineSim(d1 , d3 ) = √

0.176 × 0 + 0.176 × 0 + 0.176 × 0.299
0.031 + 0.031 + 0.031 + 0.031 + 0 + 0 + 0

+0.176 × 0.176 + 0 × 0 + 0 × 0.176 + 0 × 0
√
= 0.597
× 0 + 0 + 0.052 + 0.031 + 0 + 0.031 + 0

CosineSim(d2 , d3 ) = √

0.176 × 0 + 0.176 × 0 + 0 × 0.299
0.031 + 0.031 + 0 + 0 + 0.228 + 0.031 + 0

0 × 0.176 + 0.477 × 0 + 0.176 × 0.176 + 0 × 0
√
= 0.162
× 0 + 0 + 0.052 + 0.031 + 0 + 0.031 + 0

Similarly to JSD, the cosine similarity scores has been found among the documents
of same ten clusters. In this way, the ten rankings are prepared based on Cosine
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similarity values as shown in Table 6.15 which will be compared with the proposed
approach.
Table 6.15: Ten rankings prepared for ten clusters based on cosine similarity
score
Paper#

Rank1

Rank2

Rank3

Rank4

Rank5

Rank6

Rank7

Rank8

Rank9

Rank10

1

1

2

7

2

2

5

2

2

7

2

2

2

8

3

1

4

4

5

1

2

9

3

3

1

2

4

6

1

8

5

5

5

4

4

9

9

9

3

7

6

3

4

6

5

8

6

8

8

7

3

9

4

1

3

6

7

3

6

3

1

9

7

9

3

7

7

5

5

5

6

5

8

1

6

9

1

8

9

7

1

7

8

6

4

7

8

4

9

6

4

4

5

9

2

3

8

6

8

6.3.3

Co-citation Technique

We are going to compare different state-of-the-art approaches with the proposed
approach on the same dataset. In this context, co-citation approach proposed
by small [32] becomes one of the right choice for comparison as it is considered
a benchmark by scientific community to compare their own approaches [21, 90].
The co-citation is a relationship which is established between cited documents
by the authors of citing documents. The degree of relationship between co-cited
documents is measured by the number of times they appear together in citing
documents. This co-citation measure is also used to rank the co-cited documents
with the query paper. Those co-cited documents which have the highest co-citation
with the query paper will come at the top of ranking list. In our research work,
we have also selected the co-citation approach for the comparison of our approach.
For the comparison, the ten rank lists of co-cited documents are prepared based
on the co-citation measure over the same document clusters which is utilized for
the JSD calculation. The ten rank list are shown in Table 6.16.
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Table 6.16: Ten ranking prepared for ten cluster of documents based on Cocitation measure
Paper#

Rank1

Rank2

Rank3

Rank4

Rank5

Rank6

Rank7

Rank8

Rank9

Rank10

1

1

1

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

9

1

1

6

6

4

2

9

5

3

5

7

3

9

2

3

3

7

7

3

4

6

6

9

4

9

7

2

6

4

9

5

3

8

8

7

4

9

5

9

3

2

6

7

5

7

5

7

8

6

8

5

6

7

8

4

4

6

3

4

8

4

6

4

8

9

3

6

8

8

5

7

5

8

8

9

4

2

5

3

5

2

9

3

2

7

6.3.4

Citation Proximity Analysis (Boyack et al)

In the citation proximity analysis, Boyack et al [21] performed ranking on co-cited
documents based on the proximity measure in text of citing document. They
considered the whole document as a set of bytes. The citations that are within
the same bracket such as ‘[22,3 ,4,55]’, a weight of 4 is assigned, while co-cited pairs
within 375, 1500, and 6000 bytes are given weights of, 3, 2, and 1, respectively.
The co-cited pairs that are more than 6000 bytes apart are given a weight of zero.
In this approach, there is no need to get the sections of citing document. Based on
this proximity analysis the following ranking lists are prepared for the evaluation
and comparison with proposed approach (SWCA) in results section. The ranking
lists are given in Table 6.17. Each rank in column wise order represents the ranking
for each cluster of co-cited documents.
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Table 6.17: Ten rankings prepared for ten clusters of documents based on
Proximity measure
Paper#

Rank1

Rank2

Rank3

Rank4

Rank5

Rank6

Rank7

Rank8

Rank9

Rank10

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

7

2

2

5

9

9

2

9

6

3

4

3

3

9

7

5

7

7

6

5

4

9

9

9

4

2

6

6

4

3

9

5

3

6

8

6

6

4

8

9

4

2

6

7

4

7

5

8

7

4

5

7

4

7

6

8

6

3

4

8

3

6

5

3

8

5

5

4

8

9

2

5

8

8

8

9

8

2

5

7

3

3

2

3

2

7

6.3.5

Section Wise Co-citation Analysis(SWCA)

The details of section wise co-citation analysis have been given in section 6.1. In
this section, the ten ranking lists are prepared after executing SWCA approach.
These ranking will be compared in the results section with the state-of-the-art
approaches including JSD ranking and cosine similarity. The ranking lists are
shown in Table 6.18.
Table 6.18: Ten rankings prepared for ten clusters based on Relevancy Score
in SWCA approach
Paper#

Rank1

Rank2

Rank3

Rank4

Rank5

Rank6

Rank7

Rank8

Rank9

Rank10

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

9

2

1

5

5

5

2

9

5

3

3

2

3

5

6

3

8

6

6

3

4

4

8

7

8

3

8

4

5

3

9

5

8

6

9

7

7

6

7

9

5

2

6

7

5

8

4

2

7

6

7

7

4

7

6

4

6

6

4

9

3

4

4

7

8

9

7

4

9

8

4

9

8

8

8

9

5

3

5

3

9

2

2

3

2

6
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Results

In this section, we have compared the ranking of SWCA approach and state-ofthe-art approaches such as co-citation, and citation proximity analysis(Boyack et
al) with JSD and cosine similarity based ranking to find the correlation. The JSD
and Cosine similarity rankings are used as Baseline [94, 101]. The correlation is
the distribution analysis that is used to measures the strengths of association between two distribution and the direction of the relationship. Usually the score of
co-relation occurred between +1 and -1. The value of ‘+1’ means perfect positive
correlation and the value of ‘-1’ will be perfect negative correlation. Similarly the
value of ‘0’ means “no correlation”. The two rank correlation measures: Spearman‘s (p) and Kendall‘s (T ) are selected to evaluate the correlation between JSD
or cosine similarity and proposed approach as well as state-of-the-art approaches.
These two measures are widely used for evaluating the rankings [102, 103]
(1) Spearman’s Rank Correlation Coefficient
Let us see the comparison between the ranking of proposed and state-of-the-art approaches against the benchmark ranking of JSD using Spearman rank correlation
measure. The formula of Spearman rank correlation is given in Equation 6.11. ‘p’
is the spearman rank correlation. ‘di ’ represents the difference between the ranks
of corresponding values ‘Xi ’ and ‘Yi ’. The ‘n’ denotes the number of values in each
dataset.
6
p=1−

n
P

d2i

i=1
n(n2 −

1)

(6.11)

For single randomly selected cluster of co-cited documents, the rank lists of proposed approach ,state-of-the-art approaches, and JSD are shown in Table 6.19.
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Table 6.19: The ranking dataset of single cluster for proposed approach, stateof-the-art approaches, and JSD approach
Paper#

Rank(JSD)

Rank (Co-citation)

Rank (Boyack et al)

Rank(SWCA)

1

1

1

1

1

2

3

2

2

2

3

4

5

4

3

4

2

6

9

4

5

5

3

3

8

6

7

7

7

7

7

6

8

6

6

8

9

9

5

9

9

8

4

8

5

First, the comparison of co-citation approach with JSD measure has been shown
in Table 6.20 using Spearman rank correlation. The ‘p’ value between JSD and
co-citation approaches has been calculated by using Spearman Equation 6.11. The
Equation exploits the statistic in Table 6.20.
p(JSD vs Cocitation) = 1 −

6×(0+1+1+16+4+0+4+0+16)
9×(9×9−1)

= 1 − 0.35 = 0.65

Table 6.20: Spearman rank correlation between JSD Vs Co-citation ranks

Rank(JSD) Xi

Rank(Co-citation) Yi

Difference di

d2i

1

1

0

0

3

2

1

1

4

5

-1

1

2

6

-4

16

5

3

2

4

7

7

0

0

6

8

-2

4

9

9

0

0

8

4

4

16
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Secondly, we have found the correlation between JSD rank and Boyack et al rank.
The process of finding the spearman rank correlation between these two distribution is given in Table 6.21.
For one paper, the ‘p’ value between JSD and Boyack et al approaches has been
calculated by Equation 6.11 using the statistic in Table 6.21.
p(JSD vs Boyacketal) = 1 −

6×(0+1+0+49+4+0+0+16+0)
9×(9×9−1)

= 1 − 0.58 = 0.42

Table 6.21: Spearman rank correlation between JSD Vs Boyack et al ranks

Rank(JSD) Xi

Rank(Boyack et al) Yi

Difference di

d2i

1

1

0

0

3

2

1

1

4

4

0

0

2

9

-7

49

5

3

2

4

7

7

0

0

6

6

0

0

9

5

4

16

8

8

0

0

Finally, we have found the correlation between JSD rank and SWCA rank. The
Spearman rank correlation between these two distribution is given in Table 6.22.
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Table 6.22: Spearman rank correlation between JSD Vs SWCA ranks

Rank(JSD) Xi

Rank(SWCA) Yi

Difference di

d2i

1

1

0

0

3

2

1

1

4

3

1

1

2

4

-2

4

5

8

-3

9

7

7

0

0

6

6

0

0

9

9

0

0

8

5

3

9

For one paper, the ‘p’ value between JSD and SWCA approaches has been calculated by Equation 6.11 based on statistic in Table 6.22.
p(JSD vs SW CA) = 1 −

6×(0+1+1+4+9+0+0+0+0)
9×(9×9−1)

= 1 − 0.2 = 0.8

(2) Kendall Rank Correlation Coefficient
Kendall Tau is a measure of the correlation between two ranked lists. It compares
the number of concordant pairs with the number of discordant pairs between each
list. The concordant pair is defined over two observations (xi , yi ) and (xj , yj ) [101].
if xi > xj and yi > yj , then the pair at indices i, j is concordant. It means that
the ranking at i, j in both ranking sets X and Y agree with each other. Similarly,
the pair i, j is discordant if xi > xj and yi < yj or xi < xj and yi > yj . Kendall’s
Tau coefficient is calculated using Equation 6.12.
T =

C −D
n(n − 1)/2

(6.12)

where C is the number of concordant pairs, D is the number of discordant pairs,
and the denominator represents the total number of possible pairs. The ‘n’ symbol
shows the total number of elements in the each rank list. Thus, Kendalls coefficient
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falls in the range of [-1, 1], where -1 means that the ranked lists are perfectly
negatively correlated, 0 means that they are not significantly correlated, and 1
means that the ranked lists are perfectly correlated.
Like the Spearman rank correlation coefficient, we have found the correlation
between the ranking lists in Table 6.19 by using Kendall tau Equation 6.12. The
Kendall’s tau coefficients of co-citation, Boyack et al, and SWCA ranks with JSD
rank list has been calculated by Equation 6.12 respectively as shown below.
T (JSD vs Co − citation) =
T (JSD vs Boyacketal)
T (JSD vs SW CA)

27−9
9×(9−1)/2

=
=

= 0.5

25−11
9×(9−1)/2

29−7
9×(9−1)/2

= 0.38

= 0.61

(A). The Analysis of SWCA approach with state-of-the-approaches using JSD as Baseline
In this section, the rankings by the proposed approach have been compared with
the state-of-the-art approaches: co-citation and Boyack et al against the benchmark ranking by JSD. There are total of 10 clusters and each cluster has nine
ranked documents by each approach and the benchmark. The evaluation methodology compares the results in different aspects for example:

• It would be important to identify the average correlations (both Spearman
and Kendall Tau) between the JSD and all other approaches.
• It would also be important to study the correlation between JSD and other
approaches in different chunks of the ranking. For this purpose, the following
chunks have been identified in the ranked results like: top@3, top@5, top@7,
and top@9. It would be interesting to know that which approach (proposed
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or state-of-the-art approaches) achieve better ranking at top of the rankings
or in different defined chunks.
In Figure 6.8, the proposed approach SWCA has been compared with the stateof-the-art techniques: Co-citation and Boyack et al against the JSD ranking. The
comparisons were done in all defined ranking chunks. The Figure 6.8 has total of
four sub figures. The Figure 6.8(a) presents the comparisons between the proposed
and state-of-the-art approaches in top 3 ranked papers only. Similarly, the comparisons between the proposed and state-of-the-art approaches in sets of top 5, top
7, and top 9 ranked papers have been shown in Figure 6.8(b), Figure 6.8(c), and
Figure 6.8(d) respectively. In Figure 6.9, the overall comparison between proposed
and state-of-the-approaches has been shown in different sets of queries.
In first four subgraphs in Figure 6.8, on the X-axis, ranking approaches have been
displayed like the proposed approach (SWCA) and the state-of-the-art approaches
(co-citation and Boyack et al). The blue line represents the Spearmans correlation
between JSD and all other approaches whereas the red line represents the Kendall
taus correlation between JSD and all other approaches. The Y-axis represents the
correlation values. After critical study of results in these subgraphs, the following
observations have been made.
1. The proposed approach has outperformed the state-of-the-art approaches
based on JSD benchmark ranking using Spearman’s measure.
2. The Boyack et al remained runners up approach which performed well than
the co-citation technique based on both Spearman’s and Kendall’s tau.
3. One of interesting findings is that the Spearman’s correlation of proposed
and state-of-the-art approaches with JSD ranking is decreasing as long as
we move downward in the ranking. It means that all compared approaches
and the proposed approach have a potential to bring the important papers
in the top of the ranking.
4. The SWCA approach has also performed well than other approaches in all
subgraphs based on Kendall’s tau measure except the Figure 6.8(c). In this
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Figure, the correlation of proposed approach has decreased than state-ofthe-art approaches. The reason is that Kendall’s tau work on the number of
concordant pairs and discordant pairs. In case of top@7, the number of concordant pairs were always noticed greater than the discordant pairs for the
proposed approach with JSD ranking whereas, the Spearman’s correlation
works on the overall ranking distributions instead of noticing concordant and
discordant pairs.
5. In Figure 6.8, the values of Spearman’s correlation in all subgraphs are
greater than the values of Kendall’s tau correlation3 , such behavior was also
recorded by other researchers as well [102].
3
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(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)

Figure 6.8: Proposed approach comparison with State-of-the-art approaches
based on JSD ranking a) Average Correlation with JSD @ 3 b)Average Correlation with JSD @ 5 c)Average Correlation with JSD @ 7 d)Average Correlation
with JSD @ 9
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Figure 6.9: Comparison of Proposed technique with State-of-the-art techniques for different set of queries

(B). The Analysis of SWCA approach with state-of-the-approaches using Cosine Similarity as Baseline
In this section, we have compared the ranking lists of proposed and state-ofthe-approaches with the ranking of content based measure which is called cosine
similarity [94, 101] as discussed in section 6.3.2.
In Figure 6.9, the proposed approach (SWCA) has been compared with the stateof-the-art techniques: Co-citation and Boyack et al against the Cosine ranking.
The comparisons were done in all defined ranking chunks like were done in JSD
based comparisons. The Figure 6.9 also has total of four sub figures. Figure 6.10(a)
presents the comparisons between the proposed and state-of-the-art approaches in
top 3 ranked papers only. Similarly, the comparisons between the proposed and
state-of-the-art approaches in sets of top 5, top 7, and top 9 ranked papers have
been shown in Figure 6.10(b), Figure 6.10(c), and Figure 6.10(d) respectively. In
Figure 6.10, the overall comparison between proposed and state-of-the-approaches
has been shown in different sets of queries.
After critical study of results in these subgraphs, the following findings have been
achieved.
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1. The proposed approach has also outperformed the state-of-the-art approaches
based on Cosine benchmark ranking using Spearman’s measure.
2. The Boyack et al remained runners up approach which performed well than
the co-citation technique based on both Spearman’s and Kendall’s tau.
3. Like in Figure 6.8, the Spearman’s correlation of proposed and state-of-theart approaches with Cosine ranking is also decreasing as long as we move
downward in the ranking. It means that all compared approaches and the
proposed approach have a potential to bring the important papers in the top
of the ranking.
4. The SWCA approach has also performed well than other approaches in two
subgraphs as shown in Figure 6.10(a) and Figure 6.10(d) based on Kendall’s
tau measure. While, in the remaining two subgraphs in Figure 6.10(b) and
Figure 6.10(c), the score of proposed approach remained low due to the same
reason as discussed in finding number 4 with Figure 6.8(c).
5. Once again, the values of Spearman’s correlation in all subgraphs in Figure 6.9 are greater than the values of Kendall’s tau correlation3 as explained
above and was also pointed out by other researchers too [102].
3
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(b)
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(c)

(d)

Figure 6.9: Proposed approach comparison with State-of-the-art approaches
based on Cosine ranking a) Average Correlation with Cosine @ 3 b)Average
Correlation with Cosine @ 5 c)Average Correlation with Cosine @ 7 d)Average
Correlation with Cosine @ 9
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Figure 6.10: Comparison of Proposed technique with State-of-the-art techniques for different set of queries

6.4

Summary

In this chapter, first the final dataset was prepared for the empirical analysis of
proposed approach. Second, the SWCA algorithm was elaborated along with relevancy score computation. In third step, we evaluated the two main components
(1) generic section identification and (2) In-text citation patterns and frequencies
identification, over the dataset which was prepared for the final task. In the fourth
step, two benchmarks rank lists were prepared by JSD and cosine similarity approaches for the comparison of proposed approach, and state-of-the-art rankings.
After the critical analysis of results, it is observed that the proposed approach
(SWCA) has strong correlation with the two benchmarks: JSD and Cosine similarity than the state-of-the-art approaches. It means that the proposed approach
has outperformed state-of-the-art approaches. The correlation comparisons of proposed and state-of-the-art approaches against benchmarks were made at two levels:
(1) overall ranking level correlation comparisons, and (2) comparisons in the top 3,
top 5, top 7, and top 9 ranked papers. In all of the cases, the proposed approach
has outperformed the state-of-the-art approaches. Furthermore, all approaches
were able to rank better papers in the top of their rankings, however, when they
are compared with the proposed approach, the proposed approach was able to
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consistently win in all cases. For correlation comparisons, two ranking evaluation
metrics were used: Spearman, and Kendal Tau. In both of the evaluation parameters, the proposed approach was able to win, however, the correlation values of
Spearman always remained higher than the Kandle Tau, which is also consistent
with the findings of other researchers [102]

Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work

7.1

Conclusions

This thesis has critically evaluated the classical as well as state-of-the-art approaches in the domain of research paper recommendations. These approaches
were classified into different categories like approaches based on: metadata of
research documents, content of scientific papers, citation network, and user interactions in collaborative environment. The strengths and weaknesses of each type
of approaches were highlighted in chapter 2.
Citation based approaches remained important as the relevant papers are picked
and citing the authors of the papers. One recent approach, under the umbrella
of citation based approaches is co-citation. The original co-citation model [32]
considers two documents as most relevant, if both papers are occurring together
in the reference sections of many other papers. Recently, citation models have
started to consider the content of the citing papers where two or more papers
were co-cited. In such approaches, the proximity of co-cited papers is identified in
different ways for example at sentence level, paragraph level, and byte level etc.
However, the following two observations were made which serves as a research
gap in this domain and is being focused in this research . The first problem
in our focus is that the Citation proximity Analysis (CPA) and Citation Order
187
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Analysis (COA) have different meanings in different structural components of
research papers. For example two papers cited together in the “Discussion” section
generally are not as important as two papers cited together in the “Results” section
or “Methodology” section even if they are not cited in the same sentence. The
second problem is that clustering content in equal bytes will again have logically
many limitations, when two relevant references are placed in different clusters
or when two irrelevant references are placed within the same cluster. Based on
the above issues, this thesis comprehensively evaluated and experimented co-cited
papers in the generic structure/sections (Introduction, Literature, Methodology,
Results and Discussion) of scientific documents and evaluated whether considering
the proximity of research papers in section level may increase the accuracy of
identifying relevant research papers or not.
For the section wise co-citation analysis (SWCA), we developed the comprehensive
methodology as discussed in details in chapter 3. This methodology consisted of
three main phases (1) Data preparation phase (2) Section wise co-citation analysis
phase, and (3) Result evaluation phase. Furthermore, the section wise co-citation
analysis phase consisted of three main components: Generic sections identification, In-text co-citation patterns and frequencies identification, and section wise
co-citation analysis. The first component has been discussed in details in chapter 4. The second component has been explained in chapter 5. The third and last
component has been discussed in chapter 6.

7.2

Contributions

In chapter 4,we discussed our first contribution. In this contribution, we proposed, implemented, and evaluated a novel approach for structural components
identification and mapping on generic sections. Furthermore, in the evaluation
process, two annotated testing dataset were selected with 150 and 300 citing documents respectively. The technique was evaluated based on well-known measure
of precision, recall and F-score. The precision and recall values were computed
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for each standard section “Introduction”, “Related Work”, “Methodology”, “Results”, “Discussion” and “Conclusion”. For the comparison of proposed approach,
the state-of-the-art [28] technique was also applied on the same dataset. The
aggregated F-score of proposed approach was 0.92 over the both datasets while
the F-score of state-of-the-art technique was 0.81. The state-of-the-art approach
only considered the key-terms in section labels and the position of sections in the
research papers. In our approach, the patterns such as the key-terms, section
number, number of citations, number of figures, number of tables, first person
plural pronoun, number of pages, and number of structural components were used
for the accurate identification of section mapping.
In chapter 5, we discussed the second contribution. In the second contribution, we
proposed citation-anchors taxonomy after the critical analysis of citation-anchors
in the citing documents, literature approaches, and well known citation representation formats such as APA, MLA, AMA, and CBE. Secondly, we proposed, implemented, and evaluated a novel approach for the identification of in-text citation
patterns and frequencies in the citing documents. For the evaluation of proposed
approach, two datasets were prepared, one from Computer Science Journal J.UCS
and the other from digital library CiteSeerX having indexed many conferences
and journals. The testing set of J.UCS dataset consisted of 3,000 citations. The
testing set of CiteSeerX dataset consisted of 5,000 citations. For the comparison,
the state-of-the-art technique was also implemented over the same datasets. Both
approaches were evaluated based on well-known measure of precision, recall and
F-score. The results were compared with the state-of-the-art approach proposed
by Shahid et al [18]. The proposed model has comprehensively outperformed the
state-of-the-art approach by scoring average F-score of 0.97 as compared to baseline of 0.58. The state-of-the-art technique used the exact matching of citation-tag
with citation-anchor. But the highlighted issues in section 5.2 of in-text citation
anchor were not detected with exact matching. However, the proposed approach
used multiple evidences such as: innovative heuristics, lessons learned from previous approaches in the literature and learning from initial experimentations.
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After the above mentioned two important innovative approaches, we used the
above approaches into the overall proposed approach known as Section Wise
Co-citation Analysis (SWCA). The last and third contribution: section wise cocitation analysis (SWCA) is discussed in chapter 6. In that chapter, first the
dataset was prepared for the empirical analysis of proposed approach. The dataset
consisted of ‘50’ query papers, ‘450’ co-cited papers pairs, and ‘11,875’ citing documents. Second, the SWCA algorithm has been elaborated along with relevancy
score computation. In third step, we evaluated the two core components (1) generic
section identification and (2) In-text citation patterns and frequencies identification, over the dataset which was prepared for the final task. In the fourth step, two
benchmarks rank lists were prepared by JSD and cosine similarity approaches for
the comparison of proposed approach with the state-of-the-art approaches rankings.
The state-of-the-art approaches used for comparisons were: (1) Standard cocitation approach [32] and (2) Citation Proximity Analysis based on bytes [21].
There were two benchmark rankings, one ranking by the proposed approach and
two rankings by the state-of-the-art approaches. To compare rankings, two well
known measures are used in the literature known as: Kandle Tau and Spearsman’s
correlations. Both of these measures were used to compare the rankings obtained
by the proposed approach, and the state-of-the-art approaches with both benchmark rankings. The interesting findings were: (1) The average correlation for
the proposed approach remained 0.65 as compared to 0.5 by CPA and 0.48 by
standard co-citation. (3) The rankings were also compared into different ranking
chunks such as comparing in the top@3, top@5, top@7, and top@9 ranked lists.
The result shows that all approaches were able to bring most relevant papers to
the top of the rankings; however, the proposed approach was able to bring most
of the relevant ones in the top of the ranking
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Limitations of Proposed Approach

The proposed approach SWCA is developed based on two main components (1)
ILMRaD Structure Identification and (2) Intext-citation patterns and their frequencies identification. The experimental study of our research work shows that
SWCA approach has better results than state-of-the-art approaches. However, the
proposed approach has also some deficiencies due to the limitations that exist in
two basic components. The limitations of these components are discussed below.

1. In the proposed approach SWCA, the metadata of research papers have
been prepared from two openly available digital libraries, such as J.UCS
and CiteSeerX. In the absence of these libraries, our approach is not able to
construct the set of citing documents, and the set of co-cited pairs. These
two sets of research papers are used as input in the section wise co-citation
analysis (SWCA) technique.
2. The input of the proposed approach SWCA is a research document. This
approach has been built based on two formats, PDF and plain-text of research document. The SWCA technique will not work with other formats
like Postscript (.ps).
3. We have used the online PDFx conversion tool for the PDF-to-XML conversion. Hence, the proposed approach also depends on the PDFx tool. There
is, therefore, a possibility that the proposed approach may not properly work
with the XML document converted by other PDF-to-XML tool.
4. The rules in the proposed approach are prepared from J.UCS and CiteSeerX
research documents. The research papers of these two digital libraries are
related to computer science domain. These rules are constructed for the
identificaton of ILMRaD structure and in-text citation frequencies and their
pattern. There is a possibility that these rules may not properly work for
the research papers of PubMed Journal because these research papers follow
the IMRaD structure while our approach follows the ILMRaD structure.
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Future Work

This research has opened many research avenues for future, some of them have
been highlighted below:
1. Although the proposed approach for section identification and mapping has
acquired good accuracy on different datasets such as J.UCS, CiteSeer and the
World challenge at ESWC conference. The approach should further be tested
on diversified domains such as: Medical, Chemistry, Physics, Neuroscience
etc, There might be a need for some further fine tuning of the approach in
different domains. Furthermore, the technique may be extended and evaluated by: (a) incorporating authors styles of writing, (b) by analyzing the
content represented in the sections, (c) language constructs for example the
phrases are in passive voice or active voice etc.
2. The proposed approach of in-text citation frequency identification may be
experimented and extended in future by analyzing all citation styles available in the scientific community. Furthermore, when authors make mistakes
in writing references or providing citations, there could be an automated
approach which will be able to identify such anomlies. This will off course,
increase the overall accuracy.
3. The conversion of PDF to XML and text remained a challenge. Around 5%
PDFs were not in a format to be recognized by the state-of-the-art tools for
conversion into text. Although a researcher earned his PhD for proposing
propose an innovative approach to convert PDF to XML, but still around
5% documents were not converted accurately. Therefore, there is a need
for more experimentations and innovative approaches which could lead to
convert all PDFs to XML and text formats.
4. In the proposed approach of Section Wise Co-citation Analysis (SWCA),
the weights of different sections were assigned based on the state-of-theart approaches, Some more experiments can be done to evaluate different
weights that might lead to more accurate results.
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5. In SWCA, the sections weights were considered for papers co-cited in the
same sections; there might be some meanings of co-citation into different
sections. Such phenomena needs to be experimented and evaluated in different sections.
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